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PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF VALUE ENGINEERING 0

FOREWORD

TIee~objectives of this -!raining Guide are t providW' 'a) a complete

understanding of the fundamentals of the value engineering method. h) A

familiarity with some of the ancillary material necessary to its perform-

ance. and (c) a description of value engineering programs. Some material

on value engineering program management is provided, such as contractual

aspects, organization and assessment of results. The subject matter is

presented in generic form. S.G .-uet-wil• e aiWe to ma&k •peeific ap-

p -.... -. t nie considerations.

It is intended that this raining Guide will be used in conjunction with

a formal course of the sam title. The course will be suitable for those

who will perform value engineering as an assigned respo.nsibility and for

personnel who need to know how to apply it in their daily activities. The

class work will encompass lectures and practical project exercises. The

project work provides an opportunity to apply the theory under an in-

structor's guidance. Upon satisfactory completion of the course the trainee

will be qualified to perform value engineering studies. With minimum

supervision, he should be able to implement a value engineering program.

There are no formal educational prerequisites for a course based on

this Guide. It would be helpful, however, to have an understanding of the

DoD procurement practices, costing and pricing. Elementary algebra is

used in the discussion of cost models and cost analysis.

An examination has been prepared based upon the text. It is i.sued

as a separate supplement to this Guide. Satisfactory completion of a

IO



value engineering course is predicated upon a passing grade in the ex-

amination and active participation in tne project work exercises.

It has been found that a student's mental attitude toward learning has

a significant bearing upon the amount of material he absorbs and retain@.

This Guide will be used by many who have been away from a formal ed-

ucational environment for some time. The state of mind which exists

during schooling is subject to change by work experiences. To gain the

maximum benefit from this material, it would help to consciously adopt

the student's posture of receptiveness to learning. The prime purpose

here is to learn; this will facilitate later adaptation of the subject matter

in individual circumstances.
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Chapter 1: Fundamentals

This Chapter defines some of the basic nomenclature to

be used.., the subject of value is discussed in detail.., a

basis is provided for the consideration of end item value

for DoD application... the defense industry environment

is briefly examined as it relates to value engineering...

Guidelines are presented for setting boundaries for the

scope of value engineering activities... its methods of

application... and the selection of subjects for value

engineering studies.
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CHAPTER 1

FUNDAMENTALS

TERMS AND DEF174ITIONS

There is at present a number of definitions of value engineering in ex-

istence. The growth of a discipline involves the participation of many people

in widespread areas. rhe pace of technical progress in growth situations

frequently does not permit sufficient communication between the participants

to develop standards.

This 14,uide will express the value engineering nomenclature by consider-

ing th:te of its Pspects. First, the theoretical or disciplinary aspects;

second, the value engineering program; and third, the personnel who are

engaged in value engineering. None of the definitions provided in this docu-

ment are dogma; none are intended to represent the only definition, or even

the best definition that could ever be made.

Value Engineering Discijiine.

The value engineering discipline is an analytical process of identifying

needed functions and establishing the minimum cost to provide those func-

tions in order to maximize end item value. Broadly stated, it is the theory

of the method. It is a discipline that is cost-reduction oriented. By defi-

nition it is an analytical process; it involves probing and evaluating in order

to improve understanding. The words "needed functions" convey the mean-

ing that value engineering is concerned with what is to be done and the

reality of the need for doing it. For example, the value engineering theory

seeks minimium co't by considering various methods of achieving the func-

tion rather than by considering ways of reducing cost of a specific method

which leave it substantially unchanged.
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Value Engineering Program.

E A value engineering program is an organized set of definite tasks

which support or apply the value engineering discipline in all elements of

an organization that affect cost. The word "organized" is significant.

Unless planning, scheduling, measurement and other control procedures

are applied, one does not have a value engineering program, or any pro-

gram. "Definite tasks" indicate that the program elements must be stated

(and understood) in sufficient detail to be logical entities which can be as-

signed, manloaded, costed and assessed. The phrase "in all elements of

an organ'ization" indicates that the existence of a value engineering effort

in an isolated section of an installation would be unlikely to qualify as a

value engineering program.

Value Engineering Personnel.

These are designated individuals who have been trained in the value

engineering discipline and who have responsibility for its application.

These personnel should have "Value Engineering" in their job description,

classification, title, or whatevcr is appropriate in their organization.

Specialty value training should be in the person's background. The defini-

tion also states that to qualify as value engineering personnel, one should

have responsibility for application. The most desirable form for this re-

sponsibility is as a full-time effort.

Value.

There is greater common understanding of the word engineering than

there is of the word value. The dictionary has several definitions of value.

The ones that best fit the value engineering situation are: "relative worth,

utility, or importance; degree of excellence; a numerical quantity assigned

or computed." Value in this usage is measured in the eyes of the beholder.

It is a relative and subjective item. Firm and definite rules for its measure-

ment are not available. It must be borne in mind in relation to item value,

current applications or needs.

Use Value. The economies discipline has subdivided value into many

types. These include the value an object may possess because of its ability

to do something. This is referred to as its use value. It represents the

properties and qualities which accomplish work or service. Use value
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includes all of the performance requirements which are necessary for the

item to perform its intended application at the needed time.

Esteem Value. This represents the properties, features, or attractiveness

which create a desire to be known to possess the article. An item may

have little or no use value and yet have a significant esteem value. For

instance, real jewelry might be used in a play instead of costume jewelry.

The costume jewelry could perform the same use, but it would not have

the same esteem value to the actress.

Aesthetic Value. Esteem is different than the value ascribed to an item

simply because it is beautiful. The worth of appearance is called aesthetic

value.

Exchange Value. Another value which can be recognized is exchange value.

It measures the properties or qualities which will remain attractive enough

to other people to permit re-sale in the ature. Exchange value is demon-

strated by the trade-in book value of automobiles.

Cost Value. The cost value of an article represents the summation of the

various costs required to produce it. It can be measured by the seller

and expressed in dollars.

Price and Value. The formerly elusive parameter, vaiue, can now be

qualitatively approached. It can be treated quantitatively if in addition to

identifying the values offered by an item, an equivalent dollar amount is

assigned to each value. The sum of the dollar worths of the values offered

by an article must be equal to or less than the price of the article (viz.,

cost value) for the purchaser to say, "That is a fair price. " Buyer and

seller may disagree on the worth of the values present in any article.

The value engineering approach to DoD items is that the use value

should equal or exceed the cost value. Esteem, aesthetics and exchange

values are negligible compared to use. The value of an end item approaches

its maximum if its cost is made up solely of features which contribute to

its utie and do not include any factors which contribute cost towards esteem,

aesthetics, or exchange. A value engineering goal is the maximization of

end item value through the control of use value and cost value and the

elimination of costs associated with any other value.
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Function.

As noted previously, the value engineering discipline deals with the

functions of items. Function is used here to mean the action for which a

thing is specially fitted, or used, or for which it exists. The value engineer-

ing approach is to be concerned first with what the item is supposed to

do--only afterwards with the item itself. For example, before considering

a fabrication method improvement for a certain part, ths. realism of the

need for the function should be satisfied, and then other ways of performing

the item's function should be investigated. The consideration of function is

the fundamental skeletal structure of the value engineering method, for all

applications by all users.

Value Analysis, Value Control and Value Management.

The DoD makes no distinction between the terms value analysis and

value engineering. Furthermore, the DoD contractually speaks of value

engineering. Value Control and Value Management are terms used by

some companies to describe their value programs. This Training Guide

will use the term value engineering and it may be considered synonymous. with the others mentioned above.

Value Assurance.

The term value assurance will be used in this Guide to indicate the ap-

plication of value engineering during the initial creative phases of an item;

for example, during hardware design or procedure preparation. Its ef-

forts are intended to assure a high value item when released for fabrication

or when placed in service. It has its parallels in reliability assurance and

quality assurance.

Value Improvement.

Value improvement will be used in this Guide to refer to the efforts

applied to an already existing serviceable article to recreate one of better

value. Broadly stated, it is an after-the-fact approach.

ENVIRONMENT

Value engineering is a commercial industry development of the mid-

1940's. It was called value analysis at that time and was applied mostly

to high volume hardware items after their design was completed and
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sometimes even after production had started. Its purpose was primarily

to increase profit. The incisiveness of the theory was recognized and

adopted by elements of the DoD in the early 1950's. Since then it has been

promulgated throughout the defense industry, the DoD and other Government

agencies.

Department of Defense Usage.

Early applications of value engineering within the DoD resulted in

higher value items, but occasionally the implementation costs prohibited

using the results. Changes to defense inventory items approved for service

may entail expenses for changes to manuals, re-procurement of new spare

parts, stocks of two kinds of spare parts and updating records and data.

This fostered the development of value engineering techniques that would

be applicable to the R & D phase of acquisition. The use of these methods

prior to production avoids unnecessary initial expenditures. The DoD en-

vironment today provides opportunities for the application of value engineer-

ing to many existing items and the capability to assure value during the

early acquisition phases.

Cost Reduction Pressures.

It is not realistic to say that value engineering, per me, should not be

necessary and, therefore, contractors should not receive any benefits for

doing it. The extensive use of cost-plus-fixed-fee (CPFF) contracts iii de-

fense procurement did not provide strong incentive for economy. The in-

centive did not exist for the individual personnel in industry to reduce costs.

Many of the CPFF procurements were for research and development. This

involved a high percentage of the nation's engineering and support personnel.

Therefore, many personnel associated with defense inventory items today

have ba, kground experiences gained in an environment that was not positively

oriented towards cost conservation.

Personal Factors.

Cost incentive contracts are now prevalent and an individual's cost

performance influences his company's final profit. The DoD has responsi-

bility for spending public funds. Each installation and its personnel are

under scrutiny for its cost effectiveness performance, as well as its func-

tional performance. Companies and military agencies have intensified the
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monitoring of individual cost effectiveness performance. Military direc-

tives have been issued which state that cost effectiveness performance is

a factor to be considered in preparing personnel rating reports.

DoD Cost Reduction Program.

The Department of Defense has increased the pace of the cost reduction

program announced in 1962. President Johnson and Secretar- of Defense

McNamara have directed the attention of all major industrial defense con-

tractors to this cost reduction effort.

Value engineering is one element of the DoD cost reduction prograrm.

The DoD has created a top level Value Engineering Council of service and

agency representatives to develop coordinated procedures and policies.

The Directorate of Productivity and Value Engineering and the Value En-

gineering Services Office have been established in the office of the Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Equipment Maintenance and Readiness).

APPLICATION

End Items.

The daily operation of value engineering is concerned mostly with as-

semblies and detail parts and their data rather than with entire systems.

Its concern is during their conception, development, prototype fabrication,

production, installation and operation. The scope includes the nonhardware

cost contributing elements of data and documentation associated with the

hardware end items. Some non-hardware examples are: a) the preparation

of technical maruals, b) establishment of requirements for data, c) re-

port preparation, and d) preparation of engineering drawings. It can

also find application in the facilities or architectual and engineering (A & E)

field. The principles are applicable but it must be during the early stages

before the "mortar" has set. Maintenance of military equipment offers

many opportunities for the application of the value engineering method.

Value engineering operates mostly on the personal level with those

decisions which an individual finds under his sole control. It does not

usually include decisions, such as whether a nuclear-powered aircraft con-

stantly aloft provides a more cost effective deterrent than a Polaris sub-

marine on station.
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Timing.

The use of value engineering must consider the point of application in

the life cycle of the material involved. There are various acquisition cost

factors which constrain the practicality of value engineering application.

Generally, as a design matures and its configuration firms, the accomplish-

ment of value engineering cost reductions becomes more difficult and more

expensive. There is a point in the acquisition cycle at which an ostensible

reduction in acquisition (or procurement) cost might mean an overall cost

(acquisition plus installation, operation and logistics costs) increase.

Value engineering in early design and development phases can achieve

maximum cost avoidance because variations can be implemented without

offsetting production and logistics change costs.

Defense inventory items are frequently re-procured over a span of

several years. This provides an opportunity for taking another look.

Some of these opportunities are offered by the re-procurement of items

that satisfy their requirements even though they may not be doing it for the

best value. Also. the passage of time permits taking advantage of com-

mercial processes that were laboratory curiosities when the initial pro-

curement was made.

In addition to selecting the appropriate subject and establishing the

point in time that is suitable, the type of application must be determined.

The Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) permits two types of

contractual application of value engineering in industry contracts. The

contractor may be paid a direct sum of money and is required to develop

and implement a value engineering program on a particular contract. Or,

is not required to do anything, but, if he does perform successfully, he

will be given a share of the resultant cost reductions. Application within

the DoD requires selecting the proper program tasks as discussed in

Chapter 4.

Results.

The results of value engineering efforts are both direct and indirect.

The objective of value engineering is the improvement of value which may
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be (and usually is) obtained by the reduction of cost. Direct results are the

achieved cost reductions which can be unambiguously measured.

However, a significant portion of value engineering achievements are

gained through the efforts of personnel other than designated value engineer-

ing personnel. Their results are not always clearly visible nor immediately

evident. This is not to say that they are not real. The development of

value engineering and the resultant application to the early design phase

have produced results which are more easily and realistically measured in

units other than dollars. There is, for example, an improvement in a

company or military office cost-consciousness atmosphere. This is a

highly desired result, since the lack of this atmosphere is an environmental

factor that has contributed to the need for the subject. Indirect benefits

also result from increasing the capability of personnel to produce a more

cost-effective product than they might otherwise do.

Direct results frequently occur in other than cost units: a) improve-

ments in reliability, b) improvements in ease of supply, and c) increases

in the opportunity for competitive procurement. These other factors,

although real, tend to be subordinated to claims of savings.

PROJECT SELECTION

Project selection deals with choosing items for specific value study.

It is a different situation than the application of value engineering principles

in daily routine. Project selection seeks to identify and isolate items for

intensive value engineering application. The question can be asked: "How

is one to know that an item can be value-engineered?"

Identification of Values.

The process for selecting hardware and software projectd suitable for

value engineering involves the application of certain criteria in order to

assess the item's rating as good value or poor value. The answer lies in

the identification of the values which it possesses in terms of use, esteem,

etc., and the cost contribution for each of these values. A broad functional

cost and worth evaluation will provide a measure of confirmation of value

status. The details of functional analysis ire presented in Chapter 2.
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Probability of Implementation.

Another parameter that should be involved in the selection of projects

is the probability of successfully incorporating changes. Certain factors

need to be considered here which may vary between projects and programs.

One of these is the state-of-the-art that a particular item represents. The

likelihood of improving items which have been subjected to many cost re-

duction studies during a long life certainly is less than that of newly de-

veloped items which have probably not been studied for their value

engineering aspects. The local atmosphere about changes is a factor that

will affect the success probability. Another factor that can be involved is

the level of technical knowledge concerning the project which is available

to the persons performing the study.

Schedule.

The effect upon the article's schedule should be considered. At the

hardware level of value engineering application it is seldom justifiable to

sacrifice schedule for cost reduction. Some past experiences have indicated

that value engineering application may improve procurement lead times.

In any event, major potential cost reduction trades should be examined to

see if schedule changes might be justified.

Total Potential Cost Reduction.

The total cost consequences of a particular study must be evaluated

before the study is to be made. This includes a rough order of magnitude

estimate of the likely possible cost reduction that is achievable in terms
of the production quantity and the present cost of the item. The likely

implementation costs must be estimated by rules of thumb and experience

factors. This will help decide if a particular project offers enough potential

to make it worth the study. An item of high unit cost may offer less po-

tential than an item of lower cost which will be used in larger quantity.

Worth of Study.

The length of time (hence. the cost) required for study, investigation,

and action to arrive at the point of change may negate the overall reduction

of its cost. Additionally, each time an item is value engineered and re-
value engineered. the actual dollar cost reduction diminishes. Expressed
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as a percentage, it may remain constant or even increase. In all cases,

it should be assured the return is worch the investment.

Other Aids.

The total combination of its representation as good or poor value, the

probability of successful improvement, the effect upon schedule, and the

cost consequences provide a logical picture of whether a project is fertile

or not. The performance of these tests is a matter of the skill and ex-

perience of the personnel involved in them. There are aids for determining

these parameters. If a PERT or PERT/COST system is in use on a pro-

gram. it will help provide the cost and schedule consequences of variations

in program timing resulting from value study of a particular project.

Learning curves are helpful for evaluating changes in production. Some of

the cost analysis techniques in Chapter 3 may be applied. Cost target sys-

tems discussed in Chapter 4 identify items during their development that

are candidates for valve study. Computers can be a valuable tool to identify

itens for study. Computers already in use at many DoD procurement.

supply and maintenance activities can be programmed to provide a print

out when an item is in a "buy" position in sufficient time to permit study

prior to reprocurement.

1
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FUNDAMENTALS: SUMMARY

A. The value engineering discipline in an analytical process of dealing

with needed performance functions to achieve best value by providing these

functions at minimum cost.

B. A value engineering program consists of an organized set of tasks

which support and apply the value engineering discipline in the elements of

the organization that influence end item cost.

C. The values present in an iter.m may be identified, measured and

used as an indication of price reasonableness.

D. The value engineering approach for defense inventory items 's

to obtain use value at minimum cost and to eliminate factors which con-

tribute cost to aesthetics, esteem, or exchange.

E. Cost effectiveness is an element of individual performance that

is gaining assessment attention.

F. The scope of value engineering application includes hardware and

non-hardware items of the entire DoD inventory at all stages of their

acquisition and usage that offer cost reduction potential.

G. The selection of an item for value engineering study depends upon

its value rating, probability of successful improvement and the anticipated

return on the cost of study.

H. The results of value engineering include direct cost reductions

achieved by actions applied directly to specific items and indirect benefits

which accrue from the establishment of a value climate and the improve-

ment of personnel cost reduction capabilities.
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Chapter 2: Methods and Procedures

Analysis of function, the Job Plan and creative problem

solving are offered as three basic elements of value on.-

gineering. .. analysis of function is presented as the value

engineering method of achieving cost effectiveness in per-

sonal decisions.., functions are defined and typed... the

comparison of worth of function to the cost of achieving

function is explained... The Job Plan is introduced as a set

of tasks for performance of a value engineering study... the

separate steps, or phases, of the Job Plan are defined...

the work content of each is explained.., and the personnel

responsibilities are identified... Creative and analytical

problems are defined.., the significance of the creative

problem in value engineering application is noted.., some

personal capabilities which can improve the generation of

solutions are interpreted... definite methods are provided

to increase the probability of finding the best solution to a

creative problem.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

ANALYSIS OF FUNCTION

The fundamental element of the value engineering discipline is the

analysis of function. It is the means of relating use value to performance

with positive consideration of cost.

Description.

The iunctions of hardware and software may be analyzed at any stage

of their existence. When applied in the conceptual stages it deals with the

requirements for which a hardware item or document is being sought.

The term "item" is used in this Guide to denote both situations. The func-

tional analysis procedure involves the treatment of three facets of the item

under study, together with possible alternatives or solutions: a) function,

b) worth, and c) cost. Each parameter is determined, evaluated and com-

pared. Subjective impressions are used in the process; judgment must be

exercised. Functional analysis as discussed here bears some similarity

to systems engineering as applied to weapon system analysis.

Function.

Functions can be expressed, categorized and handled just as any other

descriptive element of an article, such as its weight, length, or color.

There are several good definitions in current use for this term. For this

Guide, functions may be thought of as the feLtures that an item possesses,

or that constitute its performirnce. They are traits of tangible hardware

parts as well as of documents and procedures.
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Function Format.

Functions are expressed as two-word abridgements of the performance

features involved. The use of only two words, a noun and a verb, assists

in achieving a high degree of summarization of the performance feature.

It forces an exact statement of the problem, which in turn helps provide a

broad opportunity for solution.

Thus the common screwdriver would be said to "transfer torque"

rather than to "drive screws. " True, it can be ( and is normally) used to

insert or to remove screws. But the common screwdriver would not work

if it did not transfer the twist of the wrist to the screw head. It is that

transfer that must be attained. If the handle of the screwdriver slips

around the blade tang, no force is transferred, the screw doesn't come

out, and the function is not performed.

Basic. Function. Functions can be divided into two types, which are here la-

beled basic and secondary. Basic function is defined here as the perform-

an-e feature that must be attained. In the case of the screwdrtver, transfer

torque would normally be the basic function. If the major performance

, feature was something other than associated with the driving of screws,

the basic function might be something else. For example, if the desired

application were the prying open of paint can lids, the function would be

in terms of the transfer of a linear force rather than a rotational force.

The establishment of basic function is relative to the requirement.

A clear understanding of the real need for the requirement is necessary if

clarity of basic function definition is to be obtained. An item may possess

more than one basic function. This would occur where one item provides

several performance features that need to be accomplished.

Secondary Function. Secondary functions are also performance fea-

tures of an item other than those that must be accomplished. Secondary

functions represent those features whose existence is necessary to the

performance of the item but are attributed to the method chosen to per-

form the basic function.

Thus a screwdriver may also be said to "insulate energy" if it has a

plastic or rubber handle. This would be a secondary function if the handle
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material was chosen to increase the friction between hand and handle, that

is, to facilitate performance of the basic function.

The handle itself, regardless of its composition, may represent a

secondary function in another situation, Viewed from the requirements

side, the basic need is to drive screws. If a hand-operated screwdriver

is chosen to perform this basic function, the handle function is secondary.

It exists only because the device called a screwdriver was chosen to per-

form the basic task. If a coin, or a thin flat bladc, like a spatula blade,

were chosen, there would be no handle. The screwdriver handle provides

a support feature necessary for it to perform the basic feature of driving

screws when held in the hand and twisted.

Functional Relationships. It is common practice in dealing with hard-

ware to describe them as: a) elements of next larger assemblages, b) in

terms of their own smaller subparts, c) or as an alternate to b) as non-

divisible without losing their identity. The relative position that an item

occupies in the scheme of total assembly is called its indenture. Indenture

levels below the "top" assembly are developed and assigned as design

proceeds.

The significance of indenture to this subject is that the designation of

functions as basic or secondary depends upon the indenture level o! the

antecedent item. A function which exists to support the method of perform-

ing the basic function is a secondary function. But, when considered by

itself with respect to itself, it is a basic function.

For example, the surface of the screwdriver handle that increases

friction is secondary with respect to the screwdriver as a hand rotated de-

vice. But, if the surface of the handle is considered with respect to the

handle, increased friction is the main performance feature that must be

attained. Therefore, it is a basic function of the handle as a first indenture

level item.

Application to Assemblies of Parts.

Some hardware items that appear simple have many levels of lower

indenture. The rule for functional evaluation is to work from the top down

and to consider the project under study as the top assembly. Perform the

analysis of function upon the top assembly first. Only after assurance that
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the objectives of value engineering cannot be achieved at the top assembly

level should the first indenture parts be studied, and so on, down to the

lowest level indenture.

For example, if the screwdriver were under value improvement study,

attemps to improve the handle would be subordinated until it was deter-

mined that: a) performance of the function was needed for the application

in question, and b) a manually rotated, spade-bladed device was the best

approach.

Conservation of Function. Functions may be used as rough measures of

cost effectiveness. This rule of thumb will generally hold true, but must

be applied with good judgment. The value of an item approaches maximum

as unneeded functions are eliminated and as the number of secondary func-

tions is reduced.

Worth.

The second step in functional analysis is to establish a dollar figure

for each needed basic function. This is done after all functions have been

identified and typed and unnecessary functions have been discarded. Worth

is the cost estimated to be a reasonable price to perform the function.

The estimate is made by the person or team performing the functional

analysis.

Procedure. The quantitative aspect of worth is a subjective element in

value engineering just as it is in any context. Consumer consideration of

whether to repair an old washing machine or to buy a new one and the de-

cision of whether to buy a new set of golf clubs at a very good price when

the old set is still serviceable are examples of worth decisions which are

frequently made. These are usually made or strongly influenced by a
"what is it worth?" consideration. A point is reached in the deliberation

of purchase decisions when one concludes, "Not at that price; but if it were

this price, it would be worth it."

Unfortunately, most of us are more adept at doing this exercise for

consumer goods than for defense items. But it can be done for both. Some

of the questions that might be asked for setting the worth of functions are:
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A. What is the cost of achieving this function:

1) if some other known item was used?
2) if it had been done on some prior program ?
3) if it were being done in commercial industry?

A 4) if it is bought from a competitor?

B. What price would you pay if it was your own money that you were
spending ?

C. Is this a common function of ordinary accomplishment or rare
and difficult to achieve ?

D. What it the price of some item that will:

1) almost, (but not quite), perform the function?
2) perform the function plus several others?

All of the above factors are guides, but experience and judgment must

also be applied to set the worth of function. The procedure needs further

development to increase its accuracy. At this moment, however, it can

be performed well enough to serve a useful prupose. It is probably the

most difficult step in the entire value engineering process. It is also one

of the most useful.

Application. The establishement of a dollar figure for the worth of each

needed basic function is a major goal of the value study. It is one boundary

of the value aspect of the overall problem. The selection of one of several

alternatives or solutions to postulated requirements is facilitated by com-

paring the cost of each to the worth of the functions that need to be accom-

plished. It thus serves a threefold purpose: a) a test for value, b) an

element of evaluating decisions for approval, and c) a factor for measuring

the effectiveness of value engineering efforts.

Cost.

The consideration of cost is the third step in functional analysis. As

mentioned above, the magnitude of cost as compared to worth is a measure

of value. Inthis application, it is the cost of the method chosen to perform

the function that is considered. Worth applies to function; cost applies to

the physical method of achieving function.

Determination. Cost may be determined by one or more Pf several proc-

esses. The choice depends upon the item's design completion status and m
previous procurement. Records should be searched for historical cost
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data pertinent to the items under consideration. T1e cost estimating,

* pricing or analysis organization can be requested to derive a predicted

cost for items under development or alternatives. Vendors may be re-

quested to make quotations. In any event, it is the future cost for the

quantity in question that is to be used. Past &vtual costs must be adjusted

to reflect the future. These facets are discussed in Chapter 3.

Application.

Functional analysis is performed as ore of the early steps in the value

engineering method. Its use is summarized in Table 2-1. The method and

the output is the same for all applications: the use of the results varies

according to the item under consideration.

THE JOB PLAN

The Job Plan is a series of tar-is whose performance constitutes the

accomplishment of a value engineerirng study. Each step entails one or

more elements necessary tc. the satisfactory conclusion of a value engineer-

ing study.

* Significance.

The Job Plan is a key component of the value engineering process. It

has been found in practice that its formal use is instrument.l in achieving

best results from value engineering studies. Excessive informality with

respect to economic considerations contributes to a poor value environment.

Conversely, rigorous use of the Job Plan provides:

a) A vehicle to carry the study from inception to conclusion.

b) A convenient basis for maintaining a written record of the effort.

c) Assurance that consideration has been given to facets that may
have been neglected in the creation of the original article.

d) A logical separation of the distinct portion of the study into units
that can be planned, scheduled, manloaded and assessed.

Application.

The Job Plan is used in training for the project work exercises and

in actual practice for value engineering studies. As presented in this

Guide, the Job Plan pre- supposes selection of an item for study. Some
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expositions include this in the Job Plan. The project must be selected in

* any case; the exclusion of project aelection permits easier application dur-

ing training.

As presently structured, the Job Plan is oriented towards value im-

provement studies. Its method and much of its content are also applicable

to value assurance. A strong similarity exists between the Job Plan and

the general process that is usually followed during hardware design, test

procedure preparation and other activities of daily performance.

Personnel.

The Job Plan is used whether the study is being done by a group or by

an individual. Each member of a tem need not separately perform the en-

tire Job Plan. Individual assignments of some tasks may be made; these

areas will be noted as discussed below and presented in more detail in the

section on Task Forces in Chapter 4.

Records.

A written record should be maintained of the actions performed and

the data that is gathered. When a Task Force is in operation each person

who performs a separate assignment should provide the others with a sum-

mary of his results. The value engineering member of a Task Force usually

serves as its secretary.

Method.

The method of applying the Job Plan is to follow each phase in sequence.

It will be more apparent later, especially when tried for the first time, that

the phases are highly dependent upon each other. Therefore, it will occa-

sionally be necessary to return to a previously completed phase for addi-

tional data needed for a downstream decision.

Judgment must be exercised to determine the depth to which each phase

should be performed before proceeding to the next step. A trade exists

between doing work that may turn out to be unnecessary and jeopardizing

the complete success of the following phase due to incomplete performance

of the precedent. This judgment is a skill factor that is improved by

experience.



Phases of the Job Plman.

As noted before, the nomenclature of value engineering is not mUiver-
sally contant. Most, if not all, of the differences are vot significant
e*ough to be an issue. Especially in a training mode, it is the understand-

ing of the Itent that is the prime objective. This Cuide presents the Job

Plan in five steps or phases:

A. Information Phase

1) Gather facts
2) Analyse functions
3) Prepare cost model
4) Set cost target

a. Speculative Pame

1) Develop possible alternative solutions

C. Evalution Phase

1) Analyse alternatives, compare with the criteria
2) Determine Implementation costs
3) Select most likdlr alternative
4) Verify adequacy of selected alternative

D. Prop*sal Phase

1) Determine recommendations
1) Prepare writte report

Sheme~ata Phase

1) FoM1ow up a &ssit In the Implementaution of reconmendations
31) Verify predicted cost data

SlorlPae. This is the first step in the Job Plan. Ibe objectives

are to a) obtain a eompleete umeretadif of the project supported by
faetrl -soledge and b) establis the *citera against which possible Im-
pso•wes will be compae d.

Tno ftat owJective is gained by gathwring afotraatloe. (For training
emriseo mu=% of We should have beeo *erfo• ed in advance and provided
to the team. Tis tlask ti smitaUe for assigameat of seprae parts to in.
dividedl eam members. The d46a gtered should be supported by tangible
evidence In the form of cOiesO of the appiUcable documeIts. Typical
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information which should be obtained includes the following (the type of

4 project will influence the final choice):

A. Design C. Fabrication and Test

1) Drawings 1) Make or buy data

a) Layout 2) Tooling data

b) Fabrication 3) Manufacturing planning

c) Assembly 4) Schedule

d) Control 5) Vendors or subcontractors

e) Interface 6) Reject or scrap rate

2) Specifications 7) Quality program

3) Background of previous 8) Test procedures and
design decisions past results

4) Schedule 9) Packing and shipping

5) Tooling 10) Sample item

B. Customer and Contractual 11) Process specification

Requirements D. Cost Data (input to and as

1) Quantity and schedule defined by cost model)

2) Specifications 1) Historical actual costs

S ) 3) Application 2) Estimated future costs

4) Incentives 3) Proposal costs

5) Procurement potential 4) Contractual costs

6) Previous procurements

7) Change procedure and
requirements

8) Proposal data

When facts based upon documentation can not be obtained. seek the

opinions of knowledgeable personnel. In all cases go to the best source.

For instance, contracts personnel are better qualified to interpret the con-

tract than the designer; written reject records can provide better data than

the foreman who may have forgotten or who may have come on the job after

the fact; manufacturing planning may show several intermediary operations

that were not contemplated by the engineer.

The second objective, to establish the criteria for I %ter comparison

with alternatives, is gained by: a) analysis of function. b) preparation of

a cost model, and c) setting cost targets. Functional analysis has been

previously discussed. Cost models and cost targets will be presented in
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Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. If the study is a team exercise, all members

should participate in the per,rmance of the functional analysis. The prep-

aration of the cost models and cost target may be assigned to an individual.

All team members should be given copies of the models and should concur

with the cost target.

Speculative PMae.

The objective of this phase is to develop possible solutions to the value

problem. Consideration of solutions should not formally begin until the

problem. as defined during the Information Phase. is well understood.

All team members should take part in the execution of this phase. The

choice that is selected by the study, and hence the results of the exercise.

will probably be generated during this phase. The generation of alternative

approaches to performing the needed functions may be done by several

problem solving systems. If the item under study has more than one fea-

sible solution, the likelihood of finding the best one increases with the num-

ber of possible solutions generated. Formal use of the creative problem

solving process is suggested to produce possibilities other- than those that

might occur spontaneusly or by any other process. Tecnmiqi4ee for its

application to this sort of problem are given in the next section of this

chapter.

Evaluation Phase. In this step the choice& developed in the preceding

phase are sifted and examined to arrive at a final recommendation. The

process involves a verification of the probability of satisfactory substitu-

tion fr the subject uwder study. This will probably not be required in de-

tail for each of the generated alternatives, since many of them will be

disqualified after a superficial eamninatioa.

The most likely candidates should be subjected to the following opera-

tions which may be performed by separat members of the study team:

A. Fumctiodal Amalysis

B. Detailed Cost Estimate

1) Unit Cost
2) Implementation Cost
3) Contract Cost Effect
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C. Technical Adequacy Status

1) No testing required, or
2) Testing required

a) schedule
b) cost

D. Change Procedure Requirements

The assessment of the above data should indicate a most likely choice.

Two selections may be made if the analysis doesn't provide a clear decision.

For example, an alternative which requires an extensive testing program

may be recommended together with another choice which offers a lower

cost reduction but which does not require verification.

Actual testing is not usually a part of the value engineering process,

per se. Simple or inexpensive testing may be "fitted in" as the Job Pla.n

is followed. The value engineering objective is to analyze, study and rec-

ommend for action. Neither its budge. ncr its capabilities are usually or-

ganized for engineering verification.

Proposal Phase. In this phase a report is prepared of the study activities,

'results and recommendations. Each team member should contribute a

portion, but each need not prepare a separate report. The report, called

here a value engineering proposal, is directed to the authority or agency

which convened the group or authorized the study. Additional distribution

of the report should be made only by its recipient.

The report should be prepared in a style consistent with the standards

of good technical writing. Three special considerations should be noted:

a) A one-page summary of the entire report should be the first page
of the report. It sheuld contain the highlights of the study, the
recommendations and a concise treatment of the cost data.

b) The flavor and tone of the report should be, ýýarefully designed to
avoid alienating other personnel. No matter how tendered, the
value improvement recommendation is a criticism. It is offered
constructively, but it is sometimes viewed otherwise.

c) Complete back-up details of names, prices, sources, document
numbers, etc., must be provided. The implementation personnel
should be able to readily locate key information.
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Imnlomentation Phase. The remposibility of a team io discharged when

the report is issued. Attaihar.3ent of the overall obj~ective is not however,

reach~d until the recomme~ndations are converted into actions. Assigned

value engineering personnel should remain active on the study until it to

imrnle-ented or has been satieft-ctiorily disposed. Assittance may be

needed in the change proceduze, reverification of elemints of the proposal,

Provisfh7,.- of (4rther back-up data. etc, The actual costs of Implemented
studies should be doiteitnined for comparison with the proposals.

CREATIVE PROFU~.E:FM SOLVING

The application of value engineering involve@u many parameters such

as esie, weight, function, cost and other related and sometimes seemingly,

unrelated factors. These factors must be established. quantified and so

arranged that they offer the best value for the application at hand. The

process solving this problom may proceed by an analytical progression of

events and ideat to a singlo anewir; or, a creativy approach may be taken

which leads t.. many answers, any or all of which may be possible solutious.

Analytir.&I Approach.

The strictly analytical approach is substantlaily singular tn purpose.

The problem is stated exactly. A direct approach to the solution is taken

which proceeds through a step-by-step progression of experiments. evalua-

tions. mathematical manipulations and arrives at a single answer. An

analytical problem is one that has only one solution that will work.

For example. several metal racks each containing a number of cabi-

nets or drawers of electronic equipment are installed in a large room.

Excessive operating failures have resulted in loss of operating time and
coatly maintenance. "Find the cause of the failures. "~ is an analytical

problem. One pursues the problem through a progression of suppositions

to be proved or disproved by exrperimentation. tests, calculations, etc..
until the problem is successfully narrowed to a single cause for each fail-
ure. Once the cause is ascertained, that problem 6' solved.

C roative Approach.

A creative problem is one that has more tha- one workable solution.
The creative approach is an Idea-producing process intended specifically
to gene rate, a number of solutions. each of which will solve the problem



at hand. Some of the answers are better than others, but all will work.

One is better than all the others; it is the optimum solution among those

arailable. The best solution to the problem may not even have been

generated.

fn the electronic equipme'nt example cited above, the situation posed

by, "excessive failures that resulted ia loss -,f operating time and costly

maintenance," may be resolved into two problems: a) Determine the cause

of failares (analytical problem), and b) Prevent re-occurrence (creative

problem).

The cause was found tc be the generation of heat by vacuum tubes. A

number of elec.m.nic components then failed as the termperature of the sur-

rounding trapped air rose What is the solution to this portion of the prob-

lemr? A number of ;deas may be proposed:

a) Keep on hand a spare supply of components. Replace whenever
failure occurs.

b) Replace the failure prone components with others that have higher
heat-resistant capabilities.

c) Install a refrigeration unit to provide cooling air inside the racks.

e) Control the temperature of the entire room by installing an air
:onditioning unit.

e) Eliminate the vacuum tubes and replace them with nonheat pro-
ducing components such as transistors.

f) Equip each rack with an electric fan to dissipate heat by forcing
a flow of cool air past the vacuum tubes.

Any of the above would solve the problem. One of them is better than

the rest. Its selection is an analytical problem. But the best solution that

could be found may not even be on the list,

C fesativity.

Creativity is a complex thought process of generating ideas and images.

It is a capability that everyone possesses to a greater or lesser extent.

The creative ability is analogous to other mental abilities, such as memory,

in that we tend to use only a portion of our latent capacity. The remainder

lies dormant in many people. Unfortunately, the experiences of life that
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accrue with the passage of time that brings maturity generally acts to sub-

merge the inherent creative capability.

Application.

The problem posed by a value engineering study is a creative problem.

Many of the cost-incurring decisions in the defense environment have sev-

oral workable solutions. As shown before. the probability of finding the

best solution, the one that represents the best value, increases with the

number of solutionm developed. Creative problem solving is a method of

generating many possible resolutions. It finds its application primarily

in the generation of alteibate approaches to the project under study. It is

offered as an aid to performing the Speculative Phase of the Job Plan.

Human Factors.

The success that one has with the creative problem solving techniques

will improve with practice. Before starting, it is necessary to understand

the interplay of certain mental habits and attitudes. Some are conducive

to creative thinking and others inhibit new thoughts and ideas. There are

a number of mental traits which provide positive support for creative

thinking. Some of these are: a) sensitivity, b) curiosity, c) persistence,

d) inquisitiveness, e) constructive discontent, f) initiative, and g) flexibility

of thought.

It is commonly believed that these are innate qualities which cannot

be improved or developed. This is not so. The human mind has a measure

of flexibility similar to the muscles of the body. Conscious exercise of

these beneficial traits will develop them until they become as much a part

of the subconscious thinking process as any habit.

There are other mental attitudes which tend to inhibit creative thinking.
Commonly called mental blocks, these may be categorised as a) perceptual.

b) cultural, c) emotional, and d) habitual.

A. Perceptual Blocks

1) Failure to use all the senses for observation.

2) Failure to investigate the obvious.

3) Inability to define terms.
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4) Difficulty in visualizing remote relationships.

5) Failure to distinguish between cause and effect.

B. Cultural Blocks

1) Desire to conform to "proper" patterns, customs or methods.

2) Overemphasis on competition or on cooperation.

3) The drive to be practical above all things -- too quick to
apply judgment.

4) Belief that all indulgence in fantasy is a waste of time.

5) Faith only in reason and logic.

C. Emotional Blocks

1) Fear of making a mistake or of appearing foolish.

2) Fear of supervisors and distrust of colleagues and
subordinates.

3) Overmotivation to succeed quickly.

4) Refusal to take any detour in reaching a goal.

5) Inability to reject decisions which are adequate but which
are obviously suboptimum.

D. Habitual Blocks

1) Constant search for solutions to new problems by the same
methods without questioning the adequacy of the old methods.

2) Continuing to use "tried and true" procedures even though
new and better ones are available.

3) Rejection of alternate solutions which are incompatible with
habitual solutions.

There are three levels of thinking that need to be recognized:

a) Habit - Continuous usage of sameness in thought and action that
results in good habits and bad habits - requires little, or no,
conscious reflection.

b) Insight - Rapidly occurring understanding, disr-or-ment, judgment

or aseessment.

c) Creation - Generation of responses unhind,.red by mental blocks
and prema-ure judgment.
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All three levels of thinking may contribute to creative problem solving.

The creative process will, in the long run, produce more, and probably

better, solutions.

Techniques.

There are more than a dozen techniques available for use in creative

problem solving. Several of the more generally applicable ones will be

discussed here. Some are for use by individuals working alone and some

are intended for group exercise. Certain of these methods were created

for application to particular categories of problems, or for problems pe-

culiar to one industry, or for certain skill levels of the personnel who will

us* them. All provide a routine of mechanical procedures to help the user

generate more solutions to his creative problems.

The various techniques provide formats for mental stimulation. It is

necessary, during their usage, to conscientiously think creatively. The

ground -ules to be followed may be summarised as:

a) Do not attempt to generate new ideas and to judge them at the
same time. Separate these aspects in time, certainly, and in
place and by personoel if possible. 4

b) Generate a large quantity of possible solutions. Multiply the
number of ideas produced in the first rush of t~nkrng by five
(or by 10) to set a goal for the desired qu;-ntity.

c) Seek-a wide variety of solutions that represent a broad spectrum
of attacks upon the problem.

d) Watch for opportunities to combine oT improve ideas as they are
generated.

e) Before closing the book on possible solutions allow time for sub-
conscious operation on the posed problem while consciously
performing other tasks.

Delineation of Features. There are several creativity techniques which

are based upon separate or combinational arrangements of the individual

attributes of the project under consideration. In its simplest form, each

feature, facet or physical parameter of the subject is separately listed.

These are examined and considered, one at -L time, as possible mental

stimuli and as bases for combination or improvement.
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A sophistication of this technique is to arrange the attributes vertically

S down the left side of a piece of paper and then horizontally across the top.

The intersections of the horizontal and vertical columns represent all pos-

sible combinations of each attribute with one other. These combinations

may stimulate additional ideas. Threte-way combinations using a list

along a third mutually perpendicular axis may also be developed.

Forced Comparisons. This technique is a means of forcing comparison

between the subject and an arbitrarily selected object. The object can be

selected at random from a hardware catalog, from among the articles in

view at the moment or from any other convenient source. The selected

article and its features are considered with respect to the subj-ct for which

alternates are desired. This will provide additional stimuli for ideas.

For instance, a telephone might stimulate some thoughts about a sheet

metal packing box which is under study: a molded plastic box, different

colors for different contents or destinations, used discarded telephone

packing boxes, etc.

Inputs and Outputs. This technique is used where the problem invo'-ves a

known input or work effort that is to produce a specified output or end re-

sult. The procedure is to examine methods of using the input to cause the

output directly. This method is typically applicable to problems which in-

volve some form of energy, as shown by the following ex.ample.

A low-lying area of homes and shops is located at the base of a darn

across a part of a river about 2, 000 feet above the low-lying area. There

is a lake of water held behind the dam. Periodically, melting snow pre-

cariously raises the water level of the lake to such an extent that water

spills over the dam and floods the area below. A method of warning and

control is required.

High water is the input and flood is the output. First analyze the

input -- high water. How can the rising water, or its effects, provide a

method of controlling the water? What outputs are produced directly by

the input? The outputs can be: a) water level changes, b) increase in

weight of water at bottom of dam, c) submerged and dampened dry land at

the upper edge of the lake, etc. Ltilizing these outputs, a number of solti-

tions may be derived: a) in.tall a transducer below the low water level

that will trigger a warning signal o)r pn t ill'.y ait i pre--ctv hiigh
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water level; b) place stakes with stripes of high visibility paint of various

colors at the edge of the lake to provide a visual means of determining the 4
water level in the lake; c) place an "open" electrical cirLr ,,t a normally

dry position on a bank of the lake that will close upon submergence to pro-

vide a warning signal.

Group Association. This method in its numerous variations is based upon

the stimulation of one person's mind by another's. Two people working

together under the ground rules described earlier can generate more ideas

than either one alone. This is mostly due to the ideas gained by one as

variations or improvement of ideas expressed by the other. The •,fficiencv

of the group goes up as its size increases above two until it reaches the

point where its operation becomes so cumbersome as to discourage some

members' participation. Groups of about ten are about the largest prac-

tical size for this type in value engineering application.

The members of the group may be selected to represent different work

bickgrounds. Some should have a working familiarity with the subject

under study. They need not all have known one another before the session.

All should come from equivaleit strata of the organization. An executive

may have an emotional block if very junior personnel are present and vice

versa.

A group leader operates the session by posing the problem. fie rec-

ogn•zes the members who have solutions to offer. A secretary or tape

recorder notes each idea. It is important not to exercise critical .idý,tnetit

of any offered idea during one of these sessions. Critical judgment will

tend to inhibit the thinking of the judged and will have a stultifying effect

upon the others.



METHODS AND PROCEDURES: SUMMARY

A. The application of value engineering requires the analysis of func-

tions, the assessment of their relative need and the comparison of their

worth to the cost of their achievement.

B. Basic functions are those performance features that need to be

attained in the application under consideration.

C. Secondary functions are an item's performance features that need

to exist for the item to perform its basic function(s).

D. The worth of each basic function is set as the criteria to test the

cost of various methods of accomplishing the basic functions.

E. Formal accomplishment of the steps in the Job Plan will assure

comprehensive consideration of the key elements of value engineering.

F. The input to the Job Plan is an item selected for value assurance

or value improvement study and the output is a report of recommendations

concerning the item.

G. A comprehensive written record should be maintained of the tasks

performed and data gathered in each phase of the Job Plan.

H. Each person can significantly improve his capability to generate

solutions to problems by understanding the associated thinking processes

and the observance of a few ground rules.

I. The probability of finding the best solution increases with the num-

ber of solutions considered.

J. The generatior of large numbers of possible solutions is facilitated

by: a) separating the generation and Judgment of ,olutions, b) maintaining

acute cognizance of possible mental blocks, c) consciously seeking a broad

spectrum of types of solutions, d) allowing time for subconscious exercise

of the problem while consciously performing other tasks, e) using formal

methods of artificially stimulating thought, f) examining all posed solutions

for combinations and improvements, and g) the deliberations of a small

group of selected persons.



Chapter 3: Cost Visibility

The performance of value engineering and the application

of its principles requires knowledge of costs in every

situation. ,. This Chapter explains the processes of indus-

trial colt estimating... the use of learning curves.., and

standard hours in the estimating process... The extension

of direct costs intn total price by application ot over-

head... G & A... and profit is described... Several tech-

riques are offered for evaluation of cost reasonableness

. .. cost modeling is introduced as a method of improving

cost visibility in value engineering application.. . The

selection of cost model elements... format.., and con-

struction is explained by example.
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CHAPTER 3

COST VISIBILITY

The need for cost knowledge is directly related to the cost oriented

definition of value engineering- -the achievement of needed function as

minimum cost. This need is apparent in many areas. As a value engi-

neering study is pursued and as the method is used in daily decision

making, the question, "What does it cost?", occurs repeatedly. Satis-

factory completion of the Job Plan Information Phase required information

about the functional requirements and detailed cost information about cur-

rent or anticipated approaches to satisfy these criteria.

Design decisions are among those that have a major affect upon final

product cost. The relative cost effects of a wide range of design alterna-

tives must be available if a high value product is to be assured. This ap-

plies to the "design' of software as well as hardware. Cost conscious

personnel and value engineering personnel are concerned not only with

what can be done, but with what should be done to reliably provide the re-

quired function at minimum cost. The methods, nomenclature and pro-

cedures associated with cost are not standardized in the defense indwmtry-.

This Chapter will offer a basic understanding of the general process.

COST ESTIMATING

Cost estimating is the proct-ss of forecasting the low,.st level of cost

asisciated with the performance of a given task. It repro'*nt. a pr,-tl

tion of what the actual cost will he wT :-i the task is complieted. It ul,.,allv

/ncludes, but is not necessarily limited to, direct lahor time, wateria,

,terns, travel, technical data and packaginiz. The cost estiw'atr, through



a furthar process called pricing, ia e:tended by the application of labor

rates, overhead, other business costa, ",d profit. Price is the dollar

amount which a cus t orner pays. Price represents the acquisition cost of

defense inventory iterns. The cost estimate is the base for the price--any

errors in the base tend to be magnified in the price

Estimating it largely a subjective process of personnel Judgment for

items under development. When additional quantities are procured, the

subjective estima'te may be modified by application of historical actua, cost

data from cost a( counting records.

Accuracy of the Estimate.

The degree of accuracy of a cost extimate varies as a f'nrctlo.i of

a) the item's "maturii-. " b) the time available to prepare the estimate.

c) the state-of-the-art of the item, d) tVe existence of deflnite specifi-

cations, and e) the availability of related historical cost accounting data.

Estimates for the cost of items in the k onceptual stage are not an accurate

as those based upon completed englneer.ng dra.v'ings. Evein when drawings

exdst, an item that has never been produced is iess amenable to accurate

cost estimation than one previousLy manufactured. The net effect of these

and other contingencies is that estimating it difficult under optimum -n-

ditions, and that any deviations from the optrrunm usually degrade. cost

estimate accuracy.

Cost Breakdown.

One of the most effective ways to gain a conr-pre,'.ensIve view of tle

cost estimating and pricing process is to examine the indIviuaI cnst' ele-

ments which make up a complete pricing package. Figure 3-1 shows the

front side of Form DD633, Cost and Price Anaiy-ts. This guide will use
it as an example of cost elements in a selling pr e. !The reader should

become familiar %,ith the specific forms and pricing strur. Ire portinent

to his abencles procurements. )

Direct Material. This is all material articipated to -- r0q,•r-ed 'or per-

forrnance of the work being priced. The principal categories of material

(and some typical examples) are:
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A. 'Raw Material

(Bar stock, sheet metal, tubing, and similar material processed
"in-house" so as to lose their original dimensions or properties.)

B. Purchased Parts

(Castings, forglngs, transistors, transformers, valves, and a
wide range of standard and uemi-standard components which will
not lose their identity in the end product.)

C. Subcontracted Items

(Complex components or major subassemblies which are procured
by contractual arrangement with an industrial firm. )

Direct Labor. This includes all labor hours estimated to be expended

specifically to produce the product or service being supplied. The drafts-

man who prepared one of the product drawings is a direct charge; the cost

of the machine operator who reproduces that drawing and others from

several :ontracts is not. Direct labor hours are estimated by categories.

The direct labor categories for design and production usually include

those below. As previously noted these arrangements are not standardized.

A. Engineering

1) Technical staff members (engineers, scientists, etc.)
2) designers and draftsman
3) laboratory technicians
4) secretaries
5) technical writers

B. Fabrication

I model shop machinists
2) sheet metal shop operators
3) plating and procissinL, operators
4) machine sphop machinists
5) foundry workers
6) planning and scheduling personnel

C. Assembly

1) model shop assemblers
2) mechanical assemblers
3) electronic assemblers



D. Test and Calibration

1) Tooling

a) designers
b) tool fabrication machinists
c) tool proofing operators

Standard Hours. Manufacturing labor is sometimes estimated by the
"standard time" method. A standard time interval, usually expressed in

hours, is the amount of time required by the average worker, working at

a normal pace, under average conditions, to accomplish a particular task.

Standard hours are normally used for costing production quantities. They

are developed from measurements and actual records of inuividual labor

operations such as drilling holes, stamping parts, and soldering electronic

components.

Once the standard time has been set for the various fabrication oper-

ations, they serve as data inputs to the costing of new job3. The estimator

adds up the standard hours for each fabrication step defined by the planning.

He applies factors which allow for fatigue, rest, lost time, and for reali-

zation rates of most recent occurrence. This converts standard time to

actual time. The pricing extension is developed from the standard hour

base as shown in Figure 3-2.

Other Direct Costs. Direct costs are the base for price in most defense

industry pricing structures. Frequently, it is desirable for industry to

include as many cost elements as possible in the direct category. Depart-

ment of Defense regulations provide for the allowability of items of direct

cost under various circumstance's. It is not possible here to provide a

list of all other direct costs that may be involved. Some of them are:

a) tooling, b) special engineering, c) travel costs in excess of the labor

time, such as airplane fare, meals and hotel, and d) other elements which

may be usually charged to overhead but which must be especially modified

or priced for the task being estimated. An example of the latter is a

special and extra expensive, shipping carton. It may be charged direct

because it is special for one case even though the cost of regular shipping

cartons is provided for in overhead. Other items of direct cost may be

estimated in lump sums rather than synthesized on a "per unit" basis,

e.g., set-up labor time on machinery.

3-5
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Overhead. In addition to the material and labor costs which cai be directly

attributed to a product or service, there are various indirect costs. One

category is commonly called overhead or burden. This includes items not

directly attributable to the actual part being estimated but which are neces-

sary for the overall sustenance of the organization. For instance: a) the

wages of employees who do not work direcly on producing the end product,

b) office supply costs, c) plant maintenance costs, d) taxes, e) depreci-

ation, f) telephone costs, and g) employee fringe benefits (vacations and

sick leave) may be included.

The type of contract and pre-determined arrangements with govern.-

ment auditors determine which cost elements will be included in the over-

head and which in the direct category. Overhead costs include those which

occur regardless of business volume (e.g., rent) and others which vary

with the plant's volume (e.g., utilities). Overhead costs in large instal-

lations may be collected separately for various organizational units.

These are usually identified as load or overhead centers. The number of

these centers depend upon factors such as the grouping of direct labor

rates, types of machinery or equipment, etc. A shop with expensive

machine tools will usually have higher overhead costs than an assembly

area where many hand operations are performed. For cost accounting or

estimating purposes these load centers are considered as distinct sections

of the plant. They are identified by code numbers and all costs incurred,

both direct and indirect, are accumulated. These centers may be treated

in groups to develop overall cost estimating data.

Determination of Overhea:d Rates. Direct and indirect costs are col-

lected over a period of time for each cost center. The ratio of indirect

cost to direct cost are computed. These percentages are reviewed and

annually negotiated between the Government and its defense contractors.

The approved figures, possibly modified to reflect expected future varia-

tions, are expressed as percentages. For example, Company X may have

an approved overhead bidding rate for the next six months of 115 percent.

The overhead cost that would then be added to the estimated total direct

cost base would be 115 percent of the direct cost. As prescribed by the

Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR), overhead costs are not

always added to some of the direct cost elements. For example, outside

3-7



purchased parts and subcontract# costs are priced without adding the over-

head rate. In certain cases a percentage factor lower than the overhead

rate may be allowed to cover the costs of "handling."

General and Administrative Expense (G & A). Some costs which are not

included in direct or in overhead are grouped under G & A. These vary

among organizations, but generally include the costs of: a) legal,

b) finance, and c) corporate executive salaries. These costs are collected,

negotiated and generally treated similar to overhead; the G & A rate is ex-

pressed as a percentage. The total of direct and overhead plus those items

of direct to which overhead is not added is multiplied by the G & A percent-

age figure. This amount is added to the sum of the direct and the overhead

in the pricing process.

Pr 3fit and Fee.

Profit (called fee for cost reimbursement contracts) is computed and

added to total estimated cost. Department of Defense regulations, manda-

tory as of 1 January 1964, provide weighted guidelines to determining al-

lowable profit on all negotiated defense contracts. The objective of these

guidelines is to relate the amount of profit to risk and excellence of per-

formance. The determination of the amount of profit is accomplished by

assigning a numerical weight range to a number, of factors:

a) the record of past performance.
b) the degree of engineering or special achievement required.
c) the extent of contractor risk.
d) the amount of contractor resources to be applied.
e) the difficulty of the contract task.

Contractors are expected to use these guidelines in framing their profit

objectives for anticipated work, prior to negotiation. The proposed profit

is then negotiated.

Price. The resultant of the estimating and pricing process is the selling

price. The buildup of price from the direct, material, overhead, G & A

"and profit is illustrated in Figure 3-3.

Cost Accounting. -CQst accounting is the process of recording actual costs

as they are incurred. For value engineering purposes it is most effective

when it provides data for use in cost forecasting. To use cost accounting

data for this purpose, the actual costs must be collected by jobs or cost

3-8
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centers in a form that permits application in the estima•r~rg process. The

data must be timely and economically retrievable. At the present time,

cost accounting data is used mostly for other rurposes, s.', as the fiscal

operations of billing, tax computat on and corporate finance decisions.

The collection formats for ti'ese us s generally do not lend themselves

directly to cost visibility usage in value engineering.

Learning Curves.

As the production of an item proceeds in quantity the unit labor cost

decreases. This is a normal by-product of good production practices and

operation planning. The decreases reflect learning on the part of operators

and management personnel and is manifested in reduced zime to perform

repetitive tasks. Analysis of the World War 11 aircraft industry revealed

that there was a constant rate of learning for various fabrication processes.

Many studies since then have shown that the same phenomenon applies to

the fabrication of missile hardware, weapons, and commercial products.

The law of the learning curve may be generally stated that as the pro-

duction of an item proceeds, its unit labor cost is less by a fixed percentage

every time the produced quantity is doubled. The exact percentage depends

upon the item and the kind of labor. Applicable percentages for various

cases are developed from historical cost accounting data.

Applications of Learning Curves. As shown in Figure 3-4, a plot of unit

labor cost versus the serial nu:.-,ber of quantity produced is a straight line

on log-log graph paper. The slope of the curve is indicative of the de-

crease in the cost with the increase in the produced units. Typically,

learning curves are expressed as a percentage figure that is expected to

apply to a given process or situation. For example, if it is said that an

80 percent learning curve is exp'ected for a certain design, It means that

the cost of an item will decrease by 20 percent every time the quantity is

doubled. The cost of the! 50th item will bc 80 percent of the cost of the

25th item, and the cost of the 100th item will be 80 percent of the cost of

the 50th item. Note, therefore, that it is only necessary to know (or to

estimate) the time or cost of producing one article and the applicable per-

centage factor and one can predict the cost of any quantity.
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The production time reduction as the produced quantity doubles ir

disturbed if the item is changed. The rate of reduction (slope of the 0
learning curve) may remain the same but the quantity starts over again

from item one of the changed rticle. In effect, the learning has to be

learned all over again. The cost goes back up the learning curve to some

new number of hours. A new slope may prevail if the change uses a

process which has different learning characteristics. Thus, the decision

to select items as likely to produce savings, the selection of alternative

items and the presentation of the cost data should reflect consideration of

the projected fabrication cost of the present article and the perturbations

introduced by disturbing or discarding the achieved learning. The place in

the production schedule where the anticipated change is to be made may be

different for several possible alternative items. The cost consequences

of vzrying the proposed change effectivity in the production schedule can

be estimated with the aid of the learning curve.

Limitations and Restrictions. One of the possible misuses of learning

curves is that there are other elements besides direct labor which make

up total product cost. It may be a mistake to assume that labor efficiency

has been increased when certain items previously made in-house are

shifted to a "buy" basis. Although such a situation may be arithmetically

demonstrated a. "make" cost versus "buy" cost, it may represent a loss

if the arithmetic did not consider the learning to be gained in-house.

Another pitfall is where the price of a job is based upon the learning

curve and then the desired slope is not achieved. Production goals com-

mensurate with the learning curve labor reductions must be set and re-

sponsibility for meeting them delegated to the appropriate supervisory

level.

The attempt to reduce direct labor cost at the expense of either tooling

or engineering can be fallacious. It would, for example, be unreasonable

to acquire a $500, 000 automated machine unless the learning curve for the

manual process had been examined. Future learning could reduce the unit

item cost to the point of offsetting the tool cost.



COST ANALYSIS

Cost analysis, as presented in this Guide, reoresents a rapid assess-

ment to determine the reasonableness of item cost. It is another facet of

improving cost visibility. Useful tools for cost analysis of alternate design

configurations have been developed in many different industries and cover

a wide diversity of product;.

Charts, tables, formulae, and graphs express ratios of one or more

product cost elements (for example, prototype or production engineering,

raw materials, purchased parts, or qualification tests) related to sorrne

other product characteristic (for example, size, weight, capacity or power

output). These tools serve as effective aids in the identification of items

of relatively high or low value. Additionally, they provide a rapid method

to check the cost reasonableness of designs as they are developed, pro-

cured, and examined for re-procurernent. Some generalized examples

will be presented below to illustrate the possibilities.

Costs Per Unit of Weight. Figure 3-5 relates cost to weight in pounds for

a number of basic materials. This same type of chart may also be pre-

pared to apply to assemblies, and even complete products, thereby enabling

weight to provide an order-of--magnitude cost figure. It is possible, for

example, to compare the cost per pound of a proposed design with other

simila: items which are considered to represent good value. Such com-

parisons highlight abnormal costs and direct more concentrated attention.

Costs Per Unit of Area. Figure 3-6 shows an example of cost versus area

for a variety of items. Similar graphs may also be prepared for any item

whose configuration is characterized by surface area.

Cost Per Unit of Length. Figure 3-7 shows an example of cost versus

length fir various common materials. Information obtained from a chart

of this type may be used to compare the cost of material being considered

(on a per unit of length basis) with other types of material, thereby high-

lighting excessive costs and stimulating additional study to locate acceptable

lower cost materials.

Costs Per Unit of Volume. Figure 3-8 shows an example of cost versus

volume for representative solid materials. Similar graphs may also beS
I-
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applied to electronic black boxes, missiles, and other items which can be

characterized by their internal capacity or volume.

Cost of Surface Finishes. Figure 3-9 is representative of a family of

charts that show a functional relationship between costs and surface finishes.

Similar graphs may be prepared to relate cost to tolerances, curve radii,

and families of fabrication processes such as the different types of castings.

The use of absolute cost values for the abscissa will provide more dramatic

visibility than will relative cost. Absolute costs will, of course, vary

from organization to organization. The cost effect of tolerances, finish

specifications and processes may then be used in trade-off decisions.

Breakeven Analysis.

A cost analysis of alternative designs can determine the fabrication

quantity point at which one proposed design becomes less costly than the

existing design. In many instances, the breakeven point identification is

as important as total cost knowledge. It is used to compute the cost con-

sequences of variations in the point in production at which changes are

implemented, and hence, the schedule considerations for change proposal

processing.

In commercial enterprises, marketing data is usually a pre-determined

fact of the study. As such, quantity becomes the basis for several

factors--capital facilities, tooling, etc. Defense inventory item quantity

varies between contracts, services and annual procurements. This varia-

tion affects the method of production, the design configuration and other

elements which must be considered in a value study.

Determination. Table 3-1 illustrates one method of determining a break-

even quantity between design alternates. Recurring cost1 and non-recurring

costsz are added for each total quantity considered. This total divided by

the quantity gives an average unit cost for that lot. This example shows

that the design B becomes less costly than design A at approximately the

'Recurring costs - costs which repeat themselves for each item produced,
e.g., material, labor and burden.

2. Non-recurring costs - costs which do not re-occur with each item pro-
duced but rather once for each lot, e.g., tooling, design engineering,
and qualification testing.
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26th unit. The learning curve effect on recurring costs has been included

in this illustration. An 80 percent learning curve was determined to be

typical for these parts.

Table 3-1. Breakeven Quality Determination

DESIGN APPROACH A DESIGN APPROACH B

Non- Non-
Recur- Recur-* Average Recur- Recur-* Average

Quan- ring ring Unit ring ring Unit
tity Costs Costs Cost Costs Costs Cost

1 $1300 $60.00 $1360.00 $1700 $15.00 $1715.00

10 130 28.50 158.50 170 7.05 177.05

25 52 21.00 73.00 68 5.25 73.25

50 26 16.80 42.80 34 4.20 38. 20

80 16 14.40 30.40 21 3.60 24.60

100 13 13.20 26.20 17 3.30 20.30

*Breakevt.n quantity approximately 26 units based upon an 80%1 learning
curve.

The Breakeven Curve. The breakeven quantity represents the point of

economical equivalence of alternatives. The determination of the cost

relationship of many alternatives may be facilitated by plotting the data on

graph paper. The resvltant breakeven curve will also illust-ate the cost

Aifferential at any given product quantity by its slope. Log-log scale

paper is used when learning plays a major part in unit cost. An example

of such a curve, using the data of Table 3-!, is shown in Figure 3-10.

Change Costs. The analysis of existing design modifications must con-

sider the cost effects of design change.

These factors vary with design maturity and the program stage.

A value engineering study that proposes such changes loses validity unless

these costs have been considered. Some change cost factors are:
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a) Tooling changes.

b) New facilities.

c) Rework of existing hardware in process and in stock.

d) Modification kits.

e) Re-qualification tests.

f) Data and documentation change costs (handbooks, manuals,
drawings).

g) Program rescheduling.

h) Installation costs.

I) Logistics costs.

j) Credit for scrap sale or other disposition of on-hand material
that will not be used.

Department of Defense agencies may need to make some of these data

available to industry for use in change cost analysis,

COST MODELS

A cost model is a presentation of a value engineeritg study project

arranged to illustrate its major cost elements and their contributions to

total cost. It provides: a) increased visibility of the cost elements.

b) criteria fnr establishing cost targets. c) aid in identifying the project's

subelements most suitable and fertile for cost reduction attention, and

d) criteria for comparison of alternative approaches.

The models may be built in the form of an algebraic equation or as a

graphic presentation similar to an organization chart. Complex projects

with many cost elements may be move easily handled as equations -A

computer may facilitate the solution of complex cost equations when many

choices with complex cost equations must be dealt with. Projects with up

to 40 or 50 cost elements may be more readily vlsualized in a "tree chart"
u ! t'rmat.

Selection of Model Elements.

It is necessary to select the cost contributing elements which will be

included in the model. Every cost element need not be included. Judgment
m%.st be exercisd ,o that the model will adequately reyEe.sent the actual



case without being cluttered with the fine details of the actual case that

I exert a negligible effect. This is the definition and purpose of any model.

Cost Elements. Cost elements are the unit building blocks of the cost

model. When presented in the ratios that indicate the quantity per next

assembly, or per top assembly, or per contract, they constitute the cost

model. The cost elements which are included in the cost model should

not be items which the value study can not directly control. For example,

overhead rates, G&A charges, and administrative costs are usually not

directly reducible by an individual study. Other criteria which may ex-

clude cost elements from the model are: a) they represent a negligible or

undefinable portion of the expected or proposed cost of the end item, and

b) the dollars they rL.present are already spent.

Care should be exercised to assure that cost elements are assigned

to the proper hardware indenture. For example, if a handbook or manual

is associated with the item being modeled, the cost elements for the docu-

ment should be assigned to the indenture level of the equipment unit that it

describes. It may be desirable to prepare a separate cost model for the

manual and to then apportion it among the lower indenture items. This

would be done if the main contributors to the cost of the manual were a

few of the lower indentvre items.

Model Structure.

As previously noted, a cost model is an expression of the cost factors

which curmulatively express the significant cost portions of an item. For

value engineering application, cost models usually present the fabrication

portions of end item coat that can he altered by decisions not yet made.

The cost model may be structured to represent any one of several choices

ofthe item cost: a) total contract quantkty. b) average u.nitcost, or c) the tin-

cost of the r.:h fabric at ton -tern The q~t.utntv, nvol red ana conven ience in

handlngthe Sata from past experTence will us~idly indicate the best chole

For examp'e, a relatively low unit cost item *which is used in very

large quantity on a particular procurement would lend itself to presentation

•s total quantity cost. The model might contain cost elements summed up

for the first unit cost, multiplied by a learning curve factor. pluas a single

tooling, tool proofing and tool maintenance cost. A high unit cost item



might be more conveniently treated if each cost element is presented in

terms of average unit cost. In this case, the summation of total recurring

costs tfabrication, inspection, testing, etc. ) and nonrecurring costs

(tooling, manuals, test equipment fabrication, etc.) would be divided by

the contract quantity.

The method chosen should be clearly stated and should result in a

meaningful number when dollar figures are assigned to the cost elements.

A model which presents unit parts cost as a few cents, or even a few

dollars, receives little attention. The model improves cost visibility when

the cost of the total quantity is also presented. This is especially so if

the total quantity cost of relatively low unit cost items approaches the

order of tens of thousands of dollars.

Preparation.

The preparation of a cost model as an element of value engineering

cost visibility will be illustrated by an example. As previously noted,

latitude exists in the selection of the cost elements and in the method of

expressing and combining them. These decisions are based upon the

following factors:

A. Model use

1) selection of projects.

2) performance of value assurance or value improvement studies.

3) basis for cost target preparation.

B. Personnel who will use the model.

C. Procurment status or situation.

D. Type of cost data available.

E. Extent to which the hardware or software item is
defined.

F. Item complexity.

G. Total dollars involved.
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Cost Model Example. A Receiver Module, part number 803-425520, has

been. selected for value improvement study. It is a cube shaped part about

1. 5 inches on a side and contains III miniature electronic components and

four stamped supporting wafers. Prototypes were prepared in limited

quantity but some redesign is anticipated fnr the present acquisition of

500. Special semiautomatic test equipment is contemplated to check out

the integrity of the internal welded joints and portions of the electronic

performance. Figure 3-11 shows the Receiver Module and the special

test equipment (STE). Ten assembly tooling fixtures will be built which

are almost identical to the prototype tooling.

The program plan and budget indicated that four cost elements made

up the significant portion oV the total cost:

a) Fabricatior. of 500 modules from outside purchased parts.

b) Inspection of the 500 modules.

c) Design, fabrication and proofing of two sets of special test
equipment.

d' Fabrication of ten identical tooling fixtures.

Costs were available for the total procurement. It was decided that

the model would be expressed unburdened, that is, as direct costs.

The cost expression for the total contract quantity is written as:

CM = CMI + CMF + CME + CMT (3-1)

where:

CM = total estimated cost of 500 receiver modules and the
associated auxiliary items of significant cost.

CMI = cost of inspecting 500 modules.

CMF - cost of fabricating 500 modules from their purchased parts.

CME = cost of designing, building and proofing two sets of special
test equipment.

CMT cost of building and maintaining ten tooling fixtures.

CMI, CME, and CMT were obtained directly from the procurement cost

data.
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CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY
803-677010

SHELL
803-324675

RECEIVER MODULE
803-425520

t.

SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
STE 803-10042

Figure 3-11. Receiver Module and bpecial Test Equipment
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The fabrication of the modules is expressed in terms of its lower in-* * denture cost elements. A total quantity basis was chosen again due to

cost data availability in that form.

CMF = CFA+CFH+CFC +CFS (3-2)

where:

CFA = cost of assembling 500 modules

CFH = purchased cost of 500 Headers, part number 803-455002.

CFC = cost of 500 Circuit Assemblies, part number 803-677010.

CFS = purchased cost of 500 Shells, part number 803-324675.

CFH, CFS and CFA were obtained from the procurement cost data. The

cost of the Circuit Assembly was found to be made up of the following costs:

(1 C CFC = CCA+CCI+CCR+CCT+CCD +CCP (3-3)

where:

CCA = cost of assembling 500 Circuit Assemblies.

C CI = cost of inspecting 500 Circuit Assemblies.

C CR = purchased cost of 10, 500 resistors (21 per circuit x 500
circuits per contract).

CCT = cost of 31, 000 transistors.

CCD = cost of 14, 000 diodes.

CcP = cost of 2, 000 detail parts (of four types)

CCR, CCT, CCD and CCP were obtained from the procurement cost data.

CCA and Cc, were obtained from the manufacturing and inspection planning

sheets as average unit cost and subsequently modified by the estimating

group to reflect learning.
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CCA = 500C ca (3-4)

CCI = 500Cci (3-5)

(All unit costs are expressed in lower case letters; total quantity

costs are in upper case.)

The total quantity cost of the Circuit Assembly was then calculated by

equation 3-3.

A similar procedure for the special test equipment was followed.

The algebraic expressions for its cost model are;

CME - Ced + 2(ccf + Ccp) (3-6)

where

Ced ED= cost to design STE

C cf = cost to build each STE 4

C cp : cost to proof each STE

Equation 3-6 was developed in terms of unit costs since it was found

that that was how the estimates were developed in order to cover options

of 1, 2 or 3 sets. Two sets had been selected and no significant learning

differtnces were expected.

The remaining unit costs were developed by dividing total cost by the

appropriate quantity. The resultant model shown in Figure 3-12 demon-

"N strates the contribution of the unit cost of each item in the proper context

of its contribution to total cost.
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COST VISIBILITY: SUMMARY

A. The price of defense inventory items is based upon estimates of

time and material to be used directly for the item, plus a multiple of the

estimates which provides for labor and material of allocable burden sup-

port, plus a multiple of the direct and burden for general and administra-

tive costs, plus profit or fee.

B. The nature of the pricing process tends to magnify any deficiencies

in the estimated cost.

C. The accuracy of an estimate is influenced favorably by maximum

capability and experience of the estimating personnel and unfavorably by

the lack of design maturity and adequate time to make the estimate.

D. The learning curve is a useful method of rapidly estimating the

amount that the cost of an item diminishes as production proceeds when

unchanged, and the fabrication cost perturbations that result from changes.

E. Cost analysis, formulae, and charts which express cost per char-

acteristic unit and cost ratios for various design factors, provide a means

of assessinS cost reasonableness.

F. Choices between alternative designs and changes to designs need

identification of the breakeven quantity, the point when the total average

unit cost of one design becomes equal to the cost of another design.

G. Cost analyses of alternate designs must consider the cost factors

which are involved in catrying out the change process, such as new tooling,

facilities, testing, and documentation.

14. A cost model of a subject under value study facilitates considera-

tion of the cost elements which make the major contribution to total cost.

1. The cost model should include hardware and software elements

directly associated with the project.

.J. Cost models should present unit costs, quantity involved and total

costs projected to reflect future expenditures.

3.10
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Chapter 4: Program Elements

A value engineering program consists of separate tasks

appropriate to its application... this Chapter debcribes
seven of the most likely individual elements for use in DoD

and Industry value programs... The mechanics of perform-
ance... application.., personnel... inputs and outputs are

presented for Value Training... Value Studies... Task
Forces... Cost Targets... Value Revtrws of Designs and

• - Specifications... Materiel Value Program... and Project

Requirements Assessment.



CHAPTER 4

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

The value engineering theory may be utilised in various formats as

needed by the using agency of the project to which it is applied. Specific

tasks which have a direct bearing on the achievement of an organization's

overall value engineering objective will be called the program elements.

They are separate and identifiable portions of the total task of achieving

best value in defense products. Selectively combined they satisfy DoD pro-

gram requirements for value engineering.

This Chapter describes most of the program elements in use today.

The choice for specific applications will depend upon the magnitude, acqui-

sition phase and type of items involved. This Chapter will provide the de-
tails of performance that will enable one to make the appropriate choices.

Each of the elements can be described, manloaded, scheduled, and assessed.

Selection from the program elements in this Chapter will also provide a

base for incorporating value engineering in contract work statements. Ad-

ditional program elements may be developed for special requirements and

as the state of the art advances.

All of the task elements involve participation by value engineering

personnel in their establishment or in their performance. However. pri-

mary responsibility for several of them may reside with other functional

areas of the organization with support assistance from the value engineering

group, Satisfactory accomplishment in these cases may depend upon the

availability of value tratined persnnnel.

4. I
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VALUE TRAINING

The accomplishment of cost avoidance during the design and develop-

ment phases of a product's life cycle rests primarily with the personnel

directly involved with creating that product. Training in definite methods

and disciplines of value engineering will improve their capabilities to op-

erate on cost stimuli, at the same time imparting a value climate of proper

balance between technical and economic considerations. Value training is

equally important in other phases of a product's life. Operating personnel

with responsibilities for reducing existing product costs need to acquire

skills in the value engineering techniques. Training is the basic element

of a value program at this time.

The value engineering skills and techniques are presently either non-

existent or rare in the undergraduate curricula of colleges and universities.

Until they become available and personnel come to industry and the DoD

with this education in their background. it will be necessary to provide

"in-house" instruction.

Trainee Selection.

To maximize the accomplishment of value engineering in all organiza-

tional elements, training exercises should include attendees drawn from the

various line and staff functional groups which have value responsibilities.d.
This attendee "mix" will vary and should be periodically reviewed to assure

that trained personnel are located within each major functional area. The

interface between the DoD and its contractors may be improved through

value training programs. When representatives of subcontractors, con-

tractors and government agencies participate together in training programs,

additional communication benefits develop.

Types.

Value training programs may be classified as two major types - orien-

tation and workshop. Both types are essential to a well operated value
training effort.

Value Orientation. This type of training includes familiarization sessions

which range from one to eight hours. They are designed to acquaint at-

tendees with value engineering fundamentals, goals, and general operating

methods. These sessions are especially appropriate for personnel whose



primary responsibility would not require attendance at a full-scale work-

shop seminar. Upper-level managers, senior staff personnel, field opera-
tions, draftsmen, and laboratory technicians are exampii.s of individuals

who would attend this type of training.

The content, length, emphasis and format of the presentations included

in these orientations must be matched to the particular audience. Certain

basic features, however, are common:

a) Principles of value engineering theory
b) Examples and case histories
c) The structure and operation of the value engineering program
d) Contractual aspects
s) Responsibilities of the audience towards the value program

Workshop Training. A workshop or workshop seminar, is an intensive
training exercise commonly of 40 to 80 hours over 2 to 4 weeks. It's con-
tent includes lectures in techniques and methodology and combines this in-

struction with team project work. It provides the opportunity for application
of the theory in a controlled environment. Value engineering effectiveness

is demonstrated by project work participation, personnel communications
;%re improved by. exposure to new contacts, actual cost improvement pro-
posals are gener.ted by the project exercises, and personnol with special

capabilities and interest in value work are identified.

Facilitivs. Adequate facilities are an important consideration for
workshop seminars and orientation sessions. Presentations should be
made in a lecture-type room with comfortable seating, good lighting, ven-

t~lations, and low noise level. Workshop seminars need thirty to forty
square feet per attendee of total floor space for tables, seating, displays,

and reference materials.

Curriculum. The curriculum for value engineering training should be

especially structured to fit the areas of application that the participantsI
are most likely to find for the techniques that they learn. For exanple.
the training aids and some lecture material appropriate to personnel on.
gaged in fuse development would be inappropriate to personnel normally

engaged in aircraft maintenance., Project office personnel who extensively
interface With industry need more material on contractual aspects and in-
duetrial cobt estimating than research laboratory people. It must be

t *|,. 't
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*_ planned in advance and staffed with capable instructors and guest lecturers

S for specialty subjects. Lectures should provide a combination of:

a) Basic instructional and background material.

b) Enthusiasm and inte rest- generating mntivation.

c) Variety of presentation, e. g., a number of different speakers.

d) Variety in program -- lectures, audience participation, films,
discussion, exhibits, project work, etc.

Personnel. Three types of personnel, other than the attendees, are

usually involved in a value engineering seminar: a) lecturers, b) guest

speakers, and c) project leaders. The lecturers, from two to five, provide

the direct discourse on value engineering principles and allied matter such

as creative problem solving. Guest speakers may be useu to cover the

specialty areas of in-house disciplines which touch on value considerations.

These may include contracts, finance, technical specialties, logistics,

price analysis, and etc. Project leaders work with from on.e to three teams

to provide guidance and stimulation during the project work portion of the

S . seminar.

The lecturers must combine an understanding of their topic with the

ability to communicate. Their function is primarily to educate. They do

not all need to be value engineering personnel. but it is desirable that they

have previously attended a seminar. Guest speakers should be experts in

their field. Familiarity with value engineering and lecture capability are

necessary. Project leaders must have previous value engineering experi-

ence. They should be able to keep the team energized. Members of a

* value engineering group usually perform well as project leaders.

Priority of Attendance. Conflicts between the pressures of normal

work assignments and seminar attendance should be resolved prior to the

selection of participants. Administiative directives and personal contact

with attendees and their supervisors are suggested to resolve problems in

this area. Regular attendance at workshop seminars is important for the

trainee.

Timing. Workshop seminars may range from 40 to 80 hours. In

'l some cases half-day sessions have been found to be desirable. In this

manner normal job contlnuiity mrniy be maint.iined over the seminar period.
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Less than half-day sessions are inadequate, and less than two weeks for

the seminar makes it difficult to obtain vendor quotations. In any event,

the total calendar time between the first and last sessions should range

from two to four weeks.

Attendees. The optimum class size will vary according to the organi-

zational needs and availability of experienced team project leaders, but

should not exceed fifty. The larger groups require very careful planning

of project work and verdor coordination to assure adequate covezage for

all teanrs, Attendees for each seminar should be drawn from line and staff

functional groups, including engineering, procurement, manufacturing,

finance, quality, project offices and others whose job performance has a

significant effect upon product cost.

ProJect Work. The material included in Chapter 5 of this Guide pro-

vides details for this portion of the workshop seminar.

Vendor Participation. To acquaint participants with the suppliers'

role, a limited number of vendors (from five to fifteen) may be invited to

participate in the seminar. An appropriate format is to invite the vendors

to send two representatives, one technical and one cost estimating type,

with a small display of their product or process. Vendors should be se-

lected which are appropriate to the workshop projects. A portion of the

project time should be set aside for.the team members to discuss their

projects with the vendors in ;tttendance.

Value Personnel Training.

Basic training for value engineering personnel is the workshop semi-

nar. It provides an excellent opportunity for him to demonstrate if he has

an inherent interest in and talent for value work. It needs to be comple-

mented by further training and experience in his specific area of application

and related disciplines before the individaal is fully effective. Designation

as a value engineer should be predicated upon an academic degree or the

equivalent in years of experience iW, related fields. With that as a baseline,

further development should include demonstrated aptitude in a workshop
seminar, proficiency during a period of on-the-job training, and attendance
at one or more related courses. A number of universities have suitable

specialized courses and offer certificate progratns for the professional

designee.
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"Training Responsibility

The administration and operation of a value engineering training pro-

gram is normally a joint responsibility of the value engineering group and

the training group. The distribution of this responsibility will depend upon

the workload, major tasks and manpower availability. Regardless of the

exact distribution, it is important for both groups to be involved so that

each will provide its specialized talents. In organizations with no training

group, the entire effort will be within the value engineering function.

Typical responsibilities for value training are:

Value Engineering Responsibility. The value engineering group will:

a) Formulate the technical aspects of the curriculum.

b) Provide appropriate speakers and related visual aids material.

c) Provide team projects, project leaders, and necessary support-
ing data.

d) Provide technical support.

e) Follow-up project work for possible implementation.

f) Assess the effectiveness of the training in the organization's
value engineering program.

Training Responsibility. The training organization will:

a) handle arrangements for facilities, equipment, and services,

b) conduct the seminars,

c) measure the effectiveness of the activity and provide feedback
data to value engineering,

d) assist in the selection of participants.

VALUE STUDIES

The value study is the basic operating mechanism of value engineering

personnel. It entails the performance of value assurance or value improve-

ment efforts on specific projects. The projects may be selected as a por-

tion of this task or they may have been identified by other task elements

such as training, cost target programs and value reviews. Value studies

are usually done by an individui wlho fullows the process already described

S-P



by the Job Plan. He obtains information and special assistance from per-

sonnel in other areas of the organisation as needed.

Procedure.

The value studies task involves five steps: a) project selection or

verification of projects identified by other activities, b) making the study,

c) reporting of recommendations, d) implementation assistance, and

e) results verification. All of these have been previously discussed in de-

tail. The input to this task is likely projects from which choices are made

and the output is a report of recommendations. By-product outputs may

be summary reports of resultant action by the personnel responsible for

implementation and verification of achieved cost reductions or cost

avoidances.

Application. This task is suitable for application to hardware and software

items for almost all areas of DoD usage. The main criterion for applica-

bility is the existence of potential for cost reduction. The performance of

value studies requires the full time availability of at least one value engi-

neering personnel. Each step of the Job Plan generates periods of relative

inactivity while waiting for cost estimates, quotations and technical veri-I fiation analyses; consequently, one value engineer car. perform several

studies simultaneously. Value studies will usually require from four to

ten weeks from start of the Job Plan to issuance of the study report. Im-

plementation timing and action are dependent upon the personnel responsible

for and with the authority to take action on the study recommendations.

However, the value atudies schedule should make provision for time to

follow-up each report.

TASK FORCES

Descrption.

The task force is a mechanism for applying value engineering in the

workshop training seminar and in practice. Personnel are designated to

deal with an assigned value problem, usually within a definite length of

time. It represents a formal team approach to the study of a specific item

as opposed to performance by an individual who informally obtains special

help as he feels he needs it.
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The group exercises provide:

O a) mutual demonstration of the reality of each members' contribu-
tions to and effects upon value.

b) a heightened sense of personal stake in the value engineering pro-
posal's final disposition.

c) improved communication among the team members and their work

organizations.

Structure.

A value engineering task force is composed of four to seven members.

-Each member is selected from a different organizational element. Every

-task force should have representation from: a) production, b) engineering,

c) procurement, and d) value engineering. Additional personnel are chosen
-from other disciplines that are significant determinants of the project's

value.

The nature of the project (hardware or software; electronic, chemical,
imotor oil or clothing) will guide the selection of team members. At least

one of the task force members should be competent in the project's major

* technical specialty. All, or at least most, should have had value training.

Task forces may include the originator of the project, especially if it is

his opinion that the article can be improved.

Operation.

The use of task forces as an element of a value engineering program
should be supported by in-house documentation which describes how the

Sollowing operations will be managed.

"formation and Disbanding. The individual in authority whose approval

will be required to create a task force is significant to the actual operation

Of the value engineering program. The initiating authority needs to be at
a level that can make personnel assignments from the various organiza-
tional units that will be represented on the task force. Although the authority

for the day to day operation of the task force will normally be delegated

to the head of the value engineering organization, the initiating authority

should be the one that disbands the group.
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Inputs. A task force should be provided with:

a) Name and organization of the members. L
b) Particular project as their assignment.
c) Background of the projects selection.
d) Schedule for completion.
e) Designation of the task force leader.
f) First task force meeting date, time and place.
g) A definite goal.

At the first session the team should be given the documentation and

samples pertinent to their assignment. In actual practice, the teams may

be expected to do more information gathering than in the training mode.

Value engineering personnel normally do the pre-meeting preparations.

Performance. The task force follows the Job Plan and performs a value

engineering study. As previously discussed, each member need not sepa-

rately perform every step of the study. Hence, the task force need meet

in group session only for those elements of the Job Plan which require

team effort. As a minimum requirement, regular weekly meetings of the

entire team for one or two hours should be held during the task force life.

The value engineering member has the following responsibilities during

j a task force study:

a) Serve as the team specialist on the project's value aspects.
b) If not acting as chairman, serve as the task force secretary.
c) Coordinate the preparation of the study report.

Output. The visible result of a value engineering task force is a report of

its recommendations. The report should be structured as described in the

Job Plan discussion of Chapter 2. Some intangible benefits accrue from

the cooperative team effort which are not directly assessable. The task
force is normally disbanded after its report is accepted by the initiating

authority.

Post Task Force Activity. The value engineering personnel are responsible

for following the team recommendations to implementation and verification

of the final disposition. Thim effort is similar to the final phase of the

Job Plan.



Application. The use of task forces would be suitable as an element of a

4 •-value assurance or value improvement program. Its application normally

occurs after a project has been identified and selected by any of the methods

noted in Chapter 1. Task forces tend to make more efficient use of the

value engineering personnel. One value engineer should be able to serve

about three simultaneous team studies. The creation and successful opera-

tion of task forces depends upon the resources of value trained personnel

in the operating elements from which team members are drawn.

COST TARGETS

A cost target program is a method of using predicted cost data to ob-

tain positive consideration of fabrication (or acquisition) cost during the

design phase. A cost target is a feasible dollar amount preset as a desired

goal for specified elements of an item's fabrication cost. It is not the

item's total cost and it is not a contractual or negotiable number. Cost

targets for individual hardware items should not be confused with the tar-

get cost of incentive contracts.

Cost target program operation identifies the individual items of hard-

ware that need value study at one or more points prior to their release for

production. The program structure should provide for this isolation to

serve as input and stimuli for corrective action by engineering, value en-

gineering, task forces or other responsible elements of the value program.

Application.

The following situations are a guide to selecting applications for cost

target programs. In all cases economics must be examined as the final

test:

a) R&D programs which contain fabrication of sufficient hardware
dollar volume to justify the application.

b) Production procurements or re-procurements of previously de-
signed items when time is available or will be devoted to their
improvement prior to fabrication.

c) Production programs of sufficient time duration to permit study
and redesign and timely implementation.

Cost target efforts are normally applied to the hardware. They pro-

vide coverage for those documentation items that are closely associated
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with the targeted hardware. Although the basic procedure is applicable to

software, this Guide will reflect its past major usages on hardware.

The cost target application to a given contract may be only for a por-

tion of its hardware. Some, but not all, of a program's hardware may

justify treatement. Partial application will also cost somewhat less than

full application, though not at a linear rate. Guidelines for selecting items

are provided below.

Procedure.

The operational procedures of a cost target prograri must be tailored

to the using agency or program. However, a broad description can be

provided. The procedure is characterised by an iterative feedback of a

predicted cost for an end item at several discrete points (for example,

design reviews) during the design process. Each feedback provides an

under-target, over-target, or on-target signal. Over-target items become

the subject of intensive value study (for example, by task forces)l under-

target items are evaluated for possible reduction of the target. No action

is taken for on-target conditions. Final evaluation of the program effec-

tiveness is performed when the verification point, usually a delivery point

during fabrication, is reached. At that time, the achieved actual cost of

each targeted item is compiled in the same structure as the basic cost
model which was used to prepare the cost target.

Selection of Items. Not all programs. or all items on a program, are

amenable to cost targeting. The 'ection should be made as early in the
program as possible. Various criteria may be employed in making the

, ~dscieint

a) The total estimated item productioncost is high enough to warrant
its share of the cost of the targeting effort.

b) The items represent the. lowest level of indentute which is assigned
to an individual designer.

c) Development and testing is involved rather than off-the-shelf
selection.

d) Recent developments indicate a potential opportunity for cost
reduction.

e) Previous experience with a given type of item indicates a patter.
for its actual production Cost to exceed its porposed cost and
(a) above also applies.
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f) The assigned designer has had previous difficulty in achieving
cost effectiveness.

s) The future use of the item depends upon significant reductions in

cost.

h) Cost prediction and accumulation of actual cost are possible.

The levels of indenture at which targets are assigned may depend upon

the extent to which the hardware is defined. It may be necessary to target

end items progressively down through the indenture levels during the pre -

liminary design phase as the hardware nomenclature is definitised.

Selection of Monitoring Points. Monitoring points are the discrete mile-

stones at which formal comparisons are made between the item's predicted

cost and its cost target. These may coincide with one of more of the follow-

ing: a) design reviews, b) design engineering inspection, c) pro-production

release reviews, and d) pilot or prototype completion. They should be se-

lected to achieve a balance between the capability to prepare meaningful

predicted cost estimates and the time remaining to make value studies and

to take corrective action. The accuracy of predicted cost estimates varies

inversely with the time remaining to accomplish cost avoidance. For this

reason at least two, and preferably three, successive monitoring points

prior to design release should be selected. Those programs which will in-

volve production periods of about a year or more should hav, a monitoring

point early in their production phase, The point of five percent or ten
percent production run completion may be appropriate. The law of dimin-

ishing marginal returns will help to determine the last feasible date for

* monitoring. Once monitoring points are established, they should be pub-

lished as a part of the master program schedule.

Selection of the Verification Point. The verification point is the discrete

occurrence for which the cost targets are structured. For example, the

cost targets may be set for the cost of the tenth deliverable item or for

the average unit production cost. The actual cost is determined as of the

occurrence of the ve rification point. The difference between the achieved

cost and the cost tatiget (over, under, or equal) is indicative of the cost
effectiveness performance. It could also be reflected in the fee or profit

of incentive contracts.
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Setting Cost Targets. Cost targets are created by assigning dollar values

to each major cost element of the item. The cost elements which are in-
cluded should be those over which the 'action level' personnel may be logi-

cally expected to exert some measure of control. For example, overhead

and various administrative cost elements are not directly reducible by the

designer and should not be included. Another criterion under which cost

elements may be excluded from the model is if they represent a negligible

or undefinable portion of the expected or proposed cost of the end item.

The cost model process is useful for preparing the cost target structure.

After the elements are selected and the structure is defined, the actual

target dollar amounts are set. The targets should be less than the origi-

nally estimated cost which was used to compute the contract cost. This

provides a cost reduction goal.

There are several possible bases for generating the dollar assignments.

They may be some arbitrarily fixed percentage less than the proposed cost.

The functional analysis approach of establishing the least cost to perform

the required functions may be used. A desired cost, which is related to

the price adjustment formula of an incentive contract, could be used. The

system selected may be a combination of any of these.

The cost target for the top assembly of a hardware unit of several in-

dentures may be synthesized as the sum of the created subassembly targets

created individually for the lowest indenture levels. The converse approach

may be used; a cost target is created for the top assembly and is then ap.

portioned downward among the subassemblies. Zach subassembly target

is tbne distributed among it* detail parts downward through the indenture

to the previously selected lowest level for targeting.

Fach user must analyse and determine the most effective approach.

Nowever. the following criteria must be satisfied for each established cost
S~targets

a) The cost target should be attainable.

b) The responsible action level personnel (designer, production
engineer, procurement specialist, etc.) should participate In
target eetablishment.

c) The responsible designer should understand the basis for and the
use of his cost target.
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Monitoring. The monitoring phase starts after the cost target has been

at ~ assigned. It consists of predicting the cost for the design under considera-

tion and comparing it with the cost target. The variance between the pre-

dicted cost and the cost target is considered at the design review or other

formal approval points.

A Target Cost Event Chart may be used to communicate the cost tar-

get status for each targeted item. Progress in achieving cost reduction

goals can be monitored by these charts. Each responsible individual re-

ceives an updated chart for his item at each monitoring point. Figure 4-1

is a Target Cost Event Chart for a typical end item at program completion.

It shows the necessity for, and the results of, two task forces (in this case)

and the final relationship of the achieved cost to the original target.

VALUE REVIEWS

Value reviews as a program task element includes the efforts which

lead to and provide for the formal approval of designs, specifications, or

procurements. For example, Design Reviews would become Design Value

Reviews upon the incorporation of value engineering as an element of the

4 •review and approval process. Design and Specification Value Reviews may

be combined. This Guide will discuss value reviews in the design context.

However, the methodology is applicable to many other procurement or in-

house decision situations.

The value engineering responsibility includes: a) determination of the

reviews to be held, b) generation of the procedures for them or. the incor-

poration of value engineering considerations into existing procedures.,

€) performance of th. value engineering analytical effort preceding the re-

views. d) review board representation, and e) the generation of checklists

to be used by the design or specification personnel in assuring their con-

sideration of value engineering requirements as preparation for review

board evaluation and approval.

Value Design Review.

The purpose of the design review function is to verify that the design

approach being taken will best fulfill defense needs. It is an organised,

formal effort, implemented at major milestone points during development.

guided by the technical standards and the specified requirements. The

4.14
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value design review has provisions which increase the attention presently

given to economic aspects.

Application. The design review procedure is normally applied to hardware

during the R&D phase. A Design Review task statement or specification

may be in existence at the installation or may be found in contracts awarded

by the installation. Value design review requirements may be placed its the

agency's value engineering program regulation or other description.

Procedure. Specialist personnel individually review the design drawings

and other data. This is followed by a joint discussion of identified prob-

lems which leads to the assignment of action items for resolution. For

maximum effectivity, most of the participating specialists should not have

been directly involved with the creation of design under review. For value

design reviews, one of the specialists may be a value engineer.

Value design reviews may occur: a) wholly within an industrial con-

tractor or DoD organization, b) as a joint effort of a contractor and the

procuring agency, or c) as a joint effort of a contractor and one or more

subcontractors.

Economic Considerations. A value design review places special emphasis

upon the economic aspects of the design. Some of the cost facets which

should be considered during a value design review are:

a) Identification of an initial cost target for each design "package."

b) Comparison of a cost estimate for ea.h design alternative with
the cost target.

c c) Establishment and discharge of responsibility for cost control.

d) Determination of the prices and price breaks of purchased parts.

0) Solicitation of cost reduction ideas from design review team
participants.

f) Functional analysis of the design requirement and the design
alternatives.

Management Directives. Management participation in the design review

program is a prerequisite for the development and issuance of effective

value design review directives. This support is manifested when:

a) Specific responsibilities are designated for their conduct.

• I- 1 6
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b) Authority is delegated for their conduct, e. g., a Value Design
Review Monitor it appointed.

c) Requirements and procedures are established for design data
distribution.

d) Value Design Reviews are scheduled in the master program plan.

e) A procedure is set for Value Design Review Committee
membership.

f) Post-review responsibilities are assigned.

The directives and procedures are implemented under responsiblity

assigned to a Value Design Review Monitor who:

a) Schedulet -eview milestones.
b) Follows up on action items generated at the reviews.
c) Publishes design review status charts.
d) Mediates interdisciplinary differences.
e) Reports on review progress and effectivity.

Timing of Value Design Reviews. The number and timing of valti design

reviews are a function of design maturity. The nomenclature indicates

their place in the schedule. Four may be found necessary and labeled as:

a) conceptual, b) technical, c) major and d) final. Some organizations use

three, called: a) concept, b) layout, and c) detail. Some call the detail

review the package review. The number and timing are determined by

the completion of the concept data, the detailed layouts and schematics,

and lastly, the completion stages of detail drawings, specifications, test

data, etc.

Value Engineering Role. Presence of value engineering personnel on the

review team may be specified as an element of the value engineering pro-

gram. His presence and tasks provide assurance that consideration for

cost effectiveness is being given to every element of design. This objective

will be accomplished by analyses before the Value Design Reviews and in-

puts to them.

At the time of the reviewc, the value engineer should have a concise

summary of up-to-date events and projected goals for the remainder of

the program. Specifically this summary should include:

a) Existing and potential problem areas-and recommendations for
their resolution.
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b) Completed and In-process valute studies.

c) A functional analysis of the item.

d) A list of high cost areas and specific recon.mendations for mini-
mizing cost.

e) Cost target data on the item.

f) Predicted cost estimates of the alternative approaches under
cqnsideration.

Small programs and installations often cannot justify sufficient value

engineers to provide full time coverage of all reviews. The major portion

of available time should be spent concentrating on the high cost areas dur-

ing the conceptual and technical stages.

Design Review Check Lists. A wide variety of value check lists have been

made available for use with reviews; their use should be mandatory. For-

mal use of check lists provides a means of approaching the intent of the

Value Design Review at minimum cost. Check lists need to be structured

for the particular type of product to which they will be applied. Thus,

there might be an Electronics Assembly Value Check List or a Missile

Air Frame Value Check List. Additionally, separate check lists may be

needed for conceptual and final reviews. The degree of their effectiveness

is directly related to the seriousness of consideration which members of

the Value Design Review team give to them. This is one reason that the

creation of a cost-conscious environment must have personal attention.

A brief example of some possible check list elements is given in Table 4-I.

Table 4-1. Typical Value Design Review Check List.

General

I. Have the specifications been critically examined
to see whether they ask for more than is needed? Yes No

2. Has the cost of any overdesign been defined for
its effect on production as well as on the R&D
program? Yes No

3. Has the cost effect of contractually-required
overdesign been discussed? Yes No

S- -
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Table 4-1. Typical Value Design Review Check List (Continued)

4. Has the field of commercially available packaged
units, subassemblies, and circuits been thor-
oughly reviewed to be sure that there are no
standard vendor items that will do? Yes No

5. Have suggestions been invited from prospective
suppliers regarding possible value improve-
ment from loosening specification limitations ? Yes No

6. Does the design give the user what he needs
and no more? Yes No

7. Could costs be radically reduced by a reduction
of performance, reliability/or maintain-
ability ? Yes No

Parts Selection and Evaluation

I. Have appropriate standards been consulted for
selection of standard components ? Yes No

2. Can a redesign omit a nonstandard part or
replace it with a standard part? Yes No

3. Have all nonstandard parts been identified
and approved? Yes No

4. Has the design been coordinated with similar
designs, circuits, parts or components to
benefit from past experience ? Yes No

S. Are the standard circuits, standard components
and standard hardware the lowest cost standards
which will supply the minimum required
characteristics ? Yes No

6. Can the use of each nonstandard part of circuit
be adequately justified? Yes No

7. Can any new nonstandard part be replaced by
a nonstandard part which has already been
approved? Yes No

8. Do control drawings leave no question that a
vendor standard part is being specified when
such is intended? Yes No

9. Has standardisation been carried too far so the
cost of excess function is greater than the gains
resulting from high quantity? Yes No

"IResponsible Designer Date
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Integration with Cost Targets. If the value engineering program includes

) a cost target program, this program should be integrated with the Value

Design Review activity. The cost target that has been developed as a de-

sign requirement is compared with the estimated costs of the design alter-

natives under review. This will not only provide a more accurate measure

of the cost effectiveness of the particular unit being studied, but also will

show the cost variables that affect related designs, indicate any necessity

for additional value study and help support the Value Design Review

decisions.

Specification Value Review.

Every produot has a specification of some kind. Many specifications,

especially equipment specifications, incorporate requirements for use of

one or more standards. An equipment that consists of several hundred

components which is made by several processes and uses many different

materials may easily involve hundreds of specifications and standards.

However, the complete equipment can be obtained as a unit with one speci-

fication that describes the overall requirements.

41 Industry and government have classed specifications with adjectives

such as performance, design, test, manufacturing, procurement and many

others. Standards are identified by a name to indicate the issuing or con-

trolling source. Depending on the complexity of the product and the inten-

tions of the originator, any or all of the different types may be used to

design, produce, test, and perhaps of greatest importance, prove that the

item "works, " and, therefore, is acceptable. Specifications are directly

responsible for costs. They may be a primary source of poor product

value and a primary obstacle to value improvement.

Specification Realism. Over specification leads to unrealistically high

requirements that call for capabilities unlikely to be used, are expensive

out of proportion to their contribution to final product performance, and

may be obtainable only by compromising more useful capabilities. Under

specification leads to failure in use. Yet, while specifications may be

faulty, they are presently indispensable. If a specification demands capa-

bilities that exceed the actual use requirements, an economic risk is

incurred. This is because some units of production will fall to pass speci-

fications, yet by virtue of a safety margin in the specifications, may still



be able to do the required job. These rejected, but usable, units not only

constitute a waste, but necessarily raise the cost of those accepted. The 4
ideal specification, from the producer's point of view, is one which all

usable items can meet. The consumer incurs a more obvious risk when-

ever the specifications that govern acceptance of a product do not encom-

pass all the demands of use. Products accepted as passing the specifications

will later fail when exposed to the actual stresses of use, and again - loss.

From the consumer's viewpoint, the ideal specification is one which non-

usable items cannot meet.

It follows that design, procuring or accepting equipment with specifi-

cations that are non-quantifiable or that are not sharply defined has more

elements of a guessing game than of a best value procurement.

Scope. The specification value review task is intended to cover the

review of decisions associated with the selection, generation and modifi-

cation of specifications prior to approval, release and use. The reviews

should cover the specified requirements in terms of their absolute quanti-

ties, tolerances and the selection of other specifications as applicable

documents incorporated by reference in whole or in part. Detail Specifi-

cations are especially suitable subjects for value review. Product Speci-

fications and Equipment Specifications are the kinds of Commodity

Specifications that are appropriate for review of requirements. Materials

Specifications and Process Specifications generally are reviewed for their

use as applicable documents.

Task Description. The specifications value review task is to perform a

timely analysis of the associated specifications in order to identify and to

initiate remedy of those elements not consistent with good value. A speci-

fication and each element or requirement it contains may be broadly classed

as one of the following:

a) An Essential Characteristic - a characteristic which represents
the minimum operational, maintenance and reliability needs of
the user which must be fulfilled.

b) A Rsirable Characteristic - a characteristic which is not *,sen-
tmbut which iillW ' improve the performance, reliability or main-

tainability without excessive cost or complexity.
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c) An Undesirable Characteristic - a characteristic which is not
j essential and which will result in un-July high cost or complexity,

or will degrade essential characteristicL. (Some of these may
be apparent only after the complexity of the design and the costs
involved are established. )

Application. Specification Value Reviews may be done on any project or

program that is characterized by specifications which control any stage in

its acquisition. These reviews may be a sepdrate task or they may be

combined with Design Value Reviews.

Timing. Research and development programs are especially suitable for

specification review in their earliest phases. Department of Defense

agencies have an opportunity for specification review prior to the issuance

of requests for proposals, especially those for study and development con-

tracts. The preparation and pricing of proposals for design and feasibility

studies (e. g., program definition phase) deal mostly with specifications

rather than hardware. Earl.- 3tages of development programs offer oppor-

tunity for specifications and design review combinations.

Techniques. Tie techniques of analysing a specification for its value

considerations are aubstantially the same as those for a hardware value

engineering study. The specification task is more difficult to perform

since the object it pertains to may not be in existence yet. This does not

preclude the applicability of the value engineering theory of comparing func

tion, cost and worth; it simply means that a more intensive effort is needed.

A starting point for the application of value engineering principles is

to determine the cost consequences, quantitatively if at all possible, of

each requirement which is specified and each applicable document which

is incorporated. The extent to which requirements are specified has a two

part effect upon total cost. The first is the cost effect of the absolute mag-

nitude, e. g., the number of degrees farenheit called out as 800"F as op-

posed to, say, 700"F. The second is the cost contribution of the allowed

tolerance on the absolute magnitude, e. g., *5*F as opposed to *25*F. The

cost consequences of adherence to the referenced specifications should be

determined in a similar manner.

Specification Value Review Check List. A check list may be used to

facilitate self-review by the specification renerator and formal acceptance
by a Specification Value Review Board. This list should indicate complianc,
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with the determination of cost consequences and functional worth. It may

be prepared with appropriate questions listed for each major section of

the specification: Scope, Applicable Documents, Requirements, Quality

Assurance Provisions, Preparation for Delivery and Notes.

A check list will probably need to be prepared for each particular

project or hardware type involved. For example, check lists for specifi-

cations dealing with an air filtration cartridge for manned spacecraft would

have some significant differences compared to those for a portable flame

thrower. However, certain general features may be identified which are

common to all reviews of specifications. Each review should assure that

the following have been considered:

a) Is the specification essential?

b) Is its resultant cost effect upon the product comparable to the
worth of the benefits gained by the specification?

c) Is each specified requirement essential?

d) Is the resultant cost effect of the magnitude of each needed re-
quirement comparable to the worth of the benefit gained?

e) Is the resultant cost effect of the tolerance specified on each re-
quirement comparable to the worth of the benefit gained?

f) Is the resultant cost effect of each referenced or incorporated
specification comparable to the worth of the benefits derived?
(The referenced specifications that are major cost contributors
may also need to be reviewed part by part as above.)

MATERIEL VALUE PROGRAM

This section deals with the organisational entity that procures services

or equipment from external sources for a monetary consideration. In

industry the usual nomenclature for this group is "Purchasing. " This

Guide uses the term Materiel to cover the various names used by industry

and the DoD. About fifty cents of each prime contract dollar is spent with

outside vendors, suppliers and subcontractors. DoD agencies annually

disburse large sums for direct purchases of many commodities. An active

value engineering effort in the organisation that directly "spends" the

money is a requisite element of an installation's comprehensive value on-

gineering program.
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Orianization.

There should be a designated value engineering element in the materiel

organization in addition to any other assigned value group elsewhere at the

installation. Its level and reporting point can not be specified here. It

should report at the level and place where command or management feels

it will moot economically accomplish its purpose. It should be staffed by

one or more full time personnel. It is desirable that these personnel have

engineering backgrounds, especially at their present location.

Tasks.

Exact descriptions for a Materiel Value Program cannot be given in

this Guide as they will depend to a large measure upon the nature of the

parent organization. In general, the tasks will fall into two categories:

a) those which deal primarily with outside suppliers (vendors, contractors

or subcontractors) and, b) those which interface with in-bouse personnel.

Some typical tasks will be discussed as guidelines for establishing specific

implementation procedures.

Supplier Category Tasks.

Value Engineering Familiarization. The task involves the efforts neces-

sary to assure that each current and potential supplier is familiar with the

value engineering discipline and the in-house value program. Each sup-

plier's value program status needs to b" known and assessed. Positive

provisions need to exist for assisting suppliers to develop their internal

value engineering capability. These may be accomplished by a combina-

tion of the following: a) invitations to attend in-house training. b) formal

familiarization sessions for invited suppliers. c) bulletins and newsletters.

and d) specific questions on vendor survey forms and procedures.

Administration of Contractor or Subcontractor Value Programs. Major

contracts and appropriate subcontracts should be evaluated for the type of

coverage needed. Contractor performance should be monitored as the

contract proceeds. Value engineeringl change proposals need to be followed

through their submission :o final disposition.

Supplier Value Engineering Suggestions. A formal process should be de-

veloped to obtain input from suppliers on procured parts and services.

This may be accomplished by a Value Check List sent out with each request
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for quotation, purchase order or data package given to prospective sup-

pliers. Displays may be prepared of current items on which value sugges-

tions are desired and placed in the lobby that suppliers use.

In-house Category Tasks.

Training. The materiel value engineering personnel serve as the focal

point for supplier aspects ef in-house training. This includes: a) assist-

ance in selection and contact of vendor, to take part in the workshops,

b) provisions f~r obtaining vendor quotations during the workshops, c) sup-

plier data for workshop data packages on outside purchased items, d) rec-

ommendation of possible workshop projects from among current purchases,

and e) lecture support.

Value Studies. This task is concerned with the performance of in-house

value engineering studies. The materiel organization has two general re-

sponsibilities: a) serving (or providing personnel to serve) as Task Force

members and b) selecting, initiating and performing studies of projects

from current or potential outside purchase3.

Cost Visibility Support. The materiel function possesses vast quantities

of cost data. Unfortunately it is usually in much finer detail than can be

effectively used by designers during hardware development and by other

action level personnel. A logical task for the materiel value engineering

personnel is to condense and distribute these data for use in the overall

cost visibility effort. For example, average cost data for various outside

purchased fabrication processes could be prepared on a per pound basis

with the quantity cost break points and standard tolerances. This would

facilitate economic choice during the drawing preparation stage.

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS EVALUATION

The Projects Requirements Evaluation task contains some aspects

which are common to other tasks previously discussed. Certain portions

of this task are also common parts of the normal routine of daily business.

However. its use as a formal, identified task with an assigned responsi-

bility is appropriate at certain oints In the acquisition process.

Description.

Projects Requirements Evaluation is the task of assuring that all of

the specified compliance criteria associated with a contract, procurement
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or program are in accord with the principles of best value. Its perform-

ance entails: a) identification of planned or existing requirements, b) eval-

uation of them, c) isolation of excessive and unneeded requirements and,

d) the initiation of corrective action. This des'.ription is similar to the

specification and design review tasks. However, it encompasses all of

the obligatory elements of a situation rather than just the specifications

or the designs. It also examines these criteria as an entity rather than

piecemeal.

Requirements,

§our•e•. This task is suitable for performance with respect to the requi-

site elements contained in any or all of the following sources associated

with a particular procurement:

a) Request for Proposal. e) Contract Schedule.
b) Invitation for Bid. f) Contract General Provisions.
c) Proposal. g) Program Plan.
d) Statemert o! Work. h) Subcontracts,

DoD agencies have the opportunity to evaluate these sources prior to their

issuance. Industry attention to this task must come after the fact but

SJ would still be considerably prior to the start of any fabrication.

Types. All obligatory elements written or incorporated into the source

documents are susceptible to this evaluation. A partial listing of typical

types follows:

a) Hardware quantity.
b) Spares selection and quantity.
C) Specifications.
6) Exhibits.
e) Standards.
f) Data and documentation selection quantity and format.
g) Approval points.
h) Test, acceptance, packing and delivery.

Procedure.

The procedure may be defined as a series of four steps: a) identifica-

tion of requirements, b) isolation of unrealistic requirements. c) analysis.

and d) initiation of corrective action.

Identification. This step entails detailed examination of all sources of

specified mandatory elements associated with the procurement. A list of
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the title of each requirement is prepared and then groLpetd according to its

type as noted above. A very short statement of the nature or quantity that

each requirement represents is placed with each item on t;.. lint. The

analyst must become familiar with each listed element.

Isolation. This step is similar to the selection of value engineering projects.

However, the intangible nature of words (which is all that is available for

this task) requires attention to their implications. The sorting is done by

examining each listed compliance criterion for any possible anomalous

situations:

a) Applicability of each requirement to the techrology of the procured
product (e. g.. specifications intended for spacecraft required on
ground training simulators, or vice versa)

b) Quality and reliability levels beyond the most probable needs.

c) Environme:tal requirements not typical of the application (e. g.,
shipboard shock environment called out for equipment to be used
in shipyards).

d) Requirement of identical quantities of all reports of all types.

0) Development of new or specialized ittms that would seem to have
been available from previous DoD or commercial programs.

f) Seemingly incongruous requirements for advanced state of the art
processes.

g) Any redundant requirements (those that seem to already have been
satisfied, in whole or in part, by another requirement in some
other place of the program)

h) High case. requirements (thcse that Are the largest cost coitributors).

AnlXysis. Analysis of the mandatory items suspected of poor value is done

by using the value engineering theory of function/cost/worth comparison.

Value studies or task forces may be the vehicle to carry the analysis. A

report of recommendations is the iuormal output.

Initiation of Corrective Action. The report which is produced by the analysis

step should include the details of corrective action. The corrective action

procedure will depend upon the procurement, the time pase at which this

task is performed, and who performs it. I. e., the DoD or a contractor.

in any event, this task include-s the re-ponsibility that proper corrective

action is brought to the attention of those with the authority to take action.
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS: SUMMARY

A. Value engineering program elements are identifiable tasks that

represent value engineering theory reduced to practice and are performed

wholly or partially by value engineering personnel.

B. The base for value programs is value engineering training in

varying degrees for all personnel whose decisions affect DoD item cost in

order to provide capability for self application of the principles of best

value.

C. Value Studies are the investigations of selected projects by a value

engineer in accord with the Job Plan to produce reports which recommends

a lower cost alternate.

D. A Task Force is an ad hoc group of personnel selected from value

engineering, materiel, production, engineering, finance and other areas

to perform a value engineering investigation of a specific item.

E. The Cost Target task entails the preparation of end item cost

goals and periodic comparison with the predicted fabrication cost during

the design and development phase.

F. The Value Review program element is the effort necessary to pro-

vide positive procedures for the consideration of value engineering prin-

ciples during design and specification reviews.

0. The implementation of value engineering with respect to outside

purchased parts, suppliers, contractors and the support of In-house needs

for outside cost data are the main elements of the Materiel Value Program

element of the total value program.

H. Projects Requirements Evaluation is the task of applying the value

engineering principles to all obligatory crittria of a procurement as in-

cluded in the RFP. proposal. statement of work, contracts and referenced

documents.
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Chapter 5: Workshop Projects

This Chapter describes the practical exercises to be used

in value engineering workshop training ... distinction is

made between training tor improvement of existing designs

and training in the application of value engineering during

initial design... The structure of project teams, their

tasks.., and desired results are also presented... Guide-

lines are offered for the selection of workshop projects...

seminar presentations on the final day are described...

referexace to additional sources of information for

project work exercises are included.
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CHAPTER 5

WORKSHOP PROJECTS

OBJECTIVES

The primary pin-pose of the project work exercises is to provide an

opportunity for learrAng by actual application, thus increasing the benefits

to be derived from the training experience.

The project exercise usually will result in suggestions for improve-

ment in the project's value, especially by cost reduction. Total figures

of these possible cost reductions are sometimes quite impressive when

compared with the cost of training. The student's attempt to report large

potential savings, however, should not influence project activities to the

detriment of the technical competency of the proposals. Evaluation or

,rading of student training results should be based upon demonstrated

understanding of the appiication of the value engineering method'. How-

ever, the possible cost advantages should not be disregarded simply be-

cause training is the major objective.

Team Concept.

Students are grouped into teams and each team is provided with a pre-

selected project. Approximately half of the workshop class time should

be scheduled for project work. Acting as a team, students apply the

lectured, or theoretical, portions of the training to the actual project and

so perform a practical value engineering study. Studies should be pursued

to a sufficient state of completion to permit preparation of a written report

and an oral presentation on the last day of the workshop.

5-1
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The technical material needed to accomplish the value engineering

portion of the team project is contained In this Guide. Technical and pro-

curement information about the project item must either be provided to the

team as part of a prepared package or must be available on the site via

personal contact or telephone.

Relationship of Projects to Personnel Job Duties.

Value engineering training should reflect the differences between its

application to the design, or R & D phase of acquisition, and to other

phases characterized by already conceived hardware and data. This is

accomplished by choosing value assurance training projects for personnel

who are concerned primarily with the "upstream" portions of defense pro-

curement and value improvement Zroject for the others. The objective

of both types of value engineering projects is to have the team produce a

solution which represents best value.

Value improvement projects seek this objective by using preconceived

solutions (such as a hardware item, a test procedure, a manual, or a

paperwork system). The team analyzes the project and produces a recom-

mendation ranging from complete elimination to re-creation at lower cost

than the original article.

Value assurance projects provide the trainee with only the basic re-

guirements, criteria or parameters which need the creation of a solution.

These requirements may be in the form of the physical envelope, weight

limits and performance specifications for a simple hardware element.

Or, a written description of the need for a paperwork system to perform a

function may be used. For example, a need for quality control data feed-

back from the vendors to the prime contractor project office representative

and on to the Department of Defense project office.

The team analyzes the requirements and develops a solution which it

can demonstrate as offering good value. When the team has completed

their value assurance project, their results may be compared with the

current actual solution (e. g., the hardware in use) or with the solutions

proposed by other teams from previous value training exercises which

used the same project.
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TEAM STRUCTURE

The students should be divided into teams of five to eight persons

according to the nature of their assigned project. The smaller teams are

for items which are to be value-improved and for non-hardware projects;

the larger teams are more suitable for value assurance projects. Team

members should be chosen so that each team represents a "mix" of work

experience and education. Each team should consist of an amalgamation

of members having the following backgrounds or current work assignments:

a) engineering, b) procurement, materiel or logiatics, c) production,

d) quality control, and e) additional members drtwn from other back-

grounds. This must be determined by a pre-workshop evaluation of the

project's value problem areas. Other personnel may include reliability,

administrative operations, contracts, project office, or more than one

representative of the three basic types. (Obviously, prior to the seminar

some measure of attention must be devoted to coordinating the selection

of students, projects and probably team structures. )

The team members need not be experts in the technical aspects of

9 their project. However, their level of this knowledge does need to be

greater for value assurance projects than for value improvement projects.

Access must be available on site to personnel who have expert knowledge

of the project. Generally, it is not good practice, from a training effective-

ness viewpoint, to have people on the team who initially created the as-

signed item.

PROJECT SELECTION AND PREPARATION

Projects need to be selected and prepared several weeks in advance

of the first day of the Workshop. Table 5-I gives some desirable features

of value assurance and value improvement projects. In the case of value

improvement projects, it can be especially useful if the original creator

will agree to its use and will support the team effort. For value assurance

pro'ects, the person choosing the projects should estimate some of the

likely resultant characteristics of the most probable solutions. This will

not be necessary if a solution has in fact been created, but is withheld

from the team until the completion of its effort.
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Table 5-1. Guidelines for Selection of Workshop Projects

An assembly of 5-50 Unclassified.
detail parts.

Opportunity exists for incorpora-
Performs a recognizable tion of team results.
function by itself.

Present or anticipated total
Size and weight allow cost per procurement or per
handling by one person. year is large enough to achieve

meaningful dollar results.
Sample items or mockup are
available. Prejudged as feasible of success-

ful application of value
Drawings, specifications engineering.
and data are available. Exhibits apparent low value

The teams must be provided with Project Data Packages. These con-

tain the data needed to begin the study. They serve to reduce much of the

"start-up" delays associated with routine gathering of paperwork. Typical

items of data which might be involved are listed in Table 5-2. Naturally,

only those elements of data which are associated with the requirements

portion of the item are included for value assurance projects.

PROJECT WORK

The team members follow the Job Plan. They perform a value en-

gineering study and recommend a highsr value item for value improvement

projects and create a high value item for value assurance projects. They

perform each phase in turn and they should satisfy themselves that they

understand the application of the theory. The team should divide up those

elements of the workload suited to their personal capabilities. Items

suitable for individual assignment Include the cost model, requirements

analysis and evaluation of the separate proposed solutions. However, the

team as a whole should perform the functional analysis, the development

of alternatives, agree upon the cost target and the alternative selected

for proposal.

Vendors may be provided with direct access to the training area on
selected days. They will assist the teams in their development and se-

lection of alternates, Judicious selection of the number and types of
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Table 5-2. Typical Workshop Project Data Package Contents

Drawings, Layouts or Sketches Contact Points (name, location,
and phone.)

Next Assembly
Assembly Drawing Designer
Detail Parts Drawings Buyer
Schematic s Cost Analyst

Contracts
Costs (Actual and/or Anticipated)

Specialty ConsultantsTooling

Raw material Technical Theoritical aspects
Outside purchased parts, Fabrication

tooling Quality
Inspection Field Services
Fabrication
Assembly Specificltions (Perfornance,
Any other significant elements Model, Process, Other)

Manufacturing Planning and Status Department of Defense

Tooling Description Contractor

Handling Equipment Subcontractor

Planning Sheets Design Criteria and Status
Scrap Loss Data Di.ead t9 •Lot Size Intended application and purpose
Packing and Shipping Weight

Reliability
Contract Data Space envelope

Incentives Highlights of Past History

Quantity Required - Basis Design historyfor Cost Calculation Fabrication history
Anticipated Future Quantity Procurement history

Associated documentation
Procurement Data Manuals

Handbooks
Participating suppliers or Reports

contractors Photographs
Previous or current proposals Failure reports
Anticipated procurements Service records

vendors can improve the effectiveness of this phase. Liaison should

eoist to promptly provide verification of vendor prices for use in the team

report.

The final step of the procedure, as stated in the Job Plan, is to pre-

pare a team report. Each member need not prepare a separate report,

S but each section should be marked with the name(s) of those who prepared
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it. The report should clearly demonstrate the students' application of the

value engineering methods and program elements.

Team Project Presentations.

The value engineering project work may include an oral presentation

on the last day of the workshop. Instructors may select several or all of

the teams to make presentations.

Audience and Facility. The audience for the presentations should include

all trainees and those who will be reviewing the team's recommendations

for approval and implementation action. The presentations should be

made in a room where outside distractions will be minimized, where the

speakers can be seen and heard, and where a comfortable listening environ-

ment exists. Invitations to attendees should come from a senior manager

of the installation an4 should convey his personal interest. The presenta-

tions should start promptly on schedule, maintain a business-like pace,

and adjourn on schedule. Attendees should leave the meeting with an

enthusiastic desire for more information, rather than with a bored attitude.

Effective team presentations are one factor in successful training and in

implementing the team results. The oral presentations should have been

reviewed by the Workshop training staff prior to the last day.

Content. Team presentations should include the following elements:

a) Identification of the project by name, date, and location.

b) Identification of the participating team members, including the
preferred point of contact for further details. (This can be ac-
complished on one visual aid, such as a flip chart.)

c) Concise statement of the reason for the project, the cost and
other problem aceas, and the end-use of the project item.

4) Brief summary of the main alternatives considered by the team,
including pertinent comments regarding principal factors for their
acceptance or rejection.

e) Description of the recommended changes in sufficient detail to
communicate cost advantages and the effect upon other consider-
ations, such as reliability. producibility, tooling, schedule time,
scrap, etc.

f) The action items required for implementation.

g) Description of the value engineering techniques which were used
in the study, and the ways in which they were applied.
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Visual Aids. Visual aids, in the form of flip charts or simple mockups,

are generally used to supplement the oral reports. Theme aids will:

a) provide the same function as personal notes and help the speaker to

stay on course. b) assist in emphasizing key elements of the presentation,

and c) create a "hear-see" environment which brings into play a dual

receptivity channel.

The adherence to specific guidelines for the preparation of visual aids

will make them more effective. Books or pamphlets which suggest the

number of charts, size of lettering, sketch techniques and other aspects

should be made available to the trainees. The aids should not add cost to

the workshop which is unnecessary for performance of the basic function.

Organization of Material. The organization of the oral presentation should

closely paraUel that of the written report. 't should show tlhe step-by-

step process of the Job Plan as the project was developed. The concluding

portion of the presentation should include specific implementation recom-

mendations. No attempt should be made to have a detailed technical dis-

cussion of the operation of the project item, other than a brief statement

O of its function.

Timing. The appropriate length of time allowed for each team's oral re-

port will depend upon the number of presentations. In recognition of the

reality of the statement that, "The mind will absorb what the seat will

endure," the total time for all of the presentations should not be more than

two hours. If six team reports were being made, each %eam should be

limited to ten minutes to allow delay time and comments. On tht other

hand, a single presentation could take as long as thirty minutes, provided

unnecessary material is not incorporated simply to use up time. Emphasis

and timing of oral reports should always reflect the proper balance be-

tween required subject matter and maintenance of full-level audience

receptivity.

INFORMATION SOURCES

The reference sources described below will be useful in the perform-

ance of the project work. They will be especially helpful during the evalu-

ation and proposal phases of the Job Plan. They will also provide a good

* reference that may be readily used later during the implementation phase
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when follow-up is being performed. Personnel who may not have partici-

pated in the study may need to research the team's references.

Catalogs .

Most suppliers specialize in certain partd, products, components,

materials or processes. Their catalogs include parts data on demensions,

materials, finishes, weight, testing, specifications, standards, and in

some cases cost. Catalogs of nondefense industry companieso, especially

the large mail order houses. are good sources of comparative data on com-

mercial equivalents of defense products.

Technical Magazines and Journals.

There are various technical magazines and Journals which generally

specialize in a particular area of engineering, manufacturing, procure-

ment, or product line. These contain a variety of articles describing the

latest state-of-the-art. Numerous vendors' advertisements cover new

parts, products, materials, processes, and also serve as possible sources

of alternative approaches.

Sweets' Catalog Service Filed.

Approximately ten volumes of Sweets' catalogues are arranged by

subject matter into; plant equipment, machine tools, metal working equip-

ment, industrial construction, product design and the respective suppliers.

The two product design volumes are broken down into:

a) metals f) electrical equipment
b) plastics g) power transmission
c) rubber h) fluid power, flow equipment
d) glass, ceramics, 0) fasteners, adhesives

silicones j) mechanical equipment and
e) wood, carbon, fabrics services.

Thomas Resister.

The Thomas Register has a complete alphabetical list of industries

and suppliers grouped under parts, products, materials and processes.

It also contains addresses of suppliers and lists trade names and brand

names for many common items.
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Conover-Mast Purchasing Directory.

The Conover-Mast Purchasing Directory is similar to the Thomas

Register. It has product classificatione, mechanical data. chemical and

trade name sections. It also contains suppliers telephone numbers.

Electronic Buyer's Guide.

The Electronic Buyer's Guide has alphabetical product listings plus

trade names. It lists manufacturers and users of electronics products.

Organizations are identified that issue electronics standards.

Electronic Engineer's Master.

The Electronic Engineer's Master is a catalog and purchasing guide

of 6300 manufacturers of electrical and electronic equipment, products

and trade names.

Military Specification Buyers' Directory.

This directory categorizes products and materials under their re-

spective military specifications. It also lists the suppliers of these producte

and materials and the military specifications they meet.

Visual Search Micro-Film Service (VSMF).

Parts and components data are on microfilm. An attached :atalog is

used to locate the proper cartridge with the described film. A microfilm

reader is part of the system. The reader has built-in capability for making

a standard page-size copy for personal retention.
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CHAPTER S: SUMMARY

A. Workshop projects are practical exercises in the uppltcation of

value englneeiLIng by seminar trainw•e acting in teams. They follow the

Job Plan under the instructor's guidance and prepare a report of value

engineering recommendations at the workshop conclusion.

B. The primary purpose of workshop projects is to provide a con-

trolled environment for a practice exercise in the application of the theory.

C. Workshop projects need to reflect the trainees' normal job as-

signments as typical of either valu- a&surabcs or va!ue Improvement.
Value assurance project work starts with a written requirement; value

improvement project work starts with a written requirement; value 11-

provement project work starts wivth an already pre-conceived solution to

some requirement.

D. Oral presentations should clearly demonstrate the value engineer-

ing methods and procedures used.

E. Information source books. rapid vendor liaison and technical

consultation should be readily available to the team members.
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Chapter 6: Systems Management Interfaces

This Chapter introduces somn industrial and DoD manage -

ment disciplines which have common boundaries with value

engineering.., their operational procedures... inputs...

outputs... and effect upon end item cost are discussed...

Possible applications of their activities to vtlue engineer-

ing efforts are offered.., and some areas of common pur-

pose are noted for... Systems Requirements Analysis...

Coifiguration 'T'r Change) Management... Data Manage.

ment .. PERT and PERT/Cost... and Specifications and

Standards.
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CHAPTER 6

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT INTERFACES

The DoD and industry have developed dome highly specialized disci-

plines for use in the acquisition of defense inventory items. Some of these

disciplines are recent developments and others represent gradual adaptive

improvements of standard practices. Five operational procedures were

selected for discussion in this Guide which meet one or more of the follow-

ing criteria:

a) they are usually applied to procurements which also represent
good value engineering application opportunities.

b) their activity generates data which can serve as inputs to the value
engineering effort.

c) their decisions have a significant effect upon end item cost.

These factors are interfaces with value engineering. Their use needs

to be understood to obtain the most efficient operation of value programs,

especially value assurance efforts. The management disciplines discussed

are not applied to all programs. When used, the terminology is not always

constant for all programs. This Guide will present them in their standard-

ized form when this exists and in as typically generalized a form as pos-

sible when -t does not. The purpose here is to understand their operation

for their impact upon value engineering.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

System Requirements Analysis (SRA) is the process of developing end

item requirements for all elements of a project (especially a weapons sys-

tem) including the hardware and software. The constraints imposed by
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the acquisition, installation and operation requirements of the entire sys -

9 • tern are used. The constraints are: a) technical, b) design, c) cost, and

d) schedule. The sub-system requirements that are developed may be

broadly classed as: a) equipment, b) facilities, c) personnel, and d) proce-

dures. SRA is applied early in the development phase and maintains sys-

tem integrity during sub-system development.

The development and implementation of the requirements must be

timely, must optimize performance, and must make the most effective use

of resources. To accomplish this goal, it is necessary to identify the

items which will comprise the system on a total system basis. Included

in the total set of requirements are those which •" imposed by perform-

ance, cost, functional and physical interfaces, power, size, weight, per-

sonnel skills, and environment. The requirements set for these parameters

must reflect specific needs imposed by such related disciplines as main-

tainability, operability, human factors, and safety.

System Model.

The data produced by the SRA provides a "paper" weapon system

9 which is a model of the operational system. It is a model of the system in

two respects: first, as a system description; and second, as an input to a

dynamic model for system simulation. The system description is the basis

for many other system outputs, such as Technical Orders, Quantitative

and Qualitative Personnel Requirements Information, and test and activa-

tion planning. The description also defines a baseline which can be used

for conducting trade-off studies, system optimization studies, and evalua-

tion of system parameters and proposed changes.

Method.

SRA is an iterative process of the following steps:

a) Identify and categorize the criteria applicablte to the system -
i. e., what is the mission and what are the constraints and
resources?

b) Develop functional relationships for sequential groups of sub-tasks
or functions necessary to accomplish the mission.

c) Analyze the functions and identify related requirements.

-



d) Synthesise alternative approaches to performing the functions,

conduct trade studies, and parametric optimization studies.

e) Evaluate study results and define selected system parameters.

f) Provide identification of equipment items and requirements for
facilities, personnel, and procedures.

The flow of typical SRA activities is shown on Figure 6-1. The matrix

in Table I of the flow chart lists the system criteria and constraints which

are inputs to the analysis. These are analyzed and further developed to

determine specific detailed requirements for operational and maintenance

hardware and software. The end items identified by the input criteria and

their constraints are determined. The operational and maintenance por-

tions are integral parts of the analysis.

Initially, the functional requirements are identified and then trade-off 'I
"1Q

studies are performed to apportion these functions among equipment or
personnel. Maintenance studies are made to determine the levels of main- --

tenance which must be performed, the maintenance equipment and personnel

required, and the design features which are to be built into the operational j n

equipment to facilitate maintenance. One of the final steps is the loading

of the necessary quantities of equipment, personnel and spares into the

system.

Outputs. Sonme of the outputs of the SRA are:

a) Functional Flow Diag ram. It identifies those functions and func-
tional interactions which must be performed by equipment, people,
or some comnbination to meet the objectives of a given operational
or maintenance mode.

b) System Functional Analysis. This develops technical require-
ments for the functions identified on the Flow Diagrams and pro-
vides personnel, facility and procedural data. o

c) End Item Design Criteria. These identify the design criteria for
each deliverable end item; such as, technical requirements, rec-
omrnended sclution, part number, unit price, and effectivity.

d) Equipment Maintenance Analysis. This identifies the maintenance
functions necessary to support'ach end item, the basic mainte-
nance functions (test, calibrate, service, handle, etc. ), mainte-
nance level and frequency, and maintenance personnel and
provisioning data.
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e) Time Line Analysis. It shows the time required to perform op-
erations involving time-critical functions, on-site maintenance,
and selected field maintenance activities. The time line data is
derived from the system functional and maintenance analyses and
is used to determine reaction, usage, repair and down times.

f) Weapon System Description. It serves as a model of the system
operation and maintenance based upon the analysis data. The de-
scription contains requirements and ground rules used in develop-
ing the analysis (e. g., work hours, levels of maintenance, etc.)
and descriptions (drawings and text) of the weapon system.

g) Technical Manual Requirements. These define Technical Manual
requirements based upon the system functional and maintenance
analyses.

The relationship and content of the SRA elements are depicted in

Figure 6-2.

Maintainability.

Maintainability is defined in the DoD as the qualitative and quantitative

characteristics of material design and resource planning which make it

possible to meet operational objectives with minimum expenditures of re-

sources (personnel, equipment, and data) under operational environmental

conditions. It may be effectively accomplished as an identifiable part of

the SRA.

Design Considerations. Maintainability program aspects can be categor-

ized into: a) those which relate to the design effort, and b) those which

relate more directly to resource planning and evaluation. Design consid-

erations are examined to determine their applicability from a cost-effective

viewpoint to each item of equipment. This includes: a) interchangeability,

b) packaging, c) mounting, d) accessibility, e) standardization, f) test

points, and g) type of displays and controls.

kesource Considerations. The maintainability factors which relate more

directly to the planning and evaluation efforts are: a) levels of maintenance,

b) fault detection, isolation and reporting, c) repair, d) reliability appor-

tionment, o) in-commission level, and f) quantities of equipment, person-

nel and spares.

The maintainability program is made an integral part of the system

acquisition program to achieve the degree of maintainability that is most

economically feasible. Specific goals, such as minimum support equipment, 0
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personnel and cast, and maximum in-commission level are established

and factored into the program during design and development.

Simulation.

A simulation program is useful to evaluate the degree of maintainability

from a system cost-cflectiveness viewpoint. Utilizing the basic SRA data,

simulation with the dynamic model defines and demonstrates the effect on

the system of shared resources such as equipment and personnel. The

model looks at this consumption of resources in a time based sequence

which follows the planned cycle of operational deployment and use. Com-

puters are useful tools for performing simulation studies on the larger

systems.

It allows a detailed look at the system as it is to be eventually used.

It provides a rapid evaluation of whether the system will or will not meet

the many operational, maintenance, and logistic requirements; one year of
operation can be simulated in minutes. Many things can be done using the

model which could not be done using the actual system, even if it were

available. Input parameters can be varied, the maintenance approach re-

vised, failure r.tes varied and the results quickly presented concisely.

Simulation Model. The model is based upon a sequence of logical events

which depict the operational and maintenance activities which are to be

performed. The sequence comprises fixed events that take place whenever

the related initiating event occurs. The numerical values associated with

each event may vary, but the sequence itself remains the same unless, of

course, it is decided to vary the sequence to determine the effects upon

the system.

Typical input data to the simulation model are:

a) Number of failure categories.
b) Failure rates.
c) Number and fraquency of preventative maintenance categories.
d) Maintenance ground equipment (MGE) spares numbers and types.
e) Travel distances and speeds for maintenance responses.
f) Average personnel working hours per month.

Simulation AnalysL. The factors above are given to the computer. It

simulates the system by going step-by-step through the proposed system

operation. The computer progresses to the next step in the model, if all
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of the required conditions are met. For example, if' failure occurs, is

Sthe needed MGE available? If it is not available, the non-availability of the

required resource is noted. Typical output data of the simulation analysis

are:

a) In-commission level.
b) Total number of fault responses on which a support element

was used.
c) Average number of each support element that was in use at any

time
d) Reaction time to any given fault.
e) Average down time for each repair action.

Personnel Subsystem (PSS).

The people who are needed to operate and maintain the system are as

much a component as the hardware. The personnel requirements are de-

veloped concurrently with the design of the equipment and facilities by PSS

analyses as an integral part of the SRA. Human engineering critera are

applied to achieve satisfactory personnel performance while holding skill

and training requirements to a minimum. Task analyses are conducted to

identify human performance requirements, task sequences, and required

S performance times. In addition, th6 information required to operate or

maintain equipment, work-space layout, and design criteria (such as the

type of controls and displays required) are developed.

Interface With Configuration Management.

The SRA supports the identification and management of the system

configuration in several ways. First, it identifies the total set of require-

ments which define the system. Second, it provides the design effort with

end-item design criteria and serves as a check on the resultant designs.

Finally, it provides a means for determining the effect on the system of a

change in hardware design. If, for example, the design of an item of op-

erational ground equipment (OGE) is modified, the SRA determines any

possible effects on the related Maintenance Ground Equipment, personnel

and facility requirements.

A typical sequence of the interrelated events is:

a) Identify new or modified requirements.
b) Prepare and submit end item design criteria and related analysis.S
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c) Review and technically approve analysis.
d) Prepare and submit a change proposal.
e) Review and approve the change proposal.

The system requirements are thus controlled and any change to the system

baseline is supported by analytical justification.

The SRA defines a system configuration baseline as a controlled input

to later analyses. For example, the BRA baseline developed for the do -

velopment system can be utilized to define activation (asxmbly and check-

out) and test requirements. For example, a test set built for development

use may also be used in the activation and checkout of the operational sys-

tem. The procedures used during the test program can be directly derived

from those procedures which will be used operationally. This assures

maximum correlation between the test and operational programs.

Personnel.

The analysis to identify the system requirements is performed by sys-

tem engineers. This effort leads up to the detailed cdevelopment of the

solutions to the requirements. The development of the solutions is accom-

plished primarily by design engineers. The type of engineer; electrical,

mechanical, or facility, depends upon the specific design problems to be 4
solved. The trade studies often require the services of people of varied

backgrounds. These studies may call upon personnel from a system engi-

neering, design, human engineering, cost analysis, or programming back-

ground. In addition, throughout the analysis, inputs to the various disciplines

such as maintainability, value engineering, human engineering, and safety

are made. The outputs from these disciplines are then integrated into the

SRA effort.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

All DoD organizations do not use the same details or nomenclature in

the management discipline of controlling end item changes. However, the

approach presented in this Guide is considered to be typical and, with

minor variations, represents actual practice. For example, this Guide

uses the term "Configuration Management. " Some agencies use "Configu-

ration Control" or "Engineering Change Control." The reader needs to

adjust his frame of reference for such situations.
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Description.

At the outset of a new defense system, the technical concept and cri-

teria will have few details. But as development progresses, the details

begin to fill in. The system and its parts are defined by drawings, man-

uals, procedures and other data. The need for changes to some items

arises. New items are needed that were not previously realized. Config-

uration management is the discipline applied to selected procurements to

assure that the initial description, additions and amendments are controlled

so that the technical description constantly reflects the actual system.

As an example of a typical system, the following major equipment

items may be involved:

a) Propulsion f) Trailser
b) Airframe vehicle g) Test equipment
c) Re-entry vehicle h) Handling equipment
d) Launch control equipment i) Facility (Brick & Mortar)
e) Launcher j) Guidance and control equipment

Each of these ten equipment requirements may be contracted to indi-

vidual sources, each with their own configuration management approach.

The need to have a controlled interchange of technical information is ob-

vious. Concurrent activity makes commonality of configuration cntrol

mandatory so that interfaces between the various equipments are main-

tained to meet the overall system program requirements.

Configuration management offers a system by which this exchange can

be accomplished. It is common reporting language. It helps the contrac-

tor develop internal reporting systems which are compatible with the

known reporting needs of the Government.

Definitions.

a) Configuration.

The complete technical description and identification of the re-
quirements for fabricating, testing, accepting, operating, main-
taining and logistically supporting systems or equipment, e. g.,
end item part numbers and descriptions. top assembly drawing
numbers, indentured parts lists, model, test and performance
specifications, maintenance, training and operation instruction
manuals, recommended spare parts lists, and packaging
instructions.
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b) Configuration Management.

The formal set of procedural concepts by which a uniform system
of configuration identification, control and accountinr . estab-
lished and maintained.

c) Baseline Configuration.

The complete technical description of a predetermined unit of a
system or equipment which is established and documented as a
point of departure against which proposed changes may be evalu-
ated, implemented and recorded.

d) Configuration Control.

Systematic evaluation, coordination and approval or disapproval
of all changes to the baseline configuration.

e) Configuration Accounting.

Reporting and documenting changes made to system or equipment
after the establishment of a baseline configuration.

f) Configured Articles or End Items,

The portions of a system to which configuration management is
applied.

g) Engineering Change Proposal (ECP).

A contractor proposed change to an end item, facility or part;
delivered, or to be delivered; which will require revision to the
contractually authorized specifications, engineering drawings or
other pertinent documents.

h) Class I Change.

An engineering change is designated as Class I and is submitted
as an ECP to the Government agency's Configuration Control
Board (CCB) for approval when any of the following contract re-
quirements are affected:

(1) Specifications, price or fee, weight, guarantees, delivery
or test schedules.

(2) Reliability or maintainability.

(3) Performance.

(4) Interchangeability.

(5) Safety.

(6) Electrical interference.

(7) Ground support equipment, training equipn ent or govern-
ment furnished equipment.
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(8) Preset adjustments or schedules to the extent that a new
identification must be assigned or operating limits are
affected.

(9) Interface with other contractor's equipment.

(10) Operational computer programs.

i) Class II Change.

All engineering changes that are not Class I are designated as
Class II. Class II changes do not require government agency ap-
proval but are subject to review regarding their Class II designa-
tion. Typical Class II changes are those which:

(1) Change the processes by which a part is fabricated but do not

change its configuration (i. e., its fit, form, or function).

(2) Correct obvious drawing errors, such as misspelled words.

(3) Change viewa or notes on a drawing for clarification.

(4) Relax or tighten tolerances without affecting interchangeability.

Operational Aspects.

Three aspects of configuration management may be identified as:

a) Configuration identification and accounting - have available at all
times accurate and current information regarding the exact con-
figuration of all configured articles.

b) Change control - establish and maintain procedures and activities
which will assure fast, complete and accurate analysis of pro-
posed changes and their incorporation.

c) Change administration and planning - implement the processes by
which changes are handled, incorporated and documented.

Implementation Procedures.

Contractor. The contractor Program Office establishes a Change Board,

which sets a terminating point during the design activity where formal ac-

counting of changes to configured items shall be initiated. This is the de-
velopment, or contractor configuration, baseline. It covers the following

requirements:

a) Specific operational and maintenance requirements.
b) System specifications.
c) Model specifications.
d) Proposed configured items.

DoD. The Government agency program director establishes a Configura-

tion Management Office. It is responsible f-,r:
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a) Issuance of Government approvee. systems requirement documents
such as a System Operational Requirement (SOR) or Advanced
Development Objectives (ADO).

b) Preparation of approved system and equipment specifications.

c) Participation with contractors in systems analysis to select the
configured end items.

d) Implementation of a research and development specification for t

the performance, design and test requirements of each end item
which will serve as the basic contract documentation.

e) Implementation, review and validation of the uniform specifica-4

tions for each "first-of-a-kind" end item.

f) Establishment of First Article Configuration Inspection (FACI) or
First Article Review (FAR) Team and performance for each con-
figured end item.

Configuration Control.

The focal point of configuration control by the contractor is a Change

Control Board. It is normally chaired by a Manager of the Program Office.

Generally it is co-chaired by a representative of the Engineering Depart-

ment who has cognizance for the equipment items affected by proposed

changes.

Typical Contractor's Change Board. Appointed representatives may be

from the following areas:

Program Office, Chairman Product Support (Logistic, Manuals,
Engineering, Co-chairman Handbooks, etc.)
Production (Manufacturing Contracts

Operations) Government Agency Resident
Production Control (Scheduling, Officer

Stores, etc.) Value Engineering
Quality Control Materiel
Reliability Sub- or associate contractor
Specifications representatives

The Change Board's principal responsibility is to analyze all proposed

changes and their impact on: a) contract requirements, b) technical re-

quirements and feasibility, c) cost and d) schedule. The Chairman of the

contractor's Change Board approves or disapproves changes based on his

evaluation of the membership's recommendations. He must establish op-

erating procedures so that all board members receive information regard-

ing a specific change sufficiently in advance of the meeting to allow them
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to analyze it. He establishes and maintains an organization which schedules

meetings, prepares agendas, minutes and makes distribution. He has had

the responsibility for resolving problems as they occur in change board

deliberations and to give direction for action which will contribute to their

resolution. He issues directives which delineate approved changes.

Government Agency Configuration Control Board. A Government Agency

Configuration Control Board (CCB) is established before the First Article

Configuration Inspection (FACI) or First Article Review (FAR) takes place.

It is composed of representatives from the procuring and using agency

offices as required to adequately analyze proposed changes. They are ap-

pointed and changed by formal orders. Typical membership includes:

a) production, b) contracting, c) materiel, d) engineering, e) logistics,

f) training, g) quality control, h) value engineering and i) contractor

representatives.

The function of the CCB is to analyze all ECP's or Technical Action

Requests (TAR's) submitted by contractors for their impact on cost, per-

formance, schedules, training, test equipment, logistics, depot, facilities,

etc. It is not a voting board but recommends ECP or TAR disposition to

the chairman.

Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) or Technical Action Request (TAR).

The ECP or TAR is used by all contractors for submitting Class I changes

to the baseline configuration established by the First Article Configuration

Inspection (FACI) or First Article Review (FAR). They are generally sub-

mitted through the local office of the Government procurement representa-

tive. They may be initiated at the request of the Government agency, on

the contractor's initiative or contractor approved sub-contractor's requests.

ECP's or TAR's are prepared: a) when requested by the procuring Govern-

ment agency, b) when required to correct unsafe conditions, system

incompatibilities and/or design defects, and c) for changes which will sig-

nificantly reduce the cost of the total system program. In the latter case

they are usually designated as Value Engineering Change Proposals (VECP'e).

Configuration Management Phases.

Configuration management may be explained in relation to the following

acquisition phases.
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a) Phase I - R & D, pro-operational period when the design of the
Midvidual end items of system equipment are being established
and tested.

b) Phase 11 - Production and utilization period for each individual
edtem 1 established during Phase I.

During Phase I the contractor has complete cognizance, within the

broad scope of contract, over his design and development. Requirements

for configuration control are not under the cognizance of the Government

agency -- except by inference to prepare for Phase I. The procuring

agency, however, is required to set up a Configuration Management Office

which it capable of analyzing technical changes affecting specifications or

interface drawings. Contractors may change their design at will in order

to establish end items and the firm configuration for them.

The two phases are usually separated by an activity called the First

Article Configuration Inspection (FACI) or First Article Review (FAR)

which has as its prime objective the establishment of a configuration

baseline. During Phase II, all Class I changes must be approved by the

Government Configuration Control Board in accordance with ANA Bulletin

445A. During this phase it is important that every proposed change be

given complete interface system analysis including training manuals, lo-

gistics, test equipment, specifications and mating equipment. Any result-

ing incompatibilities must be coordinated with all interfacing activities and

fixed. The cost of making changes during this period increases as the

phase ages because changes increasingly involve modification kits, instal-

lation instructions, scrap parts, re-tooling, rework parts, re-identification,

re-testing, specification revisions, field testing, re-inspection, transpor-

tation charges, delays to system activation schedule, validation procedures,

down time, and coordination of activities.

The utilisation portion of Phase II is when the system as delivered,

installed, tested and accepted by the Government agency performs its in-

tended functions throughout its life span. Changes in this phase are usually

the result of failure reports, reducing operation or maintenance costs.

The cost of incorporating changes is now at its maximum.
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DATA MANAGEMENT

"It has been estimated that 40-60 cents of every dollar spent on the de-

velopment of major weapon systems has been expended for data and docu-

mentation in all its forms. This indicates that as much or more is being

spent for data than the total of all other expenses. The expense involved

in the development and control of data is only part of the cost picture. Of

greater importance are the costs that result from incorrect or inadequate

data. When data are deficient in any of several ways; for example, if they

are not complete, clear and understandable, programs can be seriously

affected.

Types.

Many different types of data, in many forms, are used to accomplish

technical and administrative communications. Table 6-1 lists a few of the

major types of data. These primarily represent technical data require-

ments associated with military and space programs where large numbers

of facilities, equipments, and personnel are involved. Only a few of the

administrative types that are commonly connected with a major engineer-

q . ing effort are listed.

Table 6-2 illustrates some of the more common forms of data. Par-

ticularly important today are those forms of data that can be prepared or

controlled by automation. By applying automatic machine and computer

processes, large bulks of data can be handled and produced faster, more

accurately, and usually at less expense. This subject will be discussed

later as it pertains to the cost effectiveness of particular data requirements.

Areas of Concern.

Some of the more significant factors which contribute most heavily to

the excessive costs in many data programs are:

a) Non-essential data are generated.

b) Source data from one program which may be applicable to other
programs are not made readily available.

c) Many duplicative data efforts exist.

d) Data are often inadequate or incomplete for the purpose intended.

e) Unnecessary details are included.
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f) Lack cf controls do not assure effective use of available data.

g) Inefficient methods of developing, controlling, and updating data
exist.

h) Data cost visibility is inadequate.

Table 6-2. Common Forms of Data

BOOKS AND MANUALS

DOCUMENTS AND REPORTS
DRAWINGS AND LISTS

LETTERS, MEMORANDUMS, BULLETINS

NOTES

CARDS, PLACARDS, SCROLLS AND CHARTS

AUDIO AND VISUAL AIDS

TWX'S

Causes of Deficient Data.

A general lack of knowledge and concern toward data problems has
I -been the principal cause of the inadequacies that characterize many data

Iprograms. When any facet lacks attention, the problems multiply. This

effect is more pronounced with respect to data because so many areas in

defense programs depend upon data. The number of qualified data special-

ists to properly implement and control the data programs is not sufficient

to meet the increasing requirements. Another major cause is the pace of

today's highly competitive procurement programs. The concurrency con-
cept, which has been applied to many military programs, calls for the

6 :simultaneous development of the constituents of a weapon system rather

than a successive development of prime parts. The ensuing scheduling

places major constraints upon data development.

The inability to obtain accurate cost figures on most data has also con-

tributed to data problems. Only In rare instances have there been accurate

accountings of actual data expenditures. Comprehensive accounting has

not been obtained in many instances because of the general lack of knowl-

edge of what actually constitutes data research and preparation. In some

instances the costs of basic engineering, such as the research that is
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performed to establish means of maintainability, are erroneously charged

against data. In other cases the work of developing data is considered to

be part of the engineering effort and only the editing and printing are charged

to data. There are many other variations in handling data costs that do

not clearly portray the true expense. Hence, data cost figures are fre-

quently unrealistic.

A test bench for one missile system was acquired in which the data

costs were completely separated. In this particular case, engineering and

manufacturing costs for eight test benches were established at $40, 000

($5,000 per bench). The complete logistics dIata to support the program

were found to cost approximately $100, 000, two and one-half times as much

as the hardware costs. I the costs of only producing the technical manuals

had been charged against data, with all other data costs being absorbed in

the hardware development, the ratio would have been almost exactly

reversed.

Inadequate methods are used in many cases to develop and handle data.

There are many areas where automation and other recent techniques will

create data economies.

Data Management Approach.

At the onset of any new program, a completely fresh outlook can effect

cost avoidances. The planned program can be viewed with the idea of ruling

out all unnecessary requirements, establishing efficient methods, and

through constant evaluation, correcting costly malpractices before they are

actually started. Steps that will help to improve the value of many areas

of data are:

a) Establish a data management organizational unit.

b) Develop a data program plan.

0) Identify total data requirements systematically.

d) Develop flow diagrams to show how data are to be generated, S
controlled, and updated.

e) Assure that proper specifications and criteria are applied to each
type of data.

f) Establish standards, guides, and operating procedures for the 1i
effective development of each type of data.
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g) Establish adequate data production controls.

h) Establish adequate data quality assurance controls.

i) Establish means of centrally controlling data requirements; gen-
eration and release.

j) Establish positive feedback that identifies the status of each data
requirement.

k) Establish means of assuring proper dissemination of data.

I) Establish means of monitoring conformance to data program
plans, standards, procedures, and directives.

m) Establish means of measuring data cost effectiveness.

n) Assure proper adaptations of advanced data production techniqu,-s
such as automated equipment.

Data Program Areas of Opportunity.

Requirements Analyses. One of the most important of the newer tools to

aid in system development is the systems requirements analysis. This

process, as discussed earlier in this chapter, identifies total data needs

46 for a new program. The analysis documentation was originally introduced

to aid in the process of systems engineering through the demands of such

military specifications as MIL-W-9411 and MIL-D-9412. These specifi-

cations call for an orderly and comprehensive identification of all the items

in a weapon system.

Data that are developed from the SRA provide the basis for its technical

definition. They relate all development factors and provide for proper

disseminatioi among those who need the data to assure compatible and

mating constituents in many support areas.

Engineering Drawings and Associated Lists. These data are used to define

designs and permit fabrication. Great amounts of these data are inadequate

and many are developed unnecessarily; many drawings and data lists that

could contribute valuable services are never prepared.

The engineering drawing program can be considered to be a continua-

tion of the requirements analysis program. The analysis data first indicate

a complete conceptual design. After approval, the engineering drawing

data indicate the actual design. To be accurate and comprehensive, the
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data must totally reflect all details of the requirements analysis, and

clearly indicate all the design factors that are needed. At the same time,

for cost effectiveness, it is also important that proper controls be applied

to assure that only the data that are actually needed will be supplied.

Effective use of automated data processing techniques can usually effect

considerable cost reductions in the listing of parts and materials for engi-

neering drawings. The data in these listings are also needed to support a

number of other requirements such as those for procurement, schedules,

configuration management and logistics. Special attention should be given

to the many data processing techniques that are avilable in automated sys-

tems. With proper application of these techniques, the designer can pro-

vide simple handwritten lists of parts and material applicable to each of

his drawings. The lists can then be incorporated in an automatic data han-

dling, storage, and retrieval system. The system can be programmed to

provide automated printouts for all of the various documents that use the

lists as source information. First, associated data lists for attachment

to the basic drawings are created. Thereafter, programming should pro-

vide for automated printouts of the other related data requirements to sup-

ply the other needs of the other organizational elements as discussed above.

Data that are often missing in the engineering drawing program are

also cause for cost effectiveness concern. For example, theory informa-

tion that describes how the equipment performs its functions is typically

lacking. This theory is almost always needed to train personnel and to

support test and trouble analysis. Facts concerning the required operation

and maintenance sequences that must be accomplished by personnel are

also commonly missing in the engineering drawing data. As a result, this

information must be derived at much higher cost through secondary analysis

or by interrogating the designers. Errors and inefficiencies are by-products

of both of these approaches. In the first instance, the secondary analysis

requires extensive research to determine facts that the designer already

knew. Errors are also introduced due to misinterpretations of design in-

tent. In the second instance, memory lapses produce errors and, in some

cases, the designer may no longer be available when the information is

scught.
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In many instances, drawings show excessive data that are really not

S needed. For ey-ample, details on assembly and subassembly views are

often redundant and always expensive. Details of individual phrts, already

shown on the part's detail drawings are often repeated orA the assembly

drawings which show the parts joined together. The problem is multiplied

when the same detail on each of the subassemblies is repeated when they

are shown joined in assemblies.

A common unnecessary expense is incurred by requiring drawings and

related data for R & D programs to be prepared to rigid specifications.

Applying such specification requirements usually results in sharply in-

creased costs above those for informal sketches that will usualiy suffice.

Only in instances where the commodity being designed can be reasonably

assured to go into a production phae shuuld the specifications be applied.

Similarly, the expense of creating drawingr to meet military specifications

for commercial items purchased as parts of military systems can also be

avoided where it can be shown that the original paper work is clear, legible,

and contains all of the essential information.

Further opportunity occurs in unnecessary rework of engineering draw-

ings to meet the documentation needs of other facets of the same program

or other programs. This redrawing is frequently done to comply with more

stringent specifications. For example, the type size, spacing, and line

weight requirements for schematic drawings in a technical manual often

require the original engineering schematics to be completely redrawn.

Another inefficiency may occur when drawings are microfilmed to

preserve them and to reduce storage space. In many cases the process is

automatically applied to all drawings whether or not it is really needed.

Where single source procurement is likely, storage of the original drawings

would suffice and the additional cost of microfilming is not justified.

Personnel Requirements and Training Programs. Initially, the require-

ments for personnel manning are normally established through the systems

requirements analysis data. Thereafter, as the system is further devel-

oped, more information is added until the personnel and training require-

ments identification is complete. Ideally, as the personnel information is

derived, it should be stored in an automated data bank. When this is done,
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various categories of personnel requirements can be summarized and tab-

ulated in whatever formats are needed at relatively small costs. This, of

course, implies that proper data programming has already been established

in the pro-planning stage.

Lack of adequate training data is often one of the most costly areas of

concern in a development program. Inadequacies in this area are sure to

develop if training requirements are not identified in the same systematic

manner as the operational hardware. For example, when operational tech-

nical manuals are not coordinated with the training program, operational

data may be at odds with the training material. Thereafter, when person-

nel receive the operational support data they need to perform their duties,

they are unable to relate the unfamiliar procedures with their training. An

integrated data program that will properly support personnel selection and

training is needed for cost effective program development.

Test. Many data of test programs are not cost effective; considerable

amounts of unnecessary information are provided. For exampl(, nonessen-

tial background details and obvious conditions are described in many test

documents. Other losses are incurred when the data are not clear and

failures result from misunderstandings. Dollars are alsn mxpended unnec-

essarily on test data that may be rarely, if cve;-, used. For example, in

some cases, after one or two tests have been conducted, the data are no

longer needed. Such tests can often b3 accomplished with only minimal
data and verbal instructions. However, because a given specification is

sometimes universally applied to all test data, the data used for only a few

applications are often prepared in the same manner as data that are to be

used throughout an extensive test program.

Test documentation bearing meaningful data is frequently generated

but may not be used properly, or not used at all. In every instance it should

be assured that test result irformation is processed back throug. the design

activities.

Procurement. Vast quantities of data are prepared in support of procure-

ment. The most common contributors to excessive data costs in this arise

in processes that are used to list the parts to be procured. Too often the

work of preparing procurement parts lists from engineering drawing and

associated lists is a duplicated effort of other documentation development
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of other areas. As previously pointed out, if automated processes are

* used for initial storage, the parts data listing printouts can be obtained at

any time at little more than the cost of machine time. Hence, in order to

avoid duplication, the preparation of procurement data should be coordinated

with that of data for engineering drawings and configuration control.

Site Activation and Operations. The installation and checkout of large sys-

tems, commonly referred to as site activation, requires extensive amounts

of data. Other data are needed to support the actual operations when the

systems are put in use. Requirements for both should be identified along

with other system elements by the systems requirements analysis.

Costly duplication normally occurs between the development of site

activation data and the preparation of operational technical manuals. When

the requirements of both types of data are not considered jointly (since they

are often prepared independently by different activities) duplicative sets of

data may be developed. By coordinating the operational requirements

analysis, which is usually derived first, with the follow-on site activation

requirements analysis, the redundant efforts that would result in duplicate

data can be eliminated. The programming can be arranged so that only

one set of information is developed that will fit all of the requirements.

The high cost of operational technical manual programs has been the

subject of a number of Federal boards of inquiry. In addition to the high

costs that have been incurred in past programs, some single program ex-

penditures were in excess of fifty million dollars; it was also found that the

data were not entirely adequate. And, in other cases, investigations showed

that there was lack of control in data selection and development. Inadequate

controls resulted in unnecessary procurement and contributed to the over-

expenditures. The proofing methods used on the data were often ineffective

because equipment and personnel were not made available at the proper

times or places. Poor coordination resulted in loss of configuration control

and the manuals could not be matched with the equipment after the system

had been turned over for use.

The lack of appropriate specifications has also contributed to waste in

technical manual programs. Many of the specifications governing prepara-

tion and content of technical documentation require useless information to

be prepared. In other instances, certain rules in the specifications cause
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data to be prepared to formats that are much too elaborate for the purpose

intended. Even more important is the fact that a full set of compatible

specifications that will assure proper development of a completely compre-

hensive and coordinated set of data at minimum cost is seldom available.

Only through the adaptation of numerous exhibits, deviations lists, and

supplementary instructions has it been possible to avoid major difficulties.

This has not been accomplished without significant increases in program

costs.

Recycle and Overhaul. In many programs the data needed to support equip-

ment recycle for refurbishment and overhaul have been neither appropriate

nor cost effective. Great quantities of formal manuals have been developed

for depot support that were never used. Many manuals that have been used

were found lacking in many respects, particularly in timeliness. More

recently, informal manuals have been prepared by inexpensive processes.

Contractor manufacturing data have also been used in lieu of manuals in

order to reduce costs and to simplify the processes of preparation and up-

dating. However, although costs are reduced with these methods, the data

must be delivered in time to meet program needs.

It has recently been determined that the information developed by con-
tractors to support their manufacturing and test operations can almost al-

ways be used to support depot activities. It is logical that the information

used to create and proof the equipment should also serve to support its

j refurbishment and overhaul. In many instances, of course, supplementary

data are required to meet special requirements of depot operations. These

data should be developed in a very informal and low-cost manner on a short-

time basis.

Administrative Data. The data required to support program management

and administration constitute one of its largest areas of expense. These

data requirements need to specify only the essential requirements and all

essential requirements need to be obtained most efficiently. Accounting

records, production control data, program control status charts, quality

control data, reliability reporting information are examples of these data.

Generating and controlling the proper types of forms is an area of ad-

ministration data that will provide cost reduction potential. New forms

are usually being added continuously and old ones require updating or
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cancellation. Management forms are, of course, valuable tools to stand-

ardise the collection and presentation of certain types of information.

Hundreds of forms are often needed on some programs, and many of them

are allowed to exist long after they have outlived their usefulness. Regular

paperwork reviews can often produce economies merely by eliminating or

revising outmoded forms.

PERT AND PERT/COST

PERT, an acronym derived from Program Evaluation and Review

Technique, is a planning and analysis tool. It is applicable to any situation

which can be expressed as an interconnected series of tasks whicti proceed

from an identified starting point to a known conclusion and which do not

involve feedback between completed tasks. A flow diagram is used to por-

tray the interdependent sequential activities required to proceed from start

to completion. The two major constraints upon any project are schedules

and costs. PERT deals explicitly with time as a schedule consideration;

cost considerations can be derived from the time data. PERT/Cost is an

extension that explicitly deals with time and cost considerations. Both can

provide data inputs to value engineering decisions.

Work Breakdown Structure.

The first step is to identify the project objectives. They are usually

specified in terms of deliverable end items. Each end item is then divided

into its component parts. This process constitutes a work breakdown

structure. Such a structure serves as the framework for planning and con-

trolling the project. The project is divided into successively lower levels

until the end item subdivisions become manageable units for control pur-

poses. The end item subdivisions at the lowest level in the breakdown

structure are then divided into work packages, i. e., the tasks to be accom-

plished (design, fabrication, test, documentation, etc.). It is upon the

basis of these units of work to be accomplished that a PERT system is de-

veloped and maintained as a program control factor.

An example of a work breakdown structure is shown in figure 6-3. A

communication satellite development program is broken down into its de-

liverable end items. One of these, the battery pack is further separated

into two groups of work packages: a) the battery pack itself and, b) its
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special test equipment and testing requirements. These, and the other

*" work packages for the program are integrated and presented by means of

a PERT network.

Network Construction.

The PERT network is a flow diagram of the work packages and mile-

stones which must be accomplished to reach the program objectives. The

network illustrates the planned sequence and interdependencies of the indi-

vidual tasks from project start to project completion.

Figure 6-4 is a condensed and stylized simplification of a network fort the design, fabrication and testing of the battery pack portion of the com-

munication satellite shown in Figures 6-3. The numbered circles 01 through

12 are called events. They are synonomous with milestones. The lettered

arrows (a through n) leading from a preceding event to a succeeding event

represent the activities, or tasks, that must be performed to proceed from

event to event.

a) Event 01 signifies the start of this project and event 12 is its
completion.

b) The occurrence of any event requires the completion of all pro-
vious activities. For example, event 08 cannot occur until
activities a, b, c, f and g are finished.

c) An activity cannot be started until its preceding event has occurred.
For example, activity m cannot begin until event 10 has occurred.

d) To reach event 12, the end of the project, all preceding activities
(a through n) must be completed.

Time Estimates.

After the network is constructed the time to perform each activity is

estimated, usually in weeks. As in any estimate there is an element of

uncertainty. It is possible to operate on this uncertainty by obtaining es-

timates for each activity: a most likely time estimate (m), an optimistic

time estimate (a), and a pessimistic time estimate (b). An expected elapsed

activity time (to) that has a . 50 probability of being the actual time is cal-

culated by:

t a÷4m~b
ae 4m ... b (6-1)

The expected elapsed time is an adjustment to reflect the possibilities

of underrun or overrun. The time estimates are made by those who will
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perform the task. The activity time estimates are not based on the time

* that is available, but rather what is best judged to be the time to do the job

as presently planned. Some PERT operations use only one time estimate.

Earliest Expected Date.

The earliest date at which an event can be expected to occur is called

the earliest expected date, TE. The TE value for a given event is calcu-

lated by totalling the tel s for all activities on the longest path from the be-

ginning of the program to that event.

The t for earh activity is in weeks on Figure 6-3. For cxample, the

expected time for activity b to proceed from event 02 to event 03 is 3 weeks.

The earliest expected date (T.,) for the occurrence of event 08 will depend

upon the serial performance of activities a, b and f, and upon serial per-

formance of a, c and g. Even though task g will be completed at week 4,

event 08 cannot occur then because all preceding events have not occurred.

The TE for event 08 is week 8 (2 + 3 + 3).

Latest Allowable Date.

The latest allowable date for an event is related to the directed delivery

date for the end item. The date that each event in the network must occur

in order to meet the final scheduled delivery date is called its latest allow-

able date (TL). For example, assume that the required delivery date of

the battery pack project illustrated by the network of Figure 6-3 is 18 weeks

after project start. Then 18 weeks is the latest allowable date for event 12

(assuming local delivery). To calculate the latest allowable date for each

event proceed backwards through the network from the last event and sub-

tract the expected elapsed time (t*) for each activity from the total allowable

time and use the smallest absolute value for the TL of each event. For

example, TL for event 03 is 8 weeks, since 10 weeks must be left after
event 03 occurs for activities e. 1, m and n to be performed.

Slack.

The difference between the latest allowable date and the earliest ex-

pected date for each event is called slack.

Slack = TL - TE (6-z)
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Slack may be positive, zero or negative. Zero slack indicates an event is

expected to occur exactly on schedule. Negative slack values can be inter-

preted as the time (usually in weeks) that an event is presently anticipated

to be behind schedule. Positive slack indicates the number of weeks that

an event m be delayed and will still meet program schedule. Positive

slack may indicate that one or more of the precedent activities have excess

resources.

Critical Path.

There are usually many activity paths to be traversed between project

start and completion. The longest path through a PERT network project is

called the critical path. For example, the total time required to complete

all activities in figure 6-3 from event 01 through event 12 is Z2 weeks via

01 - 02 - 05 - 06 - 09 - 10 - 11 - 12. It is the path of greatest negative

(or least positive) slack. All other paths through the network reflect a

total expected elapsed time less than 22 weeks.

An earliest expected date of 22 weeks for event 12 rr-tans a delay in

meeting the directed delivery date of 18 weeks. Manpower or funds must

be added to the project, transferred from activities with positive slack to

activities on the critical path, or the plan for performing the project re-

vised and re-analyzed.

PERT/Cost.

A PERT/Cost system accumulates, analyzes and presents the dollar

cost and the time considerations of the program task*. A charge r.umber

is used to identify the costs charged to each work package. A work pack-

ale consists of one or more significant activities. The work package

couples to the cost accountinI system through the charge number and to the

PERT network through the beginning and ending event numbers of activities I

in the package. Cost data are initially estimated for each work package

as the initial network is prepared. The cost estimates are updated with

the time estimates as the project proceeds. Actual costs are accumulated

as they are incurred.

Figure 6.5 shows a simplified summary PERT/Cost network for the

design, fabrication and test portion of the battery pack for the communica-

tion satellite diagrammed in Figure 6-3. The estimated costs equivalent to
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each activity are shown with the expected elapsed times. In actual prac -

tice the event nomenclature would be included and the activities would be

indicated by their charge number.

Analyuia and Reperts.

PERT p'rovi'Aes prog-.am analyses updated on a regular periodic basis

(mionthly or bi-morithly) which unually show: a) completed activities, b)

expected elapsed~ times for incomplete activities, c) earliest expected date*

for events that have not occur -~d, dý their slack. and e) the location 'f the

crAticaL path.

PERT/Cost can sup'pJem~ent these -data with-. ýL actual expenditure~s to
date, b) budget requirern~ents for future mnorthis, c) a projectioniof manpower

requirements by mnr.-hs, dl the time and- ccst status of. the accounts, withfin-

each unit manager's area of responsibility, and e) an integratir.-) of tirrse

and cost summarized for each level: of program management.

Interfaces with Value Engineering.

The value engineering effort may, inake effective use of either the PERT

or PERT/Co-!t systems if they are being used on a particular procurement,

Even wher, not used on the entire program the PERT technique may- be in-

formally used by the value engineering personnel for planning and control-

ling the value pro.aram tasks. Networks- of value programs 1will usually

contain less than 50 events. These may be manuially calculated; a computer

is not needed.

Cos Reuctonof Overruns. The critical path itolates the teaks that would

benefit from premium- time expenditu~res and the e xact amnount of time im-i

provement that needs to be boupit. It may be peOssible to transfer manpower

or other resources from positive slack activities to one or more, on the

critical path. Event 07 in Figure 6-3 has positive slack of +3. Activity e4

involves the fabrication and assembly of test equipment. Activity i (on the

critical path) involves the fabrication and assembly of the battery pack.

Its succeeding event, 09, has slack of -4. If these two functions are planned

to be performed in the same facility area, it may be possible to transferL
manpowzr or resources easily from e to i. Activity e apparently can be
delayed 3 weeks. If the transfer of resources is quantitatively equivalent,

it will raise the TE of event 07 from I11 to 14 weeks without jeopardizing '
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its latest allowable date. By this transfer the TE of event 09, 10, 11 and

V 12 will be reduced to 17 weeks, 1 week less than the directed time to com-

plete the project. Similar procedure may be used to reduc.e other tacks to

obtain planning which concurs with required schedules. Without these data,

the probability is higher that incorrect expenditures will be made for tasks

whiih do not really need shortening and resources may be transferred from

areas that may then become overruns themselves.

Over-emphasis on the slack path concept must be avoided. Calcula-

tions of critical and slack paths in PERT consider only the constraints in

the program which are represented on the network. These constraints re-

flect the technical dependencies and interrelationships which are inherent

in the work to be performed. In addition to these constraints, factors such

as the availability of particular rasources and facilities in specific calendar

time periods are major considerations in identifying the true critical and

slaci paths of the program. Because of this, there ir a danger in thinking

that the critical and slack calculations derived from a PERT network wUl

automatically indicate the true time available for moving activities either

backward or forward in calendar time periods. Before a realistic slack

figure can be derived for a program, it is important to review not only the

technical constraints in the program itself, but also the flexibility available

in scheduling particular resources and facilities at varying time periods.

Pro2ct Selection. The PERT network with its associated expected and

schedule data, enhanced by cost aspects when available from PERT/Cost,

will assist in project selection decisions. Networks concisely show what

proluct components and processing activities are expected to require the

greatest time and cost relative to all others in the project. This isolates

the highest cost areas. These should be among the first ones examined

as possible value projects in accordance with the criteria mentioned in

Chapter 1.

The PERT data will also portray the expected and directed schedule

for accomplishing these components and their associated activities. A

schedule for the value study of selected projects may then be prepared

which is coherent with the overall program planning.

Changes in the project network may result from value engineering

effort. As value engineering proposals are likely to alter the hardware
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designs, they may also alter the type, sequence, time and cost of the ac-
tivities whose purpose is to produce the design. However, as time passes

PERT networks are modified and updated in accordance wiLh restrictions

and progress actually experienced with the project. Thus, Value Engineer-

ing efforts should be integrated with the information system supporting the
PERT/Cost effort.

SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

DoD Standardization Manual M -205 defines a specification as n .. a

clear and accurate Jee•riiption of the technical requirements for a material,

a product, or service, including the procedures by which it can be deter-

mined that the requirements have been met. " Specifications are the common

communication base for the procurement of DoD items. Their existence

precedes hardware and they frequently remain operational after hardware

obsolescence. Specifications may be viewed as summary presentations of

the main factors that cause defense inventory items to cost more or less
and, hence, cause better or poorer value.

Specification Typs.

Industry and government have developed so many adjectives to describe

specific applications of specifications that it is very difficult to discuss
specifications in general. The following adjectives are some of those it,

common use today:

FUNCTION ORIENTED PRODUCT ORIENTED

Design Specification Model Specification
Detail Specification Subsystem Specification
Performance Specification Product Specification
Manufacturing Specification Part Specification
Test Specification Component Specification
Acceptance Specification Commodity Specification

Equipment Specification
Material Specification
Process Specification
Finish Spicification

Military specification MIL-S 6644A and Standardization Manual M-Z00A

have standardized specification format into a six section arrangement as
follows:
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Section 1: Scope. This section contains the extent of applicability (air-

borne, missile, ship board) of a product or service and when necessary,

specific detailed classifications by grades, such as degrees of allowable

contamination, e.g., Type I, Type I.

Section 2: Applicable Documents. This section lists the documents refer-

enced in other sections and incorporated into the Specification.

Section 3: Requirements. The essential requirements and description ap-

plying to performance, design, reliability, etc., covered by the specifica-

tion are stated in this section. These requirements and descriptions refer

to the character or quality of the service materials, formula, design, con-

struction, performance, reliability, transportability and product charac-

teristics, chemical, electrical, and physical requirement, dimension,

weight, color, name plates, product marking, and workmanship

Section 4: Quality Assurance Provisions. Section 4 of the specification

includes complete and detailed information concerning sampling, examina-

tion, and tests that must be performed in order to establish that the item

or service to be offered for acceptance conforms to the requirements of

sections 3 and 5 of the specification.

Section 5: Preparation for Delivery. All requirements applicable to the

preservation, packaging, and packing of the item and applicable to the

marking of the shipping container are specified in Section 5. These require-

ments should specify only that level of preparation necessary to assure

that the item survives the handling, shipping, and storage conditions and

arrives at its destination in'acceptable condition.

Section 6: Notes. Section 6 contains information of a general explanatory

nature and should not contain any statement that could be construed as

binding on the buyer or seller. Typical information included is: a) intended

use, b) ordering data, and c) definitions.

Section 3 of a specification is broad enough to include the functionally

oriented types of specifications listed above, such as Engineering, Design,

Detail, Performance and Manufacturing. Section 4 contains the element

of test and acceptance. When procurement, purchase or contract is used

as an adjective to describe a specification, it means that the buyer or seller
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has satisfied himself that the contents of the specification which de -

scribe a product are sufficient for contractual procurement.

The descriptive adjective of the individual types are not sufficient in

themselves to convey the intent or use of a specification. For example,

a Part Specification may contain design, performance and test requirements

and be used to procure the item.

Performance Specification.

These are specifications which express requirements in the form of

output, function, or operation of equipment, with whatever limiting dimen-

sions that are needed for mounting and configuration, leaving the details

of design fabrication to the producer.

Design Specification.

The design specification contains the definitive data necessary to gen-

erate the item. This will normally include a description ef material, com-

position, physical and chemical properties, weight, size, dimensions and

performance. Design specifications establish the exact features of design

to be used in the manufacture of a product. When drawings are available

to describe the design, design specifications are written to include the de-

tails on workmanship, interchangeability, and to detail or reference other

specifications covering finish, preservation, packing and testing. This

type of specification is written when other than over-all interchangeability

is affected, and it is necessary to specify the details of the design, such

as interchangeability.

Procurement Specification.

Either performance or design specifications may be used by Industry

or by the DoD to procure an iteri. (i. e., as a procurement specification)

If it is desirable to procure a commodity in which all the detail parts are

interchangeable, a specification containing detail design requirements

should be used. However, if an equipment with a stipulated performance
is desired without regard to its internal construction, a specification writ-

ten in terms of performance features should be used. (I. e., a performance

specification)
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Use of Specifications.

Specifications assure the ability to measure reproducibility of results.

An engineering drawing does not give all of the information the shop needs

to manufacture the part. A drawing which is complete by all known draft-

ing standards may still contain points of interpretation. If the materials

and processes necessary for the completion of the part are not covered by

specifications, then such qualities and characteristics as strength, corro-

sion resistance or appearance will vary from day to day, from shop to

shop, and between workers.

What makes the specification so indispensable is the fact that it is im-

possible to manufacture two components identical in all respects. Practical

engineering requirements call for compromise and approximation. The

purpose of a specification is to define the parameters of these approxima-

tions and thereby limit the variations. By describing a process or a com-

ponent and by limiting the variability of its characteristics, a specification

controls the process or product. It permits prediction and constancy of

results in the accepted items.

The specification is useful for exercising control over the system,

from the earliest stages of design up to the definition and control of con-

figurations. As a management tool, the specification can provide manage-

ment with an evaluation and reflection of the development of the system as

a yardstick for reporting status, compliance, and future goals.

In this respect, specifications can no longer be thought of as tools for

procurement alone. The specifications likewise should not be thought of

as a research and development document, but should be looked upon as a

dynamic document with controlled growth.

Preparation.

Specifications have some aspects of legal codes and military orders.

They must be worded to exclude the possibility of misinterpretation and

confusion. The specification is a formal document and siould approach

the precision of a mathematical definition. Precision in the preparation

of engineering specifications is especially important because they set cri-

teria for performance and obligation for a fee. It clearly defines a
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requirement and offers a method of measurement to determine the con-

tractual degree of compliance.

Proper specification preparation is necessary in order to assure that

the product desired is actually reflected in unambiguous language. The

following rules will help in obtaining these goals:

a) Avoid writing a new specification whenever possible. Try to
adopt one already in existence. This practice can save time
and money.

b) Amend an available specification when it cannot be used as is.
If. for example, the existing specification is too specific where
it should be general, and general where it should be specific, the
specification should be amended as necessary and all suitable
paragraphs copied as is. It is good practice to mention the basic
specification in the "Applicable Documents" section of the company
specification with the following note: "The following specification,
No. XXXX, is a part of this specification to the extent specified
herein."

c) For each requirement of the specification, indicate a correspond-
ing test procedure, cross referenced whenever practical. For
example:

Requirement Test Method
Requirement Paragraph Paragraph

Temperature Cycling 3.8 4.8
Plating Thickness 3.9 4.10
Moisture Resistance 3.10 4.12

d) Avoid devising test methods for internal company use only. Use
the standards developed by ASTM, government, or other organi-
cations as much as possible.

e) Assign a realistic tolerance to each requirement or characteristic
expressed as a numerical value. If the requirement is merely
stated as 10 w. 100, 000 psi, or 100 F., it does not tell what to
do if the measured values are 10 1/2 w, 99, 999 psi, or 99 or
101 F. For example, pressure tolerances may be expressed in
any of the following ways:

100, 000 psi + 1000 psi, or 100. 000 psi max, or

100, 000 psi min to the nearest 100 psi. or 100, 000 psi min

Tolerance to the nearest 100 psi means that 99, 950 and all values
over 99. 950 are rounded off to 100. 000 psi and accepted. All
values les than 99, 950 are rounded off to 99, 900 psi and rejected.
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f) Specify only those requirements necessary to do the job. Know
the cost effects of each requirement and tolerance in terms of
the characteristics of the product to be controlled and the degree
of control.

g) Specify a sampling plan, indicating how test specimens will be
selected and inspected. For information on sampling procedure,
the following publications are recommended:

MIL-STD-105 - Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection
by ,Nttributes

MIL-E-5272 - Environmental Testing, Aeronautical and
Associated Equipment

MIL-STD-414 - Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection

by Variable for Percent Defective

MIL-STD-109 - Inspection Terms and Definitions

ASTM - Manual on Quality Control of Materials

h) Be specific and aim for simplicity and clarity of expression.
Specifications are read by personnel of varied background, educa-
tion and skill level. They must be unambiguous to avoid multiple
interpretations.

i) Never rely on catalog information alone when writing a specifica-
tion. Component requirements are not always clearly spelled out
in such literature and often require amplification.

j) When non-standard or little known terms are used. define them.
For example:

"Room temperature shall be 75 * IZF"

"Sea level shall be from 0 to 10. 000 ft."

Standards.

A specification reflects current or desired practices and may be n- r-

row or specialized in scope and subject. A standard, on the other hand.

is a specification accepted by recognized authorities as a practical and ap

propriate solution of a recurring requirement. The Defense Supply Agency

publishes and distributes Defense Standardization Manual MZ00A. Its use

is mandatory for all military organinations. It contains "Standardization

Policies. Procedures and Instructions" for !he preparation, coordination,

control and use of standards, specifications and handbooks within the de-

fense departments. This manual also contains some important definitions:
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Standardization. Standardization is the process of establishing, by corm-f mon agreement, engineering criteria, terms, principles, practices, ma-

terials. items, processes, equipment, parts, subassemblies and assemblies

to achieve the greatest practicable uniformity of items of supply and engi-

neering practices. Standards documents establish engineering and technical

limitations and application for items, materials, processes, methods,

designs and engineering practices. They limit the selection of materials,

items and services in order to provide for: a) functional and physical in-

terchangeability of parts, components, subassemblies and equipments,

b) compatibility of items and equipments in their own or related systems,

c) establishment of ,asic er~gineering terminology and codes, and d) limi-

tations of the variety of end-use items which can be procured for stock

and issue.

Component Standards. Component standards are documents such as MS's

and NAS's which define parts that are functionally and economically pre-

ferred for usage over similar parts. To justify designation of a standard

for a particular part, each of the following requirements should be

considered:

a) The part must be in multiple usage or multiple products, or
have such potential.

b) There must be a uniqueness of configuration, i.e., no other
I equivalent existing standard.

c) There must be an overall cost reduction potential.

d) Availability must be assured.

e) The part must improve interchangeability for maintenance and
repair.

f) The part must improve reliability and maintainability.

g) There must be a projected reduction of spares stocking
requirements.

Relationship of Standards and Specifications. f

Standards function in procurement through the medium of specifications.

In equipment specifications, they are used by reference to standardize on

those design requirements which are essential to interchangeability, com-

patibility, reliability, and maintainability. Except for item feature
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standards, they provide the designer with the descriptions an( the data

* normally required for intelligent selection and application.

Physical item standards provide guidance for application in the devel-

opment stages of equipment for the incorporation of proven parts and com-

ponents; limitation of variety in supply for initial simplification of the

supply system; or for further refinement of supply as a result of technical

analysis.

Item standards disclose or describe the technical features of an item

in terms of what it is and what it will do. Their use in design restricts at

the source the variety of items subsequently required to be stocked in sup-

port of equipment.

As an example of the relationship of specifications to standards, a

standard for self-locking nuts (MS21042) would reference the screw-thread

specification MIL-S-7742 and performance specification MXL-N-25027 to

insure the interchangeability of self-locking nuts produced by different

manufacturers and to permit predictability of performance between manu-

facturer's products. The face of the standards drawing self-locking nuts

O (MS21042) requires the following additional applicable specifications and

standards:

a) Plain cadmium plated nuts to be In accordance with Federal
Spec. QQ-P-416 Type II, Class 3.

b) Surface roughness to be in accordance with MIL-STD-10

c) Nuts shall be used in accordance with limitations of MS 33588

d) Only nuts for which there are qualified products listed 'n
QPL 2S027 shall be used for design.

e) The dimensions across the wrenching flats of this standard are
the subject of international standardization agreement
ABC AIR STD 17/2.

Drawing Standards. A measure of control for uniformity of drawing prac -

tices is being exercised through use of MIL-D-703Z7, Drawings, Engineer-

ing and Associated Lists. In addition there are at least twenty-five

MIL-STD (military standard) documents in support of MIL-D-70327 num-

bered from I to 34.
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Index of Specifications and Standards. The DoD Index of Specifications

and Standards is one of the most important and constantly used publications 4
controlled by the Defense Supply Agency. It lists Federal and Military

specifications, standards and related documents that are used by military

departments, civil departments, and defense contractors. All available

Federal specifications and standards are listed ir. the "Index of Federal

Specifications, Standards and Handbooks" issued by the General Services

Admihlistration. Most of these are non-military in application.

The documents listed in the DoD Index of Specifications and Standards

include:

Military Specifications (MIL-A-XXX)
Military Standards (MIL-STD-XX) Book form, generally not hardware.
Federal Specifications (C-C-XXX) - Military Standard (MS-XXXXX) -

Part standard sheet form.
Federal Standards (FED-STD-XXX)
Air Force-Navy Aaron. Standards (AN-XXX) Hardware, being replaced

by MS's
Air Force-Navy Aaron. Specifications (AN-XXXX)
Air Force-Navy Aaron. Design Standards (AND-XXXXX)
Air Force-Navy Aaron. Bulletins (ANA-XXX)
Air Force Specifications (X-XXXXX)
Air Force Specification Bulletins (BU-XXX)
Military Handbooks (MIL-HDBK-XXX)
Qualified Products Lists (QPL-XX/XX)
Other Departmental Documents (GSA-XXX)

MS Standards (mostly hardware, are replacing AN's)

AN Standards (mostly hardware of the same kind as MS's - many have

been cancelled, or declared inactive)

MIL-STD-143A, Order of Precedence for the Selection of Specifications

and Standards. This standard is a mandatory requirement on all design

activities for military equipment. It delineates preference for those stand-

ards and specifications controlled by the Defense Supply Agency which

most adequately fulfill the Government's needs for function, reliability,

maintainability. logistics, inventory and cost. A general grouping in pref-

erence order is:

a) MIL (Military) and FED (Federal) Specifications and Standards,
then

b) NAS. AMS. ASTM. etc. (standards issued by technical societies
and industry associations), then

c) Contractor issued standards.
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Non-Government Controlled Specificatione and Standards.

NAS (National Aerospace Standard). These are numbered sheet or

drawing type standards prepared by the National Aerospace Standards

Committee. These standards include hardware, shapes (extrusion), speci-

fications, standard practices and commercial parts. They are typical of

the kinds of hardware covered by MS's and AN's. These standards were

initiated for needs that Government standards did not satisfy.

AMS (Aerospace Material Specifications). These are prepared by the

Society of Automotive Engineers for the aerospace industry. They are

material specifications with associated quality controls and processes.

There are also a few hardware standards under AMS numbers.

ASTM (American Society for Testing Materials). These are primarily

material specifications for the manufacturing and construction industries

plus methods for chemical analysis and physical testing.

ASA (American Standards Association). ASA publishes standards and

specifications related to every phase of American industry and commerce.

They are generally non-military and are sponsored by most of the pertinent

technical societies and industry associations.

Contractor Standards. These arise during research aud development work

when needs are generated which are not met by any of the previously dis -

cussed documents. This is to be expected, especially in R & D programs.

It illustrates that standardization is far from a static activity. Some new

standards become rapidly obsolete and many others become firmly estab-

lished and more useful. Many company and vendor standards have evolved

through stages to become NAS. AMS. individual service standards and

finally achieve Military or Federal standard status.

S
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SYSTEMS MANAGEMLEN•' INTERFACES: SUMMARY

A. Systems Requirements Analysis (SRA) generates coherent sub-

system criteria for design, development and specification of equipmnt,

facilities, personnel and procedures in the early stages of system develop-

ment. It determines the consequences of trades between alternate criteria

by simulation studies which use an analytical model of the system pro-

grarrmed for computer calculation.

B. Data and documentation, in its many forms, may account for one

half of the cost of weapons systems development.

C. The data area offers opportunities for cost avoidance through more

intensive attention to the requirements, management, and preparation of

documentation.

D. PERT and PERT /Cost networks and analyses are useful aids to

identify activities for cost reduction treatment, to determine if time is

available for study of a project, and the cost consequences of schedule

variations.

E. Specifications are primary determinants of defense item acquisi-

tion cost.

F. The specification factors which aff•ect cost are the requirement

for the specification itself, the absolute numerical value of its specified

criteria, tht range of the tolerance allowed for each specified numerical

value and the preceding factors for the other specifications which are made

obligatory by reference.
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Chapter 7: Contractual Aspects

Contractor value engineering efforts are obtained by con-

tractual arrangements. there are several types of value

engineering efforts that may be procured... the results

may require contract modifications.. . and may affect pro-

curement cost... DoD value engineering performance may

affect present or future cost of items procured by contract...

an understanding of contract principles is needed for ef-

fective application of value engineering... This Chapter

presents some highlights of contract law... Government

procurement... contract types... and modification proce-

dure... The ASPR section on value engineering is examined

in detail.., and procurement of contractor value engineering

services by separate contracts is noted.
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CHAPTER 7

CONTRACTUAL ASPECTS

CONTRACT DEFINITION AND PURPOSE

Definition.

A logical point of departure is to offer an easily understood and mean-

ingful definition of the term "contract. " There is an abundance of such

definition@ based upon an almost limitless choice of approaches to the

definition. Legal scholars and writers have been prolific in their output

of coatract definitions, and it appears safe to say that every court of com-
petent jurisdiction in the United States has, at one time or another, ad-

dressed itself to the task of defining a contract. Some courts, even in

declaring a contract action outside its jurisdiction, apparently have been

unable to resist the challenge of perfecting the definition of a contract.

Some of the definitions that are useful for this Guide are:

A contract is a promise or a set of promises for the breach
of which the law gives a remedy, or the performance of
which the law in some way recognizes as a duty.

An agreement between two or more persons, upon sufficient
consideration, to do or not to do a particular thing.

A promise, or a set of promises, to which the law attaches
legal obligation.

Where one party, for a sufficient consideration, offers to
do or not to do a particular thing, and there must be accept-
ance by the other party of that offer, and this offer and ac-
ceptance must be equally binding upon both parties to the
agreement, and must be to do a particular thing.
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Note that some definitions are based upon the word "promise" and

some are fundamentally concerned with the word "agreement. " Some rely

heavily for their meaning upon the words "offer, "acceptance" and

"consideration."

Purpose.

Space will not permit detailed treatment of the principles and theo-

ries underlying the law of contracts. The real concern here is the function

and purpose of a contract.

Corpus Juris SecundumI affords the following statements about the

purpose of a contract:

"Generally speaking, the purpose of a contract is to reduce
to writing the conditions on which the minds of the parties
have met and to fix their rights and duties with respect
thereto. As otherwise stated the purpose of every contract
is to bind the parties to performance and to place the risk
of performance upon the promisor.

The essential elements of a legal contract are generally
enumerated as being: (1) Parties competent to contract.
(2) A proper subject matter. (3) A legal consideration.
(4) Mutuality of agreement. (5) Mutuality of obligation....
The law, not private agreement, determines the essential
elements of a contract, and it is not every agreement which
results in a binding, legally enforceable contract. Where a
contract is affected with a public interest legislation may
prescribe and limit the terms of such a cortract...

I

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

There are significant differences in contracts between private individ-

uals or concerns and contracts between the Government and private indi-

viduals or concerns. Commercial contracts are contracts between private

individuals or concerns to which the Government is not a party. Govern-

ment contracts are contracts between the Federal Government and private

individuals or concerns.

Sovereign Capacity.

Probably the most significant factor which differentiates Government

contracts from commercial contracts is the sovereign capacity or sovereign

'C. J. S. Contracts, Sec. 1-545, 546
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entity of the Government. Despite a statement by the United States

Supreme Court in 1875 that, 0

"... if [the Government3 comes down from its position of
sovereignty, and enters the domain of commerce, it sub-
mits itself to the same laws that govern individuals there."

it must be remembered that this sovereignty does exist -- and while it

may figuratively step down to the domain of commerce; literally, in this

present day, its sovereign immunity steps down with it in a shadow-like

fashion.

Effect of Legislation on Government Contracts.

A recent case before the Armed Service Board of Contract Appeals

(Metrig Corp., ASBCA 8455) serves to illustrate both the effect of legis-

lation and the sovereign capacity of the Government on the contractual

relationship between the Government and its contractor.

In the Metrig case, the appellant entered into a contract with the

Government for construction of a housing project in Puerto Rico. The con-

tract incorporated the provisions of the Davis -Bacon act, and was therefore

subject to the minimum wage rates determined by the Secretary of Labor

as the minimum prevailing wage rates in that area. On the date on which

the contract was executed a Labor Department order, under the Fair Labor

Standards Act, also existed which prescribed minimum wages for construc-

tion work in Puerto Rico at a rate higher than that determined under the

Davis-Bacon Act. The provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act were

not formally incorporated in the contract.

The Board, in denying the appellant relief for the higher wages re-

quired under the FLSA order, held that the contractor had constructive

notice of the higher prevailing wage under the FLSA, and ruled that the

order under the FLSA overrode and superseded the minimum wage under

the Davis-Bacon Act.

The Board further denied the contractor recovery of additional labor

costs resulting from an increase in the minimum wage prescribed by

Congress under the Fair Labor Standards Amendment of 1961 at a date

after the date of execution of the contract and after a considerable period

of the contract term had elapsed. The Board held that this increase of
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the minimum rate was "an act of the Government in its sovereign rather

than its contractual capacity and the Board has no authurity to grant relief

in such cases. "

A further consideration of interest, with regard to the sovereign ca-

pacity of the Government, is that by specific contract provision most

Government contracts issued through the Departmcnt of Defense excuse

the contractor from the consequences of delays in contract performance

occasioned by acts of the Government in its sovereign capacity. This is

of interest, and importance, since it illustrates the ability of the Govern-

ment, within certain limitations, to elect by specific contract provisions

to be treated in its contractual rather than sovereign capacity.

Apparent Authority.

The authority of a contracting officer, in acting as an agent of the

Government, is prescribed and limitet by stAtute and its implementations.

All persons are presumed to have construct'.ve, if not actual notice of the

law. They are further presumed to have actual knowledge of the Contracting

Officer's scope of authority. rherefore there is no basis for a contractor's. 5 reliance on the "apparent" authority of Government Contracting Officers.

ADVERTISED AND NEGOTIATED PROCUREMENTS

In a general sense there are t*o classes of Government contracts:

a) those resulting from an advertised procurement, and b) those resulting

from a negotiated procurement. These are methods of procurement rather

than contract types which will be discussed later.

Advertised Procurement.

Advertised procurement is the preferred method of awarding contracts

since it affords the maximum opportunity for effective price competition. 4

The requirement for procurement by formal advertising is stated in man-

datory language. Circumstances which permit procurement by negotiation

are stated as exceptions to that requirement.

The requirements for procurement through advertising are both de-

tailed and strictly construed. Explicit instructions govern the following

general requirements: a) preparation of invitations for bids, b) solicitation

of bids, c) submission of bids. d) opening of bids, and e) contract award.
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The type of contract to be awarded under advertised procurement is

limited to firm fixed price or fixed price with escalation. Procurement

action under fixed price contracts requires that the specifications and re-

quirements of the item being procured be completely defined and suscep-

tible to uniform interpretation.

Negotiated Procurement.

The authority for negotiated procurement exists by exception. There

are seventeen permissible exceptions. Those of most likely importance

for purposes of this Guide are:

a) It is determined that such action is necessary in the public interest
during a national emergency declared by Congress or the President.

b) The public exigency will not permit the delay incident to
advertising.

c) The purchase or contract is for property or services for which
it is impracticable to obtain competition.

d) The purchase or contract is for property or services that is to
be for experimental, developmental, or research work, or for
making or furnishing property for experiment, test, development,
or research. y

e) The purchase or contract is for property or services whose pro-
curevaent should not be publicly disclosed because of their char-
acter, ingredients, or components.

f) The purchase or contract is for equipment determined to be
technical equipment whose standareization and the interchange-
ability of whose parts are necessary in the public interest and
whose procurement by negotiation is necessary to assure that
standardization and interchanjeability.

c
g) The purchase or contract is for technical or special property

which will require a substantial initial investment or an extended
period of preparation for manufacture, and for which formal ad- r
vertising and competitive bidding might require duplication of
investment or preparation already made or would unduly delay W

the procurement of that property.

h) It is in the interest of national defense. it

The procurement requirements of the negotiated procurement process

are less rigid than for formal advertising. The discretionary powers of I

the contracting officer are increased. As an example, proposals submitted 01

by the contractor for negotiated procurements may be opened immediately
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upon receipt. Late proposals or amendments may be considered if it ap-

pears to be in the best interest of the Government. Either of these actions

could void an entire procurement effort under the advertised concept.

TYPES OF CONTRACTS

The term! "contract type" employed in the following discussion is used

in the context of the type of compensation arrangement between the Govern-

ment and the contractor as opposed to the form, structure or end purpose.

In March 1962, the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) was

revised to place emphasis on motivating defense contractors to a greater

assumption of risk through the recognition of a commensurate greater

profit potential. This has entailed a shift from cost -plus -fixed -fee contracts

to firm fixed price and to fixed price and cost reimbursement type con-

tracts with contractor incentive provisions.

Fixed Price Contracts.

There are several types of fixed price contracts designed to facilitate

proper pricing under varying circumstances. This flexibility allows maxi-

mum use of the fixed price concept in as many procurement situations as

possible which can result in an equitable contractual relationship for the

Government and the contractor.

Firm Fixed Price Contract. The firm fixed price contract is the type

most preferred by the Government. Under this type of contract the maxi-

mum risk is placed on the contractor. At the same time, the maximum

profit potential exists since the contra& price is not subject to either up-

ward or downward adjustment solely by9reason of co3t experience of the

contractor during performance.

The firm fixed price contract is suitable for use in procurements when

reasonably definite design or performance specifications are available and

whenever fair and reasonable prices can be established at the outset. It

is partictlarly suitable in the purchase of standard or modified commercial

items and military items sufficiently described by specifications.

FuxeJ Price Contract with Escalation. The fixed price contract with esca-

lation differs from the firm fixed price contract by providing for an upward

or downward sdjustment of contract price upon the occurrence of certain

agreed upon contingencies which may affect the cost of performance. A
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ceiling price, limiting the dollar amount of upward adjustment, is con-

tained in this type of contract. The use of this type of contract, in most

instances, is limited to a situation involving, a) a long term of contract

performance, or b) unstable market or labor conditions.

Fixed Price Incentive Contracts. Fixed price incentive type contracts

provide for upward or downward adjustment of the contract price by a for-

mula based on the relationship of the negotiated final cost to an initial

target cost. In addition to the price adjustment based on contractor costs,

incentive provisions may also be based on equipment performance and

delivery.

At the outset the Government and contractor negotiate a target cost,

a target profit, a price ceiling and a formula for establishing final profit

and price. After performance of the contract, the final cost is computed

and audited. The final contract price it then established in accordance

with the formula. Where the final cost is less than target cost, the formula

provides a final profit greater than the target profit should be. Conversely,

where final cost is more than target cost, application of the formula re -

sults in a final profit less than the target profit, or even a net loss. I
Cost Reimbursement Contracts.

Cost reimbursement contracts differ from fixed price contracts in

that a contractor is reimbursed for the allowable costs that he incurs up

to an amount originally estimated for contract performance. Risk to the

contractor is minimised since he is generally under no obligation to con-

tinue with contract performance after the total estimated cost of the con -

tract has been expended.

Cost reimbursement type contracts are not to be used except when:

a) it is likely that it will be less costly to the Government, or b) when it

is impractical, due to the nature of the supplies or services being pro-

cured, to utilise other contract types.

Cost Contract. Under a cost contract, the contractor is reimbursed for

his allowable cost of performance but recelo no fee. Facilities contracts

are typical applications of this type.
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Cost-Plus -Fixed-Fee.

The cost-plus-fixed-fee type contract is the least desirable type con-

tract for the Government since it affords little or no incentive to the con-

tractor for cost reduction. The contractor is reimbursed his allowable

costs and is given a fixed fee established at the contract start. Once the

fee is established it is not affected by actual costs and may be adjusted

only as a result of formal changes in the work or services supplied under

the contract.

Cost-plus -fixed-fee contractc are subject to a statutory fee limitation

of 15 percent of the estimated cost at the time of entering into the contract

for research, development or experimentation, 10 percent for other type

efforts except for architectural and engineering contracts which are limited

to a 6 percent fee.

Cost-Plus -Incentive -Fee. The cost-plus -incentive -fee contract provides

for the initial negotiation of a target cost, target fee and a minimum av.$

maximum fee together with a fee adjustment formula. The formula for

adjustment of fee is based upon the total allowable costs incurred in rela-

tion to the target cost. It may also include equipment performance and

delivery goals which operate to increase or reduce the fee in accordance

with the contractor's achievement of these goals. The formula provides,

within limits, for an increase in fee if the total, final, allowable cost is

under the target cost and for a decrease in fee when the total exceeds the

target. Likewise, the formula may provide for increases or decreases

in the target fee depending on the contractor's actual results in the equip-

ment performance or delivery.

CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS

Changes.

The authority for a contract change stems from the contract itself.

The "Changes" clause is included in the various types of contracts. It

provides that the contracting officer may at any time. by a written order,

make changes. within the general scope of the contract, in any one of the

following: a) drawings. designs, or specifications. b) method of shipment

or packing. c) psace of delivery, and d) the amount of Government -furnished

property. If any such changes cause an increase or decrease in the
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estimated cost of, or the time required for the performance of any part

of the work under the contract, the Contractor claim for adjustment must 4
be asserted within thirty days from the date of receipt by the Contractor

of the notification of change.

The principal provisions of the clause may be outlined as follows:

a) The contracting officer can direct the contractor to make changes,
within the general scope of the contract, to designated areas of
the existing contract agreement.

b) An equitable adjustment to cost, fee and delivery schedule will
be negotiated to the extent that each of these elements are affected
by the change.

c) The contractor must make a timely claim for any adjustment.

d) The contractor must continue with the contract work as changed
pending resolution of any dispute which might arise.

Since the Government is the contracting party with the right of initiat-

ing the change to the contract and since the contractor is obligated to pro-

ceed with the work as changed, contract modification by the "Changes"

clause is described as a unilateral action. It rests with the Government

by contract provision.

Supplemental ANreements.

In the preceding section it was pointed out that a contract change was

unilateral because the right to accomplish the change was vested in only

one of the parties to the contract. A supplemental agreement is bilateral.

It requires the formal assent of both parties to the contract.

Th. distinction between a contract change and a supplemental agree-

ment can be drawn by looking at the contract change provision. If a change

initiated by the Government has no effect on cost. fee or scheo'ule under

the contract, the change is fully accomplished by the unilateral action of

the Government in issuing the change. If an adjustment to cost, fee or de-

livery schedule is required by the change, this new agreement of the parties

is expressed by the bilateral action of a supplemental agreement.

In the discussion of the operation of value engineering contract pro-

visions on the following pages it will be nated that the "Changes" clause

may and supplemental agreements will be utilize, to implement value

engineering change proposal (VECP's).
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ASPR PROVISIONS FOR VALUE ENGINEERING

a The Armed Services Procurement Regulation first incorporated value

engineering clause provisions in 1959. ASPR Revision 8, 15 March 1962,

established provisions for value engineering which could either require or

encourage contractors to perform value engineering studies. ASPR Revi-

sion 13 (1960 Edition), 31 December 1962, added a new Part 17 to Section I

of the ASPR entitled "Value Engineering. " It established requirements

for the inclusion of value engineering clauses in defense contracts. This

new section was revised in November 1963 by ASPR Revision 3 and is the

current ASPR on value engineering.

This Guide will present the major portions of this Section. It begins
with a brief statement of the purpose of value engineering.

1-1701 Policy.

(a) General. Value engineering is concerned with elimi-
nation or modification of anything that contributes to the cost
of an item but is not necessary to required performance,
quality, maintainability, reliability, standardization or in-
terchangeability.

.o It then continues with a functional type definition and DoD policy.

Value engineering usually involves an organized effort di-
rected at analyzing the function of an item with the purpose
of achieving the required function at the lowest overall cost.
As used in this Part. "value engineering" means a cost re-
duction effort not required by any other provision of the
contract. It is the policy of the Department of Defense to
incorporate provisions which encourage or require value
engineering in all contracts of sufficient size and duration
to offer reasonable likelihood for cost reduction. Normally,
however, this likelihood will not be present in contracts for
construction, research, or exploratory development.

Revision 3 to ASPR (15. November 1963) deleted the previous value

engineering program requirement wltlout incentives, leaving the present

two types of value engineering contract clauses.

Value engineering contract provisions are of two kinds:

(1) value engineering incentives which provide for the
contractor to share in cost reductions that ensue from
change proposals he submits; and

QZ) value engineering program requirements which obli-
gate the contractor to maintain value engineering efforts in
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accordance with an agreed program, and provide for limited
contractor sharing in cost reductions ensuing from change
pr'oposals he submits.

The reason wh these contract clauses were developed are stated

next:

1-1702 Value Engineering Incentives.

1-1702. 1 Description. Many types of contracts, when
properly used, provide the contractor with an incentive to
control, and reduce costs while performing in accordance
with specifications and other contract requirements. How-
ever, the practice of reducing the contract price (or fee,
in the case oi cost-reimbursement type contract), under the
"Changes" clause tends to discourage contractors from sub-
mitting cost reduction proposals requiring a change to the
specifications or other contract requirements even though
such proposals could be beneficial to the Government.
Therefore, the objective of a v;.lue engineering incentive
provision is to encourage the contractor to develop and sub-
mit to the Government cost reduction proposals which in-
volve changes in the contract specifications, purchase
description or statement of work. Such changes may include
the elimination or modification of any requirements found
to be in excess of actual needs regarding, for example, de-
sign, components, materials, material procesirs, toler-
ances, packaging requirements, or testing procedures and
requirements. If the Government accepts a cost reduction
proposal through issuance of a change order the value engi-
neering incentive provision provides for the Government
and the contractor to share the resulting cost reduction in
the proportion stipulated in the value engineering incentive
provision.

The next section outlines those contracts which are required to contain

a value engineering incentive contract provision.

1-1702. 2 Application.

(a) Except as limited by paragraph 1-1702. 3 below, a
value engineering incentive provision shall be included in
all advertised and negotiated procurements in excess of
$100, 000 unless (1) a value engineering program require-
ment is included in the contract in accordance with 1-1703. 2,
or (2) the Head of the Procuring Activity has determined
that value engineering offers no potential for cost reduction,I as, for example, where a particular contract or class of
contracts is of insufficient duration to allow value engineer-
ing proposals to ae processed, or where the item or class
of items being procured is a commercial product whose
design and cost is controlled by the commercial market. £
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Value engineering incentive provisions also may be included
in contracts of less than $100, 000 at the discretion of the
contracting officer.

Note that the word "shall" is used to describe the application of value

engineering incentive provisions. The only exceptions to this requirement

are: a) contracts under $100, 000, b) contracts which contain the value

engineering program requirement clause, c) contracts which the Head of

the Procuring Activity determines do not offer a potential for cost reduc-

tion, or d) contracts excepted by Section 1-170Z. 3.

Paragraph (c) set.s forth certain guideline parameters for establishing

share lines when the value engineering incentive contract clause is utilized.

(c) Ths precise extent to which the contractor should
share in cost reduction must be tailored to the particular
procurement. In the case of firm fixed-price contracts,
fixed-price contracts providing for escalation, and fixed-
price contracts providing for prospective redetermination,
the contractor's share in any cost reduction normally should
be 50%, and in no event greater than 75%. However, if such
contracts are not awarded on the basis of adequate price
competition, a contractor's share of less than 50% may be
appropriate. In the case of an incentive type contract, if
it is determined that reasonable certainty exists that cost
savings can be accurately estimated, the contractor's share
may be up to 50%; if such a certainty does not exist, his
suhare should be in accordance with the maximum over-all
cost incentive pattern of the contract.

Note that firm fixed price contracts will ordinarily have acontractor

share line of between 50 percent and 75 percent. Incentive type contracts

which have the value engineering incentive clause may have icontractor

share line of up to 50 percent.

Paragraph (e) covers the allowability of value engineering costs.

(e) Since the value engineering incentive clause does not
require the contractor to perform value engineering, it is
intended that the inclusion of the value engineering incentive
clause in itself will not increase costs to the Government
beyond those considered reasonable for the conduct of the
contractor's business or the performance of the contract.
Where cost analysis is required, cost allowability will be
determined in accordance with normal application of the
principles and the procedures provided in Section XV. Ac -
cordingly, where a contractor already has a value engineer-
ing program, the Government will bear a reasonable and
allocable share of the cost of this program, but inordinate
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value engineering cost increases incurred solely because of
inclusion of the clause shall not be allowed. Similarly,
where a contractor does not have a value engineerirg pro-
gram in existence, proper allocable costs of insti~u.,ng a
reasonable value engineeri:ng program are allowable.

The second type of contract clause, the "Value Engineering Program

Requirement" clause is explained next.

1-1703 Value Engineering Program Requirements.

1-1703.1 Description. A value engineering program re-
quirement is a contract provision that obligates the contrac -

tor to engage in a program requiring a specified level of
value engineering effort. It differs from a value engineering
incentive in that the scope and level of effort required by
the Government are specifically stated as an item of work
in the contract schedule. It also differs in that benefits are
expected to result not only from the development of specific
cost reduction change proposals, but frorn a continuous value
engineering effort by the contractor in all or selected phases
of contract performance and from the submission to the
Government of reports reflecting the results of such effort.
The principal goal of a value engineering program require-
a"nent is to realize the potentialities of value engineering,
insofar as practicable, at a time when it will do the most
good, L e., in the initial stages of the design-development-
production cycle, so that specifications, production draw-
ings and methods will reflect the full benefit of value engi-
neering as early as possible. The particular value engineering
program to be required should be tailored to the particular
contract situation with a view toward this goal, and shall
be set forth in the contract schedule as a line item. The
"Value Engineering Program Reqi-irement" clause provides
for contractor sharing in savings ensuing from the adoption
of resulting change proposals.

Note that any time a contract contains a value engineering program

requirement, it should specifically denote the level of effort. The progra•

requirement is a statement of work item of the contract and should be

treated as such.

Section 1-1703. 2 prescribes the type of contract situation where the
"Value Engineering Program Requirement" clause is to be utilized.

1-1703. 2 Application.

(a) Except as limited by 1-1703. 3 below, a value engi-
neering program requirement shall be included in each
ccst-plus-fixed-fee contract in excess of $1,000, 000, unless
the Head of the Procuring Activity has determined that the
wotential for cost reduction does not justify the effort involved
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in the establishment of a special value engineering program.
In addition, a value engineering program requirement may
be included in cost-plus-incentive-fee contracts in excess of
$1, 000, 000 if the contracting officer determines that the
lack of a firm specification, precise purchase description
or detailed statement of work would be likely to render a
value engineering incentive provision incapable of realizing
the contract's potential for value engineering cost reduction.
Under these same conditions, a value engineering program
requirement may also be substituted for a value engineering
incentive provision in a fixed-price type contract if approved
by the Head of the Procuring Activity or his designee. If a
value engineering program requirement is otherwise appli-
cable, it may be included in contracts of less than $1, 000, 000.

Paragraph (c) sets forth certain guideline parameters for establishing

value engineering incentive share lines when the value engineering program

requirement clauses are utilized.

(c) When a value engineering program requirement is
included, the precise extent to which the contractor should
share in cost reductions ensuing from the adoption of any
acceptable change proposal must be tailored to the particu-
lar procurement situation. The percentage of contractor
sharing shall be stated in the solicitation although this per-
centage may be a subject of negotiation prior to award. In
the case of firm fixed-price contracts, fixed-price contracts
providing for escalation, and fixed-price contracts providing
for prospective redetermination, the contractor's share
shall in no event be greater than 25%.. In the case of an in-
centive type contract, if it is determined that reasonable
certainty exists that cost savings can be accurately estimated,
the contractc.r's share may be up to 25%o; if such a certainty
does not exist, his share should be in accordance with the
maximum overall cost incentive pattern of the contract. In
the case of cost plus fixed fee contracts, the contractor's
share of the savings shall normally be 10%6 and shall not
exceed this figure.

Paragraph (e) covers the allowability of value engineering costs.

(e) Except to the extent that the price or estimated cost
of a contract includes an amount specifically to cover a re-
quired value engineering program, the inclusion of a value
engineering program requirement should not in itself in-
crease costs to the Government beyond those considered
reasonable fo. the conduct of the contractor's business or
the performance of the contract. Accordingly, when a con-
tractor already has his own value engineering program, tV--.
Government will also bear a reasonable and allocable share
of the cost of such program, to the extent not included - '
the cost of the value engineering program required by the
contract. Inordinate value engineering cost increases in
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the contractor's own program, incurred solely because of I
inclusion in the contract of the value engineering program
requirement, shall not be allowed. Similarly, where a con-
tractor does not have the value engineering program in ex-
istence, proper allocable costs of instituting a reasonable
value engineering program to the extent not included in the
program required by the contract are allowable.

Paragraph 1-1705. 1 is the incentive clause to be used for the contract

types stated.

1-17056 1 Value Engineering Incentive Clause for Firm

Fixed-Price Contracts and Fixed-Price Contracts Providing
for Escalation. Value Engineering Incentive (Aug. 1963)

(a) This clause applies to cost reduction proposals ini-
tiated and developed by the Contractor for changing the
drawings, designs, specifications or other requirements of
this contract. This clause does not, however, apply to any
such proposal unless it is identified by the Contractor at the
time of its submission to the Contracting Officer, as a pro-
posal submitted pursuant to this clause. The cost reduction
proposals contemplated are those that:

(1) would result in less costly items than those specified
herein without impairing any of their essential functipns and
characteristics such as service life, reliability, economy
of operation, ease of maintenance, and necessary standard-
ized features; and

(2) would require, in order to be applied to this contract,
a change order to this contract.

Paragraph (a) (2) recognizes the fact that the-e are many cost reduc-

tion ideas which can be effected without requiri,.ig a contract modification.

The purpose of the "Value Engineering Incentive" clause is to prornote

cost reduction which could not be achieved unless the contract were changed.

Those ideas which do not require a contract change may be implemented

by the contractor as he sees fit. He retains 100 percent of any such cost

reduction. Value engineering incentive provisions apply only to cost re-

duction proposals which require a change order to the contract for their

adtion.

Paragraph (b) defines the information which the contractor must sub-

mit with a value engineering change proposal.

(1) a description of the difference between the existing
contract requirement and the proposed change, and the com-
parative advantages and disadvantages of each:
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(2) an itemization of the requirements of the contract
which must be changed if the proposal ia addpted and a rec-
ommendation as to how to make each such change (e. g.
suggested revision):

(3) an estimate of the reduction in performance costs
that will result from adoption of the proposal taking into ac-
count the costs of implementation by the Contractor, and
the basis for the estimate:

(4) a prediction of any effects the proposed change has
on other costs to the Government, such as Government-
furnished property costs, costs of related items, and costs
of maintenance and operation:

(5) a statement of the time by which a change order adopt-
ing the proposal must be issued so as to obtain the maximum
cost reduction during the remainder of the contract, noting
any effect on maintaining the contract delivery schedule; and

(6) the dates of any previous submissions of the proposal,
the numbers of any Government contracts under which sub-
mitted, and the previous actions by the Government, if known.

Paragraph (c) limits the Government liability.

(c) The Government shall not be liable for any delay in
acting upon, or for any failure to act upon, any proposal
submitted pursuant to this clause. The decision of the Con-

Stracting Officer as to the acceptance of any such proposal
under this contract shall be final and shall not be subject to
the "disputes" clause of this contract. Unless and until a
change order applies such a proposal to this contract, the
Contractor shall remain obligated to perform in accordance
with its existing terms. The Contracting Officer may accept
in whole or in part any cost reduction proposal submitted
pursuant to this clause by issuing a change order which will
identify the cost reduction proposal on which it is based.

Paragraph (d) describes the procedure for computing the contract
price reduction.

(d) If a cost reduction proposal submitted pursuant to this
clause is accepted under this contract, an equitable adjust-
ment in the contract price and in any other affected provi-
sions of this contract shall be made in accordance with this
clause and the 'Changes" clause of this contract. If the
equitable adjustment involves a reduction in the contract
price, it shall be established by determining the amount of
the total estimated decrease in the Contractor's cost of per-
formance resulting from the adoption of the cost reduction
proposal, taking into account the cost of implementing the
change by the Contractor, and reducing the contract by.....

S...percent (... .. %) of such decrease. If the equitable

Government share
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adjustment involves an increase in the contract price, such
increase shall be established under the "Changes" clause
rather than under this paragraph (d). The resulting contract
modification will state that it is made pursuant to this clause.

Paragraph (e) permits the contractor to make multiple submissions

of a cost reduction proposal.

(e) Cost reduction proposals submitted under the provi-
sions of any other contract also may be submitted under this
contract for consideration pursuant to the terms of this
clause.

Paragraph (f) gives the contractor the right to restrict the Government's

use of any data submitted under this clause until such time as the Govern-

ment accepts the proposal.

(f) The Contractor may restrict the Government's right
to use any sheet of a value engineering proposal or of the
supporting data, submitted pursuant to this clause, in ac-
cordance with the terms of the following legend if it is
marked on such sheet.

For fixed price incentive (FM1) type contracts, the value engineering

incentive clause above is modified by substituting the alternate paragraph (d) {
as set forth in 1-1705. 2 It describes the process for adjusting the target

conditions.

1-1705. 2 Value Engineering Incentive Clause for Fixed-
Price Incentive Contracts (Firm Targets). For fixed-price
incentive contracts (firm targets), insert the clause set
forth in 1-1705. 1 above, modified by the substitution of the
following paragralph (d) thereof:

(d) If a cost reduction proposal submitted pursuant to
this clause and affecting any of the items described in para-
graph (a) of the 'Incentive Price Revision (Firm Target)"
clause of this contract is accepted under this contract, an
equitable adjustment in the total target price of such items
and in any other affected provision of this contract shall be
made in accordance with this clause and the "Changes"
clause of this contract. The equitable adjustment in such
total target price shall be established by (1) determining the
amount of the total estimated decrease in the Contractor's
cost of performance resulting from adoption of the cost re-
duction proposal, taking into account the cost of implementing
the change by the Contractor, and (2) deducting the full amount
of this estimated decrease from the total target cost and
adding ....... percent ( ...... %)* of such amount to the

flnsert the appropriate percentage, i. e., the contractor's
share (see I -1702.2(c)).
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total target profit relating to such items. The maximum
dollar limit on the total final price of such items, which is
expressed in said paragraph (a) as a percentage of the total
target cost thereof, shall be increased by the total amount
of any adjustments in the total target profit that have been
established pursuant to this clause. If the equitable adjust-
ment involves an increase, in the contract price, such in-
crease shall be established under the "Changes" clause
rather than under this paragraph (d). The resulting contract
modification will state that it is made pursuant to this clause.

The procedure described above is typical of the ASPR provisions for

value engineering incentive operation in cost plus incentive fee (CPIF)

Contracts.

The "Value Engineering Program Requirement" clause is then pre-

sented. The previous value engineering incentive provision mechanisms

are also contained in the program requirements clause. Comment here

will be limited to those aspects which differ.

Paragraph (a) of the "Value Engineering Program Requirements"

clause requires the contractor to "engage in a value engineering program

and submit progress reports thereon." As previously discussed, the level

of effort for this program should be specified in the contract schedule and

the reporting requirements should be specified in the schedule as to fre-

quency and content. From the third sentence of paragraph (a) down to

paragraph (d) the value engineering requirement clause is almost identical

with the value engineering incentive clause.

VALUE ENGINEERING SERVICE CONTRACTS

The previous discussions have all considered value engineering as an

inclusive element of a procurement. It is also possible to have a procure-

ment solely for value engineering services. This may be obtained from

industry, educational institutions and consultants. Agencies of the DoD

have utilized this mechanism to contract for sev,,ral categories of services

or equipment: a) value training support and complete Workship seminars,

b) value research studies, c) value program development consultation,

and 3) value engineering studies of specified equipment projects.

Separate contracts for these or other possible situations are treated

as individual procurements. The contract type, structure and procurement
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method would be appropriately selected as prescribed by the ASPR and

the implementing regulations of the procuring activity.

The use of a separate procurement for the first three cases cited above

needs little amplification. They represent identifiable services which can

be contract items in themselves. Value engineering studies may be sepa-

rate procurements for several reasons: a) the project for study may be

a DoD in-house developed Item which may or may not be planned for fab-

rication by industry, b) re-procurement of an existing item may be antici-

pated, pro-procurement study is felt to be justified and is more amenable

to outside than to DoD value study, c) a fresh look at an item in addition

to or, by other than, the original developer or producer may achieve more

varied results, or d) it is considered desirable to contractually separate

the value engineering portion of a total contract in order to effect easier

control, different type of contract instrument or assessment of results.

In any event, the statement of work or other task description in the

contract schedule should clearly specify the task. Contracts for value

studies usually identify the item to be studied and may call for submission

of mock-ups, working models or prototypes of the contractor's recom-

mended value improvement.
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CONTRACTUAL ASPECTS: SUMMARY

A. The purpose of a contract is generally to reduce to writing the

conditions, rights and duties which the parties have agreed will bind them

and which place the risk of performance on the promisor.

B. All DoD contracts must be awarded by the Advertised Procure -

ment process unless one of 17 exceptions prevails which allow the use of

the Negotiated Procurement process.

C. The Negotiated Procurement process allows the submission of
"proposals" rather than "bids" or "offers. "Proposals are the basis for

discussions between one or more contractors and the Government for final

agreement on the contract type, form and tasks.

D. Fixed price procurements are characterized by definitive speci-

fications, high contractor financial risk, payment upon delivery and higher

profit than cost reimbursement contracts.

E. Cost reimbursement procurements are characterized by areas of

uncertainty in the specifications, low contractor risk, payment for progress

towards delivery and lower profit than fixed price contracts,

F. The ASPR states that it is DoD policy to incorporate value engi-

neering provisions in all contracts which offer a reasonable likelihood

for cost reduction.

G. Two types of value engineering contract provisions are: a) "Value

Engineering Incentive" clause which provides for sharing of cost reductions

which result from contractor generated and Government approved proposals

which change contractual requirements, and b) "Value Engineering Program

Requirements" clause which obligates the contractor to perform certain

tasks and which also allows sharing as above, but provides a smaller per-

centage for the contractor.

H. Value enginenering incentive provisions provide a mechanism and

incentive for contractor's effurts to propose savings which can be achieved

only by changing a contractual requirement.

I. The cost of a contract with a value engineering program require-

* ment clause may include "I... an amount specifically to cover a required

value engineering program
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Chapter 8: Program Management

This Chapter discuesea some of the management aspecZ-s of

value programs... the factoris presented are anncmted for

their applicability to value programs in industry and in the

DoD... Value engineering personnel selection criteri&.

and duties are preseaUted... Some guidelines are offered for

the organizational aspects of value enginepring.., Program

control elements of planning... motivation.., and informa-

tion services are described. .. Details of the results of value

engineering efforts.., and an apprcach tn assessertent are

giveu.
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CHAPTER 8

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

PERSRONNEL

This section will discuss the selection, training and duties of value

engineering personnel, i. e., those who have one or more value engSneerIng

program eleme nts as their assigned primary responsibility. They are

me nbers of a designated value engineering group and have 'value engineer-

ing' as their job description. Th, &Actor* noted below are guidelines based

upon current practices and past axperiences.

Selection.

Previous Experience. A candidate should have previous experience in one

or more of the major specialty areas that he is most likely to deal with.

Previous assignments in procurement. logis~ics. finance, fabrication or

price analysis are helpful. His knowledge of the personnel, operation.

problems and jargon facilitates communication. This is especially useful

if these were gained with the installation that is considering him for a value

engineering assignment

PersonalU. Character traits are the most significant selection criteria.

This results from the nature of the value engineering task. The perform-

ance of value studies and the development of procedu-res for value assur-

ance activities by other personnel requires extensive personal contact with

numerous people from several of the organizational elements. The ability

to successfully accomplish these contacts and to react in a positive, con.

structive manner cannot be overemphasized.

8- 1
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Perso*;ality traits which are positive selection factors include:
.'o

a) Capacity to deal with people without arousing antagonism.

b) Sensitivity to the personal viewpoint that others have of the value
problem and its implications to them.

c) Initiative to undertake tasks of known difficulty in previously un-
explored areas.

d) Willingness to be identified with a group that is involved with
perturbing the status quo.

e) Articulate in oral and written expression.

f) Not easily discouraged and possess the capability to rebound
when 61scouraged.

g) Maturity of thought and action (which may have no positive cor-
relation with chronological age).

Formal Education. A university degree is a desirable, but not mandatory,

prerequisite. If the assignment is expected to be mostly value studies,

design rviews, or specification reviews of advanced technology items, an

appropriate technical degree is certainly useful. When, however, the

major effort will be to help cost-determining people to do their own value

engineering, a formal technical education diminishes in importance to other

criteria. A degree does provide evidence that one otherwise personally

unknown to the selector has been exposed to and has demonstrated the

knowledge and diligence needed to complete a college curriculum. No

college offers an undergraduate degree in value engineering at this time.

Value Training. Universities, consultants and industry offer value training

courses ranging from one day to 80 hours. Completion of one or more of

these exercises is a positive factor, especially if it was a credit course or

used formal examinations. The minimum requirement is successful com-

pletion of a Workshop Semi.•,-r of at least 40 hours and preferably 80 hours.

This not only provides specialty education, but also simulates the actual

work. He is then better able to decide upon it as a full time assignment.

Personnel may start their value engineering education on the job.

This approach must be supplemented by outside reading and supervision.

A workshop course should be taken at the first opportunity. On the job

training of less than a year would benefit from formal classroom value

training.
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Sources. From the above criteria it can be seen that prior observation

of candidates is best to make a good selection. A likely first source is the

personnel at the installation. A selection from there will have knowledge

of part or all of the operation and its major products. The substance of

value engineering theory is more easily learned than the intricacies of ths.

agency.

Value engineering Workshop Seminars are excellent sources of poten-

tial assignees. They offer an opportunity to see demonstrations of the at-

tributes discussed above. Natural inclinations for value work will be

manifested -- the selector need only observe critically.

Duties and Responsibilities.

The duties of value engineering personnel can be broadly divided into

three categories: a) performance of value studies, b) implementation of

program task elements, and c) consultation or specialty assistance. Value

engineering personnel are not solely responsible for the value of the organi-

xation's items. This burden lies upon all who make decisions which con-

tribute to final cost.

. Performance of Value Studies. This responsibility includes all elements

of application of the theory to specific projects. It may be solo performance

or as a member of a task force. This project may have been generated

as the output of other efforts, such as cost targets, or their selection may

be included in this activity. In either event, this category includes all ef-

forts up to and including the recommendation of corrective action. It cur-

rently is the most common duty of value engineering personnel. It should

not be delegated to any other organizational unit.

Implementation of Value Program Tasks. This category involves the value

program elements which are delegated to other organizational units. Value

engineering personnel responsibilities here include the efforts to: a) pre-

pare the valuo engineering portion of the procedures, b) develop the technical

capabilities necessary to implement the procedures, c) assist in their per-

formance as requested, and d) monitor for adequate satisfaction of the value

aspects.

Each organization needs to locate points of primary responsibility for

* these tasks. To a large extent these may iiiitially be in the value engineering
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group itself. In these cases surveillance should be maintained to assure

that efforts are not carried to the point of duplication or beyond the time

for turnover to more logical areas of primary responsibiliLr. Most of the

tasks in this category will require value engineering assistance after turn-

over, Value training is an example of this group.

Consultation and Specialty Assistance. This area covers those efforts not

associated with identified tasks. Briefly, it represents technical advice on

the value engineering aspect of any current application by personnel at the

installation. This situation occurs sporadically and cannot be scheduled.

The individual involved: a) needs to recognize that he has a value problem,

b) realize that he needs specialty assistance, and c) alert the value engineer- -

ing organization for aid. Typical examples of this category include:

a) Consultation with equipment designers.

b) Evaluation of the value aspects of proposed changes.

c) Assessment of the value engineering portions of RFP's, proposals
and subcontracts.

d) Surveys of supplier value programs.

e) Determination of the technical value engineering consequences of
contract clause selection.

Career Development.

All of the aspects of career development for any career field apply to

value engineering. Some salient features peculiar to this field may be

briefly mentioned. These largely have to do with the nature of this work

that causes it to be involved with so many other specialties and its relative

youthfulness as a recognized career field.

Management recognizes that value engineering has b .fe1'extended to

only a fraction of its potential. Career development of t e~participatingo

personnel will be required before this latent capacity can be fully realized.

The subject can be examined from two viewpoints: a) development of the

individual, and b) self-improvement.

Advanced Value Training1 . At the time of preparation of this Guide there

was no formal program of value training which was beyond the material in

the DoD Value Engineering Training Guides. Sr,-ne value engineering R & D
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needs to be done before an advanced value curriculum will be feasible.

Meanwhile, training in the areas with which value personnel have operating

interfaces is useful. Education in the human factors aspects of value work

is a logical part of career development. There should be advanced technical

training in the theory or practice of the items handled. Finally, there may

be portions of the daily work which need improvement, for example, technical

writing.

Value engineering management needs to plan career development exer-

cises for its people. These plans need to be reduced to practice and assessed

for their effectiveness. It is likely, as past experience has demonstrated,

that few personnel have all the knowledge they need to achieve maximum

results from this theoretically simple, but otherwise complex, discipline.

Self-improvement. It is only a short while after starting a value engineering

assignment before one realizes the lack of much needed knowledge. Action

to reduce this lack is so incumbent upon value etrgineering personnel that

this subject could have been discussed in the earlier section on Duties and

Responsibilities. It was placed here in recognition of management's role

to identify the most needed areas and to support corrective actions. Many

avenues are available for self-improvement. These need not be detailed

in this Guide.

ORGANIZATION

A designated value engineering organization is a fundamental element

of a value program in the DoD and industry. The size, structure, level,

and location of a value engineering group cannot be presently specified; they

are dependent upon the installation served. Some guidelines will be pro-

vided concerning size and location. The structure will be discussed in terms

of the coordination and operation duties of a value engineering group. An

organizational approach will be suggested to most economically satisfy these

duties. The management level that the value engineering group should re-

port to can only be discussed in principle.

Each installation needs to evaluate its needs in terms of the following

guidelines and the other data in this Guide to make its organizational deci-

sions. The initial decisions made when the value program is installed

should be re-assessed at periodic intervals of no greater than every six

months for at least the first two years.
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Size.

The manloading depends upon the size of the facility served and the an-

ticipated workload. The lower limit is one man full-time and may reach

10 to 15 people at installations that have sufficient personnel and products.

The value engineering organization may require an inordinately large staff

when the installation's value program is first installed. As the program

gathers momentum, primary responsibility for some of the task elements

is transferred to other groups. The value engineering staff should either

decrease or shift their focus to operating tasks.

Structure.

An insight into the structure of a value engineering organization can be

gained by considering two broad categories of its duties: a) coordination

and b) operations. The using agency must evaluate its needs and make spe-

cific assignments of these categories to a selected number of personnel.

Initially the responsibility for coordination and operations may be vested in

one focal point. As the value program is reduced to practice it may be de -

sirable to separate these functions. If this is done, the coordination func-

tion is a logical staff assignment and operations should be a line function. * )
Coorlination Function. The coordination function includes program devel-

opment, implementation, control, assessment and the support of those value

engineering task elements assigned outside of the value engineering group.

Some specific responsibilities common to industry and the DoD are:

a) Develop and participate in the internal value training or indoctri-
nation program. If the facility has an internal training capability,
the value engineering coordinator assists in the technical aspects
of the value engineering training courses.

b) Develop and disseminate technical data (such as value standards,
cost per function, and cost of standard machine operations) which
will aid the operations personnel.

c) Review procurement requirements to determine which value engi-
neering clause is technically most applicable to the specified re-
quirements, contract type and acquisition phase.

d) Assess the effectiveness of the internal and contractor % alue engi-
neering programs.

e) Maintain an interchange o•f technical and cost information with other
functional groups such as reliability, maintainability, logistics,
quality and production.
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f) Review suggested projects for final selection and make study
assignments to operations personnel or to task forces.

g) Coordinate the administration of contractor value engineering
efforts if there are several simultaneous procurements with each
having its own operational value personnel.

Operations Function. The operations function of a value engineering organi-

zation has primary responsibility for certain value engineering program

task elements and for maintaining a dynamic interface with other operational

groups that affect end item value. Some of the specific duties in the DoD

and industrial value operations are:

a) Perform those value engineering program task elements delegated
by the installations value program plan, directives, regulations,
specifications, and other regulatory documents. These will nor -
mally be the performance of value engineering studies, specification
and design value reviews, and the generation of value engineering
proposals which recommend a lower end item price.

b) Develop specific cost visibility data for the type of item or proc -
esses commonly handled.

c) Provide technical specialty support for other areas of the installa-
tion as required (usually performed by the coordinating function).

d) Administer contractor value engineering programs for specific
procurements. This includes program plan review, report review,
participation in training, and coordination of value engineering
change proposal submission and processing.

Organizational Approach. The coordination and operational elements may

be vested in one designated group. This group can be subdivided, formally

or informally, to satisfy both sets of duties. When the operational tasks

(especially the value studies) have a variable workload to support several

projects under the installation's control, a centralized value engineering

organizational structure may be optimum. Under this "pool" concept, the

value engineering personnel are technically assigned to projects as required

while administratively reporting to the central value engineering group.

The pool concept inay provide optimum manpower utilizaticn. The value

personnel will gain in:reased familiarity with the installation's items of re-

sponsibility, procedures and overall value problems. Manpower peaks ane

valleys may be alleviated by the administrative ease of assignment changes

from between projects according to their variable needs and in between for

' coordination function duties.
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Level.

There is no minimum management level which a value engineering or-

ganisation must hold in order to successfully perform its mission. If the

two basic value functions are separated, the coordination function will

usually report to a higher management level than the operations function.

The operations personnel could report directly to the coordination function

which might be the designated value management focal point for the installa-

tion. If the operations function is distinct, it should be visible on the organi-

zation chart.

Location.

There are no constraints upon the location of the coordination function

within the parent organization. Value engineering is within the current

structure of the DoD Cost Reduction Program. Hence, a logical organiza-

tional location is for value engineering * be allied with the installation's

cost reduction focal point.

If the operational function is separated, it normally would be associated

with one of the technical elements. Specifically which one will depend upon 4
the items usually handled. In no event should the organizational location

tend to subordinate the value engineering efforts to previous primary re -

sponsibility. Care must also be exercised that placement will not restrict

its application. For example, value engineering has not been completely

effectively applied to the R & D programs of an installation when it has been

organizationally assigned to the joreduction division.

PLANNING

The achievement of maximum benefit from a value engineering program

requires planning for installation, operation, and control. In industry this

may be manifested by a value engineering program plan based upon the

statement of work in the contract. In the DoD a plan is equally necessary.

It may be derived from exhibits, specifications, directives and regulations.

The program plan acts as a communication link between the contractor and

the DoD and between the agency and higher authority. It conveys the depth

of understanding by its specific task descriptions, manloading and schedule.

It becomes the basis for pricing and subsequent measurement of the value

program effectiveness.
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A program plan should describe all aspects of the planned efforts and

) should contain the following information:

a) Appropriate reference should be made to regulatory or contractual
documents which required its preparation.

b) The intent and specific objectives of the particular value engineer-
ing program must be delineated. It should have sufficient detail
to permit other authorities to understand how these objectives are
planned to be met and the expected results.

c) An organization chart should be included to convey a clear under-
standing of the value engineering group nomenclature, level and
location with respect to the other organizational elements which
it will deal with. These latter include engineering, fiscal or
finance, procurement, logistics, and fabrication.

d) A detailed description of the task elements to be performed must
be-incudad. This portion of the program plan should reflect ap-
plicable required directives and the value engineering needs of
the project or installation.

e) A program schedule is needed in milestone or other equivalent
format which portrays the relationships between the tasks to be
performed and the calendar or the overall project schedule.

The tasks presented in the program plan should represent suitable se-

lections appropriate to the installation or to the procurement. They should

be commensurate with the level of funding, manpower availability and the

acquisition phase of the items that will be treated. If the level of effort

does not permit implementation of all possible value tasks, the program

plan should present the rationale for its selections.

The value engineering program plan should be critically re-examined

at regular intervals (roughly every six months) in the light of achieved

progress, expenditures and results. Revisions should be made when neces-

sary to maintain the document as a program control parameter.

Motivation.

The DoD is promoting the concept of incentive contracting to stimulate

contractors to greater economy and performance through increased profit.

A "Value Engineering Incentive" clause is one aspect of this motivation.

As discussed earlier, this has caused contractors to look to their individual

employees as significant factors in profit achievement.
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Within the DoD, regulations and directives have stressed the personal

aspects of cost effective performance. These and other factors are effec-

tive to the extent that they are stressed and practiced.

It is a value engineering management responsibility to positively par-

ticipate in the motivation of individual cost effective performance. Each

such manager needs to develop a series of mechanisms to generate a "value

climate" at his installation.

Information Services.

The subject of cost and cost reduction is currently receiving much at

tention. The incentive mode of contracting is stimulating, and even pro-

viding the contractor with assistance to reduce costs. New cost control

techniques such as PERT/Cost, the weighted guidelines method of profit

computation, computer applications to cost effectiveness studies, films,

handbooks, manuals, directives, letters, and regulations have all been

promulgated which speak in terms of reducing costs. Industry has responded

with professional societies, studies, analyses and recommendations for

better means of controlling and reducing cost.

These actions, coupled with the establishment of cost reduction quotas,

have engendered an atmosphere prone to public announcements of positive

responses. Industry and DoD representatives have prepared newsletters,

press releases, exhibitions of success stories and articles. None of this

is harmful in itself; but, it must be pointed out that since value engineering

is a cost reduction oriented discipline, it is heavily involved. Value engi-

neering program management needs to recognize the applied pressures and

react in a manner which will not cause subsequent disavowal of prematurely

claimed results.

Positive control procedures must be instituted by value engineering

program management for information release. These must, of course, be

consistent with agency directives. A balance of information release needs

to be maintained so that successful applications may be used in the motiva-

tion program previously mentioned. In all cases, extreme care should be

exercised so that value engineering generated information reports or re-

leases do not imply that the original designer (or his organization) was in-

competent and do not imply more credit to a value engineering organizatio

than it is due for its part in the cost reduction efforts of many. W
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RESULTS

The objective of value engineering is the improvement of value by the

reduction of cost. The results of value engineering efforts can be consid-

ered in three categories: a) mandatory, b) desirable and c) potential. De-

sirable and potential results may be either direct or indirect. Direct results

are the achieved cost reductions which can be unambiguously measured.

They frequently occur in other than cost units: a) improvements in relia-

bility, b) improvements in ease of supply, and c) increases in the opportunity

for competitive procurement. These other factors, although real, may be

subordinated to claims of savings under severe cost reduction pressures.

A significant portion of value engineering achievements is gained

through the efforts of personnel other than the designated value engineering

personnel. Their value results are not always clearly visible nor Immedi-

ately evident. Thus, they may be called indirect; this does not mean that

they are not real. The application of value engineering to the early design

phase has also produced results which are more easily and realistically

measured in units other than dollars. There is, for example, an improve-

* ment in a company or DoD agency cost-consciousness atmosphere. This is

a highly desirable result, since the lack of this climate is an environmental

factor that has contributed to the need for this subject. Indirect benefits

also result from increasing the capability of personnel to produce a more

cost-effective item than they might have otherwise.

Contractor Efforts.

Contractor, and some DoD, value engineering results can be most con-

veniently examined in light of the methods that the DoD uses to obtain them.
The resuits of value engineering service contracts are derived directly

from the statement of work and need no amplification here. However, the

results of value engineering efforts obtained as an element of a larger pro-

curement may be discussed. The DoD uses ohe of two types of clauses to

seek these results.

"Value Engineering Incentive" Clause Results. The ASPR states that, "The

objective of a value engineering incentive provision is to encourage the con-

tractor to develop and submit to the Government, cost reduction proposals

which involve changes in the contract specifications, purchase description

or statement of work." It encourages the implementation of a value
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engineering program. It does not have any mandatory results. Nothing is

required; nothing must be reported. Furthermore, the desired results can
4

be obtained only if the clause is invoked. Desired and potential results of

the direct and indirect types may be realized from application of the incen-

tive clause.

Direct Results. The direct (and desired) results are proposals to

change contractual requirements which will lower the contract price. The

ASPR speaks of these as "cost reduction proposals" submitted pursuant to

the clause. These are sometimes called VECP's when the contractor uses

the Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) form based upon ANA Bulletin 445A

for this purpose. Other nomenclature is used for proposals which either

do not (or may not) uee the ECP format. In any event, the submission of

these proposals represents the contractor's results. Processing and dispo-

siton of these proposals are the DoD agency results. (Assessment includes

the evaluation of the contractor's results in the light of their disposition. )

These desired direct resultm can be quantitatively expressed in dollar

units. They may be obtained from the contractor submittals and verified

by the supplemental agreements which actually change the contract price.

The Government share of the cost reduction is the DoD direct result. The

Government's usage of these changes on other procurements is an additional

potential result. This result is greater than the dirtct result because the

Government does not have to share the cost reduction.

Indirect Results. The indirect results that are possible out: uts of con-

tractor value engineering efforts under incentive clause coverage are diffi-

cult to specify. They represent the capability improvements emanating

from value training, value climate improvement and personal motivation

factors.

The contractor may also produce change proposals which he may reduce

to practice without the approval of contracting officer. These internal

changes may represent immediate or potential results to the DoD. If these

changes are made on an FPI or CPIF contract they will mean a lower final

contract cost than if they had not been implemented. The Government re-

sult is its share of the resultant underrun, when it occurs. It needs to be

identified and verified if a positive result claim is to be made. (These re-

sults may be expressed as cost avoidances.)
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If the contract is not an incentive type, these indirect results are seen

as potential results by the DoD. They may be manifested as lower cost of

future procurements from that contractor.

"Value Engineering Program Requirements" Clause Results. The ASPR

clause state, that, "The contractor shall engage in a value engineering

program, and submit progress reports thereon, as specified in the Schedule. "

Pr',ram requirements clause coverage will produce mandatory, desired

and potential results.

Mandatory Results. The minimum mandatory results are the "engage-

ment" in a value engineering program and the submission of reports. The

Statement of Work, or other portion of the contract Schedule, may define

additional mandatory results. For example, the submittal of a value engi-

neering program plan has previously been suggested as a requirement.

Additionally, program descriptions, specifications or exhibits may be in-

corporated which will require specific task performance. In any event, it

should be noted that the mandatory result is task performance evidenced

by document submittals, not cost reduction. These mandatory results are

indirect. They can be expressed in terms of actions taken. It is extremely

difficult to realistically convert these actions into equivalent dollar

consequences.

There is one other category of mandatory result in these cases. The

ASPR ciuaie states that ".. the contractor sail submit any cost reduction

change proposals resulting from the requ.red program. " It is the submis-

sion of these rather than their generation that is mandatory. When submitted

they can be viewed as direct results and treated in this respect similar to

the previous discussion of the "Value Engineering Incentive" clause.

Desirable and Potential Results. These are indirect and are substan-

tially the same as previously discussed under the incentive provision. How-

ever, they have a higher probability of being obtained in this case. This is

because direct efforts are being performed to gain them. Additionally, the

potential results are increased becaa.se the Government obtains the right

to use submitted data, including cost reduction proposals, even if they are

not applied to the contract at hand.
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Do-D Efforts.

Value engineering application within DoD agencies also produces direct

and indirect results. It is not pertinent to categorize these here as manda- W

tory or nonrnandatory. This is a command consideration of the mission

assign~ed to the value engineering group. The significant point is that the

results of DoD value efforts manifest themselves as larger benefits to the

Government. No sharing of results occurs. All of the factors of identifying

direct and indirect results previously discussed apply in-house. As also

noted before, the DoD actions associated with the administration of con-

tractor programs are identifiable results.

ASSESSMENT

Assessment is used here to mean the appraisal of extant or completed

value engineering efforts for effectiveness and control. It includes: a) audit,

b) evaluation, and c) determination of corrective actions. Each of these

three factors, but especially the audit, should reflect the consideration of

results discussed previously.

Assessments may be made of contractor or DoD value programs. The

installation's value engineering personnel should contribute to the audit

procedure development and analysis of its results but probably should not

actually conduct audits at its own location. Formal assessments should

be performed annually.

Audit.

The audit is a fact finding exercise. An agenda appropriate to the in-

stallation or project to be audited should be prepared. It should seek facts

supported by tangible evidence. The data sought should be of three types:

a) what has been done, b) what has not been done, and c) what are the

problem areas ?

The audit must cover the value e,,gineering operation as well as other

organizational elements. The other groups are selected according to their

responsibility for value engineering task element performance and for their

disposition actions on value engineering change proposals.

Specific audit elements derive from consideration of the programs to

be evaluated. Some general facets that should be included are:
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a) Does the organization chart show a value engineering activity and
illustrate its relation to key functions such as procurement, engi-
neering, fabrication, finconce and project offices?

b) Do procedures and policies exist which delineate the value engi-
neering program tasks, res5oibilities and internal operation
for the installation?

c) What is the record of applying value engineering projects as ex-
emplified by memoranda, reports, or minutes of meetings?

d) What is the extent to which the program has received support as
illustrated by management or command personal and written
actions ?

e) Do procedures exist and are they followed to assure the use of
value engineering results on other programs or items ?

f) Have informal assessments been made internally?

Evaluation.

Evaluation may be accomplished by a point rating approach. The

agenda used for the audit could have an associated score for the answers

to each question. Mandatory results should be weighted most heavily, then

desired results and potential results should make the least individual con-

tributions to total score. The resultant point score will be arbitrary but

it will isolate corrective action needs. Subsequent audits may be compared

for progress consideration.

Corrc'.ve Action.

This portion of the assessment derives from the evaluation with quali-

fications due to exposed problem areas. The entire assessment process

is meaningful only if the corrective action needs are communicated to those

responsible.
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SUMMARY: PROGRAM MANAGEMENi

A. Personality traits which indicate a positive capauL,,.y to react to

the needs and problems of other pt, sonnel without arousing antagonism

are the most significant selection c -iteria for value engineering -ersonnel.

B. An installation should have a designated value engineering group.

The exact organizational location and level of this group is dependent upon

the size and type of facility, its products, policies, and its planned

program.

C. Optimum operation of a value engineering program is assisted by

initial planning of tasks, schedules, budgets and manloading. These must

be periodically evaluated for comparison with actual occurrences.

D. The results of value engineering activities include: a) mandatory

contractor results oi value program operation from "Value Engineering

Program Requirements" clause provision, and b) desired contractor re-

sults which include the submission of cost reduction proposals and achieve-

ment of internal cost avoidance by actions which do not require contractual

implementation authority. Both of these may become potential results to

the DoD for future procurements. Results of DoD actions include direct

cost reductions accruing from approved contractor submittals, direct cost

reductions accruing from in-house value studies and indirect present and

potential results accruing from improving the cost determining personnel

capabilities and climate for cost reduction.

E. Assessments of DoD and contractor value engineering programs

should be performed annually to audit, evaluate and recommend corrective

action of the value engineering organization and all other elements which

iiifluence end item cost.
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Chapter 9: Value Research and Development

A critical analysis of the value engineering discipline and
some applications to presented.., the need for improving
certain areas is highlighted. .. some likely topics are offered
as value engineering research studies... The@* include the
management aspects of motivation..,. measurement... unifi-
cation of several cost oriented disciplines.., and improved
directives... Other studies are suggested for some technical
areat~ such as source dt. .... Value Standards. .. Value
Figures of Merit. .. Cost Visibility Standards... and value
training improvement.
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CHAPTER 9

VALUE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The management of any activity must consider its development to meet

anticipated needs as well as its current application. Value engineering is

not an exception. In fact it has been somewhat delinquent in this respect.

This chapter will briefly, and critically, examine its current posture and

suggest some possible avenues of exploration. It is a management respon-

sibility to initiate these or other research studies to assure the value of

value engineering in the changing pattern of DoD procurement and contract

performance.

STATE OF THE ART I

The evaluation of function is the current manifestation of the value en-

gineering theory. It is not very much different today than when it was

originally developed over 15 years ago. It represents a qualitative rather

than an exact, quantitative process. This is especially true of the worth

values for functions. The current procedure relies upon the personnel's

experience and judgment rather than upon scientific method. Its strength

as an analytical tool could be greatly improved.

Practice.

The value engineering task elements discussed earlier represent the

present level of application practices. Some, especially training, have

been practiced in the same manner for the past 15 years. The inclusion

of value assurance training in this document and in the Principles and
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Applications of Value Engineering Training Guide. is the first basic change

in value education.

Some of the value program tasks are recent developments and have

not had extensive tests in industry or in the DoD. They contain some de-

cision elements based upon qualitative considerations and subjective appli-

cation of experience and judgment. The Projects Requirements Evaluation

isolation of poor value obligatory elements is an example. Another broad

area of potential task improvement is the standardisation of criteria and

nomenclature for sub-elements of many value engineering program per-

formance procedures.

POTENTIAL AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT

The research and development of value engineering to improve its

yield may be explored in three areas which are logical separations of the

types of studies and the places, people or organisations that might perform
them. Data needed for performance of some is more readily available in

industry, some in the DoD and others could be performed by either. The

research activities suggested in this Guide are by no means an• exclusive

R listing.

Manag*ment Aspects.

This area covers the aspects of accomplishments through personal

contacts, procedures and regulations. For this subject it is the attainment

of the objectives of value engineering, especially the long range objective

of all cost determining personnel doing their own value engineering. Pres-

ently the application of value engineering is highly localised in the hands

of value engineering personnel. Studies which culminate in better personal

approaches, writtan procedures and personnel actions might dwell on these

subjects:

a) Motivation, reward and correction strategies are needed. Their
application would be to all personnel with respect to their use of
the value engineering theory in daily job performance.

b) Measurement and assessment nomenclature and atandards which
quantitatively and realistically express cost reduction results are
not adequate at present. These need to be in terms of impersonal
benefit to the DoD, rather than to any one discipl!ne such as value
engineering. One organizational group might have performed

9
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only a portion of the value effort but may receive inordinate ac-
claim because it has the same name as the theory or methods
that were used.

c) A discipline should be developed that incorporates several pres-
ently co-existing elements that have similar high value objectives
but use diffe -ent nomenclature, procedures, and personnel.
Some of these have extensive common interfaces, yet operate
more or less independently. Typical possibilities are the value
engineering, maintainability and reliability fields. A unified
theory, similar to systems requirements analysis, that makes
common use of the outputs of these three for example, would be
a more powerful and efficient instrument than the sum of their
separate actions.

d) Procedures and regulations are needed for a more realistic eval-
uation of value engineering change proposals for their effect upon
future procurements and Government installation, operation and
logistic costs.

Source Data.

Research studies in this area are needed to generate quantitative data

for use in value engineering application. The need for these studies is to

supplant the subjective generation of functional cost data with a more real-

istic basis derived from actual situalions. Development of these data q
could become a basis for more quantitative contractual value engineering

arrangements as well as a more realistic-assessment of the total impact

of proposed value engineering changes.

Value Standards. This nomenclature has been used loosely for some time.

Published data. however, is virtually nonexistent. The term is used here

to indicate dollar figures that represent reasonably achievable minimum

costs for accomplishing specfic functions. There is a finite number of

possible functions. Standards of cost for achieving the most common ones

would be a base for setting the worth or cost targets of items that repre-

sent the accomplishment of these functions.

Value Vigiures o)f Merit. This title is used to mean terms that express

performance features in cost unrts. They exprese the variation, as im-

provement or degradation of performance, in terryis of dol~lars. For ex-

ample, an equipment reliability could be expressed in terms of the coot of

achieving each additional 100 hours between failure as derived from mean

time between failure (MTBF) consideration. Co~mplication* rnay be included

to express other facturs significant tc a partict'lar item sach as cost in
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dollars per unit of signal to noise ratio per 500 hours between failures.

The cost consequences of reliability trade off@ between alternative hard-.

ware designs would then be quantitatively expressed in dollar terms. This

would provide increased cost visibility into the design decision process.

Performance figures of merit without coot and cost figures of merit are

in common use. But this use has generally been in analyses of systems

economics, rather than for the unit end item level at which many costs

are actually determined.

Cost Visibility Standards. Industrial consideration of the value of alterna-

tive approaches is frequently hampered by lack of knowledge of quantitative

DoD cost data for the installation, operation and logisti,'s of the items

under development or production. This is especially significant in the case

of studies which propose changes under value engineering incentiv'e clause

coverage. Knowledge of the preceding cost factors and the Government's

cost of change processing should be criteria for contractor selection of

study items and DoD change evaluation. Several situations have already

occurred of DoD rejection of industry proposed value changes due to the

cost factors not quantitatively available to the contractor. Parallel prob-

lems of inadequate using agency cost consequences could arise in the eval-

uation and implementatior of DoD generated value changes.

Methodology,

Value engineering task performance procedures are susceptible to

improvement. This includes those performed by value engineering per-

sonnel, and more significantly. those used by all cost determining person-

nel in their daily work routine. Some of this will be a by-product of the

experiences gained as the performance task elements discussed in Chapter

3 are implemented more widely. Formal effort needs to be assigned to

accumulate data. analyse and revise these task elements to take ,dvantage

of what is learned and to communicate it so that the same lessons need

not be re-learned.

One example might be cited here. Value training has been widely

practiced for over 10 years. The time required to accomplish the mini-

mum effective presertation of Workshop Seminars is still virtually the

same as it was 10 years ago. More efficient procedures wvould seem rea-

* sonably capable of development.
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VALUE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: SUMMARY

A, Value engineering needs development of certain of its methods,

procedures and source data to allow a greater realiz, tion of its potential. -ie•

B. Research studies should be performed to make cost data available

which would perm.nt quantitative standards for determining the worth of

functions, minimum costs of achieving functions, reasonable costs for

performance parameters which include failure consequences and DoD

usage cost figures for design and change decisions.

C. The results of current value engineering program task elements

should be centrally collected and evaluated for task definition, procedure

and application improvement.
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